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ABSTRACT
Migrant workers are considered as social beings who are socially and culturally alienated
from the dominant society of a receiving country. Furthermore, they are the least likely to have
learning opportunities in our society and thus their learning along with their migrant experiences
may not be well illuminated in the academy of adult education.
The purpose of this study was to investigate how six Myanmarese male migrant workers
describe their lived experiences and their learning as members of their ethnic community, the
Myanmar Association in Korea (MA). I used phenomenology as a research method to uncover
and describe the essential aspects of migrant workers’ lived experiences. In order to
systematically analyze how and what the participants had learned through participating in the
activities of the MA, I employed Cultural and Historical Activity Theory (CHAT) as a useful
theoretical framework for revealing informal learning.
I collected data primarily through in-depth semi-structured interviews, field observations,
and documents during my five months’ internship as a labor counselor in the Bucheon Migrant
Worker’s House which as a Korean NGO, had been working for supporting migrant workers in
Korea.
Six Myanmarese male migrant workers actively participated in three activities of the MA:
Culture Sharing and Exchange, Labor Counseling, and Political Awareness Building.
I found five essential features of the participants’ lived experiences as members of their
ethnic community: actively taking responsibility and self-sacrifice, living with a strong sense of
political vocation, getting confidence to survive in Korean Society, live while embracing various
differences, escaping from daily routine and connected to a new world and dream.
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Through this study, I also got the strong sense that through participating in the MA, six
Myanmarese male migrant workers had become social and political activists beyond the typical
boundary of ordinary migrant workers in Korea who were depicted as passive and oppressed
beings in many recent studies.
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Chapter 1. INTRODUCTION
This chapter introduces the topic and the purpose of this study. I begin with the
description how I came to the research topic and how this topic is relevant to the field of adult
learning and education followed by the research purpose and questions. I also address the
definition of key terms and the outlines of chapters.

Coming to the Question
Since the late 1990s, I have heard the news from Korean media about migrant workers
that the influx of the short-term migrant workers from Asian and African countries has sharply
increased as a result of a shortage of low-skilled labor in the Korean small business
manufacturing sectors in the global economy system. In addition, some of the media has also
dealt with several social issues on migrant workers such as frequent crack downs on
undocumented workers, their extremely poor working conditions, and related human rights
infringement problems.
However, my actual interest in migrant workers’ life in Korea started from the Fifth
Education for International Understanding (EIU) Conference held in Seoul in 2004. I heard a
speaker, a priest from a Catholic non-governmental organization (NGO), forcefully addressed
the unstable social status and violations of the human rights of migrant workers, including
delayed payment of wages and employers’ physical violence against them in the workplace, in a
session on human rights issues in Korean society. At that time, I was a member of both the
‘Korea Society of EIU’ and its study group Meeting for International Understanding (MIU)
whose main aim was to study globalization, its impact on adult education, and to ultimately
develop curricula and textbooks under the title of ‘Education for International Understanding’ for
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adult learners. In line with this, I did my internship in Korea UNESCO Cultural Exchange
Service (KUCES) to organize and coordinate the Cross Cultural Awareness Program (CCAP) in
which foreigners living in Korea visited schools to share their motherland cultures with young
Korean students.
In this context, the presentation of the priest in the conference really impressed me in that
it addressed the negative aspects of globalization and the multicultural society. Furthermore, I
began to realize that until then I had only been exposed to the ideal and positive aspects of
globalization and a multicultural society such as cultural exchange, cultural awareness, tolerance,
and so on. So, I suggested to the MIU that we should include a section on migrant workers’ real
life in Korea in the multicultural education curriculum for adult learners that we had planned to
develop and I took charge of this section.
While reviewing articles on migrant workers’ life in Korea, I found out several new
things about their living and working conditions in Korea. First, many research (Jeong, ; M. Lee,
2003; Lim, 2003; Seol, 1999, 2000a, 2000b, 2003, 2004) show that migrant workers face many
difficulties in the workplace as well as in their daily life in the process of adjusting to a new
place. Associated difficulties include communication problems, employer beatings, verbal abuse,
medical insurance issues, visa attachment, and frequent crackdowns by government officers.
Second, most of concerns of migrant workers are centered on maintaining job stability during
their stay in Korea and wanting to acquire higher levels of job related skills and knowledge to
ensure their future employment. Third, structural systems such as the oppressive role of the
current Employment Permit System (EPS)1 and the Korean government’s indifferent attitudes

1

Refer to the section “Oppressive Systems” in Chapter 2.
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toward their basic human and labor rights are the major obstacles to maintaining their job
stability, along with employers’ unjust treatment and discrimination of them.
Through the literature review, the following topics in particular captured my interest:
what does it mean for them to live as a migrant worker in a foreign country; how they perceive
their difficulties in Korean society; how they resolve these difficulties; and what learning takes
place in their daily life in Korea. These are the main reasons that I became interested in migrant
workers’ lived experiences in Korea and decided to investigate it in this study.

Statement of Problem
In 1985, UNESCO adopted the declaration of the right to learn2 at the Fourth
International Conference on Adult Education in Paris. The emphasis was “without this right
(right to learn) there will be no improvements in the standard of living for workers in our cities
and villages,” and also called on “all countries to implement this right and to create the necessary
conditions for its effective exercise” (UNESCO, 1985, p. 67). In order to provide appropriate
learning opportunities for migrant workers, most of all, it is necessary to identify their actual
learning needs and conditions. In response to this, recently there have been two pioneer studies
(M. Lee, 2003; R. Lee, 2006) on migrant workers’ learning in Korea. These studies demonstrate
that: 1) in terms of access to learning opportunities, migrant workers are one of the most
alienated groups in Korean society; and 2) despite this fact, migrant workers are engaged in

2

The specific rights to learn are: The right to read; the right to question and analyze; the right to imagine and create;
the right to read one’s own world and to write history; the right to have access to educational resources; and the right
to develop individual and collective skills (UNESCO, 1985, p. 67).
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various learning activities in their daily life in order to survive in their daily life as well as the
workplace.
M. Lee’s study (2003) indicates that in order to protect their basic human and labor rights
in their workplace, migrant workers form social networks with other migrant workers, ethnic
communities or NGOs. It is through participating in these networks they learn critical
consciousness that their poor working conditions and violation of their human rights are closely
related to social and systematic factors such as the EPS. R. Lee’s study (2006) also notes that
through participating in various activities in their daily life migrant workers acquire occupational,
social, and political skills which are urgently needed in Korean society. These two studies in
particular indicate that most of migrant workers’ learning occurs in informal learning contexts
such as their ethnic communities, religious organizations, and NGOs. In order to identify and
understand their learning and learning needs, I think it is necessary to reveal migrant workers’
lived experiences in these informal learning contexts.

Research Rationale
Monkman (1997) proposes that in order to better understand the lives of migrants and
immigrants it is necessary to explore their informal learning processes rather than just to apply
linear models of immigration and acculturation. The main focus of this study centered on the six
Myanmarese male migrant workers’ lived experiences and their learning as members of their
ethnic community. This research is significant for the following reasons:
First, this study provides a practical reference for policy makers, NGOs and their activists
and employers who are directly or indirectly engaged with migrant workers in that this study
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focuses on what kind of knowledge and skills migrant workers produce as well as what kinds of
learning strategies migrant workers use to survive.
While there exists a great deal of research on migrant workers’ life focusing on their
human rights, poor working experiences, there is dearth of studies addressing migrant workers’
learning. I think this reflects two facts: 1) migrant workers are not considered as one of Korean
social members and 2) therefore, this led to social indifference on their learning needs and
opportunities. By providing a rich description of migrant workers’ lived experiences and their
learning, this study helps relevant entities plan, construct, and provide systematic learning
opportunities and resources for migrant workers who have been considered as marginalized adult
learners.
Secondly, this study also contributes to expanding our understanding on informal
learning. Livingstone (2000) posits that “adult learning is like an iceberg – mostly invisible at the
surface and immense in its submerged informal aspects”(p. 499). This implies that without
considering the informal aspects of adult learning, it is impossible to fully understand adult
learning activities. This study focused on six Myanmarese male migrant workers’ lived
experiences in the activities of their ethnic community as the informal learning context where as
Livingstone (2006, p. 206) notes, “objectives, content, means and processes of acquisition,
duration, evaluation of outcomes, and applications are determined by the individuals and groups
that choose to engage in it.”
In this study, I excavated how and what learning occurred in this informal learning
context, the Myanmarese male migrant workers’ ethnic community in Korea, the Myanmar
Association using Cultural Historical Activity Theory (CHAT) as a theoretical framework.
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Therefore, this study provides the distinct process and structure of informal learning which
would be quite different with that of school context.
Lastly, this study provides a complicated and dynamic migrant workers’ learning, which
takes place in the collective informal learning context, in the Myanmarese ethnic community.
Actually, two studies (M. Lee, 2003; R. Lee, 2006) on migrant workers’ learning in Korea
indicate that ethnic communities are the loci for sharing necessary information, knowledge and
conducting various collective learning activities. However, they did not fully address how
migrant workers’ learning occurs in their ethnic community. In this study, I explored the specific
and dynamic interactions among Myanmarese migrant workers or among elements in the
activities of the Myanmarese Association through which their learning is produced.

Purpose of the Study and Research Questions
The purpose of this study was to understand Myanmarese male migrant workers’ lived
experiences and their learning as members of their ethnic community, the Myanmar Association
(MA), in Korea. This study explored Myanmarese male migrant workers’ lived experiences by
focusing on participants’ stories on their engagement with the activities as members in their
ethnic community, and analyzing materials and documents related to the activities. The major
research purposes were as follows: 1) this study provides deep and rich description of
Myanmarese male migrant workers’ lived experiences as members in their ethnic community,
the MA; and 2) this study reveals what and how they have learned through participating in their
ethnic community. The study makes a contribution to expanding our understandings of informal
learning which occurs in the informal learning context. The overarching research question was:

7

How do Myanmarese male migrant workers, who have been active in their ethnic
community, describe their lived experiences as members of the Myanmar Association in Korea?

More specifically, the study sought to address the following:
•

How did Myanmarese male migrant workers understand their participation in the
MA?

•

What activities did Myanmarese male migrant workers participate in the MA?

•

What difficulties Myanmarese male migrant workers face in the MA?

•

How did Myanmarese male migrant workers perceive and resolve these
difficulties?

•

How did Myanmarese male migrant workers perceive their relationships with
other members of the MA?

•

How did Myanmarese male migrant workers migrant workers perceive their roles
in the MA?

Definition of Key Terms in the Study
Before presenting my research, in order to avoid the confusion of the terms, I defined
three key terms in this study: “learning” and “describe.”
According to Engeström (1987, Ch 3., pp9-27), through participating in human activity
three levels of leaning can occur within the subject of human activity: Learning I refers to
acquiring information in the given context of human activity, Learning II indicates solving pregiven tasks or problems in the given context of human activity, and Learning III is to resolve
double bind situations (contradictions) embedded in human activity. Engeström (1987) also
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argues that these learning can be identified by its outcomes produced by dynamic interactions
among key constituents in human activity.
Based on the Engeström’s concept of three levels of learning, in this study, I define
learning as: The outcomes produced by acquiring information in the given context, solving pregiven tasks and problems, and resolving inner contradictions (which can involve various
conflicts and problem situations) embedded in human societal activity. In addition, in line with
Van Manen (1990), I employed the term describe to mean: 1) it implies the act of indicating
(naming) particular contents of lived experience -descriptive; and, 2) the act of creating, giving,
or drawing the meaning of particular contents of lived experience indicated (named)-interpretive.
I examined related terms such as contradiction, activity, level of learning and descriptive and
interpretive in detail in Chapter 3 and 4.

Outlines of Chapters
Chapter 2 is the literature review on the trends and issues regarding migrant workers in
the Asian region and Korea along with two studies on migrant workers learning in Korea.
Chapter 3 dealt with phenomenology as a research method followed by the process of site
selection and recruiting the participants, data collection and analysis. Chapter 4 examined the
general structure of Cultural Historical Activity Theory (CHAT) as a theoretical framework.
Chapter 5 introduced the historical background of Myanmar Association and the profiles of the
participants in this study. Chapter 6 explored what activities the participants had created and
conducted as members of the MA. Chapter 7 provided five features of the participants’ lived
experiences in the MA along with how and what they had learned through participating in the
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activities. Chapter 8 presented discussions about learning and development of the participants
and the activities of the MA along with the conclusion.
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Chapter 2. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
In this chapter, I explored relevant literature on the general feature of migrant workers’
life in Korea. First, I reviewed the current migration trends and issues in the Asian region and
placed the Korean context of migrant workers’ life within the larger Asian framework of
migration. Second, I presented the historical background of the influx of migrant workers, related
systems, and the main difficulties they are facing in Korea. Lastly, I examined two recent studies
on migrant workers’ learning in Korea.

Labor Migration Trends and Issues in the Asian Region
International labor mobility has been an increasingly important feature of the economic
and social landscape in the Asian region in recent decades (Athukorala, 2006; Hewison & Young,
2006; Hugo, 2005; OECD, 2006; Wickramasekara, 2000; Young, 2006). In particular, migration
within the Asian region has grown most rapidly since the mid-1980 due to the rapid economic
growth in East Asia and the emergence of newly industrializing economies such as Malaysia and
Thailand (Wickramasekara, 2000, p.14; Young, 2006, p.17).The United Nations Population
Division (2005) estimates that in 2005 there were 191 million migrants3 living outside their
country of birth: Europe (64 million), followed by Asia (53 million) and Northern America (45
million). Among the total number of Asia migrants, around 24.6 million migrant workers4 are
from other Asia countries (Hugo, 2005, p.9)5.

3

This figure includes migrants for employment, their families, asylum seekers and refuges. Regarding this number,
the International Labor Organization (ILO, 2008, p.2) estimates economically active migrant workers were 94
million and if including their families, the number accounted for 170 million, almost 90 per cent of total
international migrants.
4
According to the resolution ‘International convention on the protection of the rights of all migrant workers and
members of their families’ adopted by General Assembly of United Nations (UN), the term "migrant worker" refers
to a person who is to be engaged, is engaged or has been engaged in a remunerated activity in a State of which he or
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According to the major theories on the origin of international migration (Massey & et.,
1993), migrant flows occur largely through two factors: 1) the “demand factor” which influenced
the entry of migrant workers to a receiving country such as labor shortage in labor-intensive
industry and low fertility rate, and 2) the “supply factor” which affected the decision of migrant
workers to leave the country of origin such as income gap between countries, lack of
opportunities of employment, and pursuing better living conditions. Actually, many studies on
international migration within Asian countries (Ball & Piper, 2006; Liow, 2003;
Wickramasekara, 2000; Young, 2006) illustrate that the shrinking of domestic labor forces in
specific industries caused by low population growth with low fertility rates and aversion to what
is popularly called in Korea “3D jobs (Dirty, Difficult and Dangerous)” in developed and
developing countries such as Japan, Hong Kong, Taiwan, and (South) Korea and increasing
income gap between these countries and less developed countries such as south Asian countries
have been major driving forces for international migration.
The Global Commission on International Migration (GCIM, 2005, p.12-13) points out
that the principal forces of international migration are the “3Ds:” differences in development,
demography, and democracy, that is, “migration occurs not only because that migrants want to
move away from the constraints and insecurities they faced in their country of origin, but also
because they believe that better conditions and opportunities exist elsewhere.”
However, even though labor migration has its own positive effects, especially on the
economy both of migrant workers and the countries of destination, it has been generating

she is not a national (United Nations, 1990). 37 countries have ratified this convention as of 2007 and most of them
are the origins of migrants. In this paper, the definition of migrant workers follows that of this UN convention.
5
The number of migrants within the Asian region will increase if including migrant workers’ families. With the
regard to the stocks of migrant workers’ origin and destination countries, refer to the table 6 in Hugo’ report (Hugo,
2005, p.9)
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significant problems and issues on both sides. In particular, a great deal of research on labor
migration in the Asian region (Gong, 2006; Han & Seol, 2007; Hugo, 2005; International
Organization for Migration, 2005; Jang, 2008; Liow, 2003; Loveband, 2004; Piper, 2003; Rose
& Sarausad, 2006; Seol, 2008; Thieme, bhattrai, Gurung, & Kollmair, 2005; Weekey, 2004;
Wickramasekara, 2000, 2006)6shows that migrant workers are in most vulnerable conditions in
terms of the basic labor and human rights such as overtime wages, excessive overtime work and
fulfillment of additional duties out of their working contract, physical, verbal and sexual abuse,
and the like.
Regarding this issue of many abuses and exploitations on migrant workers, a wide range
of research describes that this phenomenon is closely related to the migrant workers’ unstable
status. Migrant workers in Asian countries are mostly on fixed short-term contracts and unskilled
or semi-skilled workers who are employed in low paid, low status, so-called 3D jobs that are
shunned by local workers. In particular, Gong (2006) argues that the typical labor importing
countries in Asia such as Singapore, Taiwan, Japan, Hong Kong and Korea have substantially
applied the dual- policy system for regulating migrant workers. On the one hand, they treat highskill professional migrant workers equally with their local workers and on the other hand, they
strictly regulate the basic labor and human rights of unskilled migrant workers working in 3D
jobs such as restraining their freedom or the number of workplace changes and preventing them
from living with their families7.

6

As main features of current labor migration in Asian region, these researches illustrate: explosive growth in
undocumented migration smuggling and people trafficking into the sex industry, and feminization of migration and
so on.
7
For example, according to the New Conditions of Stay (NCS) in Hong Kong, if migrant workers who lost their
jobs cannot get a new job in two weeks, they will be repatriated.
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Gong(2006) also points out that in the host countries employers’ abuse of this
disadvantageous system for unskilled migrant workers has produced undocumented migrant
workers, now a major issue of international migration. Many studies on labor migration shows
that restrictive policies have contributed to producing illegal migrant workers and has led them to
being exposed to more serious situations such as frequent crack downs and extreme labor
exploitations (Gong, 2006; Han & Seol, 2007; ILO/ACTRAV, 2000; Liow, 2003; Seol, 2000a,
2000b; Wickramasekara, 2000). As the International Labor Organization (ILO/ACTRAV, 2000,
pp. 1-2) reported:
In the flows of migrant workers in Asia-Pacific, where the pressure to migrate is
accompanied by restrictive migration policies, irregular or undocumented migration has
become widespread. Whether as overstayers of legal visas, trainees turned into illegal
migrants, runaways from difficult employment conditions, or outright undocumented
migrants, irregular migrants comprise between 30 and 40 percent of the estimated 6
million migrants in Asia. Their irregular situation puts them at the mercy of unscrupulous
agents, employers and officials and weakens their possibility to seek redress.
Actually, although there have been many research, discussions, and recommendations to
protect migrant workers’ human rights in the Asian region, migrant workers’ living and working
conditions remain unchanged (Ball & Piper, 2006; Curley & Siu-lun, 2008; ILO/ACTRAV, 2000;
International Organization for Migration, 2005; UNESCO, 2004; United Nations, 1990;
Wickramasekara, 2006). Hugo (2005) posits that while much Asian international migration
remains undocumented, there will remain huge amounts of suspicion about migrants and
migration in destination nations. Nation states are legitimately concerned regarding their lack of
control over their sovereign borders and migrant workers will have an aura of ‘criminality’
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among the citizens in the destination. Hence, there is a pressing need to regulate more strictly
migration in destination countries (Hugo, 2005, p.49).
Therefore, as UNESCO (2004) notes, the majority of migrant workers in the Asian region
do not have any legal basis for their activities and being faced with the violation of their rights,
have to rely only upon themselves in solving their problems. A series of problems and
difficulties that migrant workers face in the Asian region is also emerging as a reality of migrant
workers in Korea which has a relatively long history of a homogenous society. Korean has seen a
steep rise in the number of migrant workers over the past two decades.

The Increasing Influx of Migrant Workers into Korea
It was around 1987 when the presence of migrant workers was publicly reported in Korea
by the Dong-A Ilbo, one of the major daily newspapers. The newspaper stated that there were
hundreds of Filipina domestic helpers in Gangnam district, the south east area of Seoul (Seol,
2000b). Since around this period, the number of migrant workers has been rapidly increasing
over the last two decades and now it amounts to 2% of the total Korean population.
According to the recent survey on migrant workers’ residence status in Korea, the
number of migrant workers was 688,307 in 2008 and this figure is about double the number of
2001 (329,555) and almost over 100 times more than the 6,409 in 1987 when the figure of the
stay of migrant workers including the undocumented was officially aggregated shown below in
Table 1 (Seol, 2008). One noticeable figure in Table 1 is that most of them are unskilled migrant
workers. Furthermore, the undocumented migrant workers account for 30% of total number. The
annual report of the Ministry of Public Administration and Security (2008) shows that a majority
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of the legal migrant workers8 are Korean Chinese (50.8%) and South East Asian (28.5%)
followed by Asian in other Asian regions (10.6%), Chinese (7.2%). This report also shows that a
large number of migrant workers (71.3%) reside in the capital, Seoul and the metropolitan area.
Table 1. The Total Number of Migrant Workers in Korea 1987-2008**(Seol, 2008, p.19)
(Unit: persons)
Legal stay

Total
Year

migrant workers

Undocumented

Skilled workers*

Unskilled workers**
.

migrant workers

1987

6,409

2,192

4,217

1988

7,410

2,403

5,007

1989

14,610

2,474

12,136

1990

21,235

2,833

18,402

1991

45,449

2,973

599

41,877

2001

329,555

19,549

79,511

255,206

2002

362,753

21,506

52,008

289,239

2003

395,780

20,089

237,639

138,056

2004

439,960

20,272

231,205

188,483

2005

398,215

23,609

193,814

180,792

2006

510,536

27,221

296,421

186,894

2007

626,548

31,300

392,793

202,455

2008

688,037

32,457

451,143

204,437

Note. *Skilled workers: University professors (E-1), language instructors (E-2), researchers (E-3), technology
instructors (E-4), professionals (E-5), entertainers (E-6), people under specified activities (E-7).
**Unskilled workers: Industrial trainees (D-3), non-professional employees (E-9).

Actually, Korea was one of the labor exporting countries until the early 1980s.However,
the situation had changed by the middle of1980s. With continuing economic growth under the
strong governmental leadership since 1960s, the social and economic structure became
industrialized and through successfully hosting the 1986 Asian Game and 1988 Olympics, Korea
became recognized by fellow Asians as an newly industrializing country (Seol, 1999). In the
8

Among the number of legal workers, male takes up 68.9%. This survey also shows that a great number of illegal
workers are Korean Chinese and South East Asian.
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meantime, the phrase “the aversion to 3D jobs” first appears in Korean society, signaling the
shortage in the low income and labor-intensive market (Han & Seol, 2007, p.3). In this situation,
employers in small and medium businesses (SMBs) suffering from a severe labor shortage in the
economic boom in the 1980s began to illegally employ migrant workers, most of whom were the
undocumented as illustrated in Table 1. As a consequence, the increasing numbers of
undocumented migrant workers were repatriated by Korean government’s continuous crackdowns and many employers who employed undocumented migrant workers were punished with
fines. In order to overcome a vicious cycle of these situations, many employers in small and
medium businesses began pressing the government to legalize the employment of migrant
workers (Seol, 2000b).
In response to strong demands from businesses since the late1980s, the Korean
government has introduced a series of management programs in order to import and manage
migrant workers systematically: the Industrial and Technical Training Program for Foreigners
(ITP) in 1991; Work After Training Program for Foreigners (WATP) in 1998; and the
Employment Permit System (EPS) in 2004, all of which have directly affected on the real life of
migrant workers in Korea.

Oppressive Systems
Contrary to expectations, the Industrial and Technical Training Program for Foreigners
(ITP) introduced in 1991 had produced numerous and serious problems and social issues
especially in relation to human rights of migrant workers due to its inherent poisonous articles.
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First, under the ITP system, migrant workers were not workers but trainees (D-3)9. Therefore, it
was basically impossible to benefit from labor’s primary rights; unionizing, collective action, and
collective bargaining. Second, even though their Visa status was trainee, most of migrant
workers actually worked in factories without permission of the Korean government. Thus, they
were regarded as disguised workers which made them unable to protest employers’ exploitations
such as beatings, verbal abuse, overdue wages, and Visa attachment and even worse, in the case
of industrial accidents, they could not receive any health insurance benefits. Moreover, the ITP
was criticized as the origin of generating a great deal of undocumented migrant workers in Korea.
Almost half of migrant workers were undocumented until the new policy, the EPS was
introduced in 2004 as shown in Table 1. For example:
KITCO (Korea International Training Cooperation Corps) under the auspices of the
KFSB (Korea Federation of Small Business) recruited (migrant workers) from lots of
agencies in 14 Asian countries… The agencies received a lot of brokerage fees from
trainee. They often charged $2,000-3,000 US and even $ 8,000 for a placement in Korea.
It was considered that trainees paid unduly much money because the agencies spent a lot
of money for being selected as the recruitment agencies from KITCO. Even though the
agencies subtracted their payment from the trainees’ monthly wages, in legal terms, the
money they earn is not wages but allowances because they are not workers but just
trainees. As brokerage fees were so high it was extremely difficult to pay them back.
Consequently, a significant number of trainees escaped from their designated companies

9

The D-3 visa indicates those who are taking or going to take various vocational trainings in Korea industries as a
trainee. The E1~9 Visas represent those who are working or going to work in Korea industries as a status of a legal
worker. Therefore, a trainee cannot benefit from primary labor rights.
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to become undocumented migrant workers whose wages were more close to labor market
prices (Seol, 2000b, p.11).
In order to protect and restore their basic labor and human rights, migrant workers
associated with civil activists and organizations began to protest against unjust treatment by their
employers and intermediary exploitation at the hands of their brokerage agencies since around
1993. In response to this, as a revised version of the ITP, the Korean government introduced the
Work after Training Program for Foreigners (WATP) under which trainees could work for one
year if they pass certain levels of skill tests after two-year training. However, WATP had been
harshly blamed for the fact that it maintained the basis of the ITP (Seol, 2000b). Finally, the
Employment Permit System (EPS) was introduced in 2004, and then the management system for
migrant workers became completely unified into the EPS in 2007.
Table 2. The Development of Management System for Migrant Workers in Korea
ITP

WATP

EPS

Organizer

KFSB

KFSB

HRDKorea*

Legal status of worker

Trainee

One or two years’

Worker

Labor Rights

Limited

trainee => One or two
years’ worker

Same as native workers
Three years &

Length of work

Max. three years

Max. three years

Renewable
(max. two more years)

Effective periods
Freedom to move
workplace

1991 ~ 1998

Apr. 1998 ~ 2006

Impossible

Impossible => Limited

Aug. 2004 ~ Present
Limited
(Max. four times)

* It stands for Human Resource Development Service of Korea and is one of the governmental agencies.

Under the EPS, migrant workers in Korea can exercise more human and labor rights
than they had before. As shown in Table 2, if migrant workers come to Korea with E-9 visa
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(non- professional employees), they can work legally up to five years under joint agreement with
their employers. In addition, they can move their workplace for a maximum of four times with
the consent of their employers.
Although the EPS provides more inclusive human rights for migrant workers than the
previous two systems, many research and civil organizations (Han & Seol, 2007; Jang, 2008;
Joint Committee with Migrants in Korea & Solidarity for Migrant workers' Human rights, 2008;
R. Lee, 2006; Seol, 2007b, 2008) posit that the current EPS still places lots of constraints on
migrant workers’ basic human rights. For example, under the EPS, even though migrant workers
in Korea can work up to five years, in order to maintain their status as legal migrant workers,
migrant workers should renew their contracts annually with the consent of their employers. If
their employers reject the renewal of their employment and migrant workers fail to get a new job
in a month from the expiration date of their contracts, they do not have but to leave for their
country or they lose their stable status as legal migrant workers. Therefore, there is every
possibility that Korean employers can abuse this article of the EPS.
Actually, during my five months’ internship as a labor counselor in the BMWH, I found
that there are some cases that Korean employers urged migrant workers to accept a unjust salary
cut or a unpaid work for a couple of months as a condition of their renewal employment. In
addition, some migrant workers used to express their complaints to me that even though they
wanted to move their workplaces with various reasons such as industrial disasters or unfair
treatments, they could not due to their employers’ rejections. In these cases, if they would not go
to work for a month and the company can report to the Korean government, migrant workers
become undocumented. In line with these situations, Jang (2008) argues that migrant workers
only can get their right to move workplaces in case when their employer rejects a renewal of the
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contract. On the contrary, if migrant workers reject a renewal of the contract for any personal
reasons, they do not have another choice but to leave the country otherwise, they become illegal
migrant workers (p.29).
As a consequence, the right of rejection of a renewal of the contract is substantially given
only to the employer. So, most migrant workers are subject to accepting their employers’
renewal demand because they always have a risk of departing the country unless they accept the
renewal demand of their employer. Therefore, there exists every possibility that migrant workers
are in vulnerable situation of being subordinated to their employer who can force them to work
in poor conditions.
Regarding this issue, Lee (2006) points out that the current Employment Permit System
(EPS) has been playing an discriminating role on migrant worker’s status and life as social
members in Korea in that under the EPS, the period of work is three years and it is renewable
with the consent of employers and Korean government, thus, giving employers’ absolute power
in negotiating with migrant workers. Therefore, many migrant workers and civil activists
consistently argue that only the Labor Permit System (LPS) which allows migrant workers to
move freely within industries, as European countries have introduced will solve the problem.
Apart from the oppressive system, many migrant workers are still facing many obstacles while
living in Korean society.
Marginalized Lives in Korea
A great deal of research on migrant workers’ life in Korea (Gong, 2006; Han & Seol,
2007; M. Lee, 2003; R. Lee, 2006; W. Lee, 1994; Seol, 2000a, 2003, 2008; Yang, Lee, Joo, &
Hyun, 2008) shows that they are facing various difficulties both in the workplace and everyday
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life. In particular, the most serious difficulty is discrimination, verbal and physical abuse in their
workplace.

Discrimination and Abuse in the Workplace
Among many research, Han and Seol’s study (2007) illustrates the painful experiences
that migrant workers in Korea undergo in their workplace (p.57).
Table 3. Migrant Worker’s Painful Experiences in the Workplace
Total
Painful experiences

(Unit: %)

Migrant worker

Legal worker

Illegal worker

(N=125)

(N=79)

(N=46)

Response to one or more than one painful
experiences

92.0

87.3

100

Discrimination in the workplace

35.2

39.2

28.3

Verbal abuse or insult

33.6

36.7

28.3

Overdue wages

32.0

20.3

52.2

Discrimination in daily life

15.2

15.2

15.2

10.4

2.5

23.9

Physical violence

7.2

6.3

8.7

Sexual abuse

2.4

2.5

2.2

Fear of crack downs and enforced deport for
illegal migrant workers

As shown above, the result of interview with 125 participants shows that most migrant
workers (92%) have at least one of painful experiences in the workplace and many of them
express discrimination, verbal abuse, and overdue wages as the main difficulties in their
workplace. The in-depth interview data in this study with two Vietnamese workers who entered
into Korea in 2005, 2006 respectively show the realities of their troubles:
When I worked in a factory, I received 910,000 Won ($750 US) of monthly wages for
working 11 hours a day. I thought it was fine, because the other fellow Vietnamese also
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got a same amount of salary. One day, I happened to see the pay roll in which the Korean
workers who worked ten hours received 1,200,000 Won. So, due to the low income, I
asked my employer for a raise but he refused and then I asked him I wanted to move the
workplace but he also refused it (in Han & Seol, 2007, p.64).
When I worked for eight months in Korea, I had an accident. A 400-500kg aluminum
forklift broke down and I was crushed. I was in the hospital for 6-7 months and due to
this, my employer kept abusing me verbally. If Korean workers get hurt, the company is
very concerned about them, but they are not concerned for migrant workers (in Han &
Seol, 2007, p.58).
This study also indicates that illegal migrant workers who make up more than 30% of the
overall unskilled migrant workers in Korea as of 2008 are more seriously exposed to various
difficulties especially when they get hurt.
In the past, when I became injured in an accident, one Catholic Church gave me a big
hand. The church took care of migrant workers like me. I went there for two years but I
could not go last three weeks due to the Korean government’s strict enforcement on
undocumented migrant workers. However, migrant workers who are not insured like me
can get a help from the counsel office for migrant workers (in Han & Seol, 2007, p.58).
Another recent survey (Yang et al., 2008) on migrant workers’ mental health and human
rights also reveals that migrant workers are experiencing various types of abuse. Among the
response to the question whether migrant workers have got any experience of abuse in the
workplace, around 66 migrant workers (35.7%) out of the overall 187 respondents (among these
figures, illegal migrant workers are 41.7%)have experiences of being abused. The most frequent
type of abuse was verbal abuse (83.3%) followed by physical abuse (15.2%) and sexual abuse
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(4.5%). The more serious fact is the migrant workers’ attitude toward violence. Among 66
migrant workers experiencing violence, almost half (41.9%) responded that they just “endured,”
and eight (12.9%) responded “run away from the workplace.” Only a small number of migrant
workers (14.5%) appeal to civil support service centers for migrant workers and there was no one
that reported to the police (Yang et al., 2008, p.210-212). This fact shows one aspect of their
experiences in how they think Korean society responds to their situation.

Cultural Conflicts and Stress in Daily Lives
There is a dearth of qualitative research on migrant workers’ life in Korea. However,
some studies and surveys indicate that cultural conflict and stress caused by communication
problems and social-cultural differences is another difficulty migrant workers are undergoing
(Han, 2003; Han & Seol, 2007; R. Lee, 2006; Seol, 2007a; Yang et al., 2008).
Table 4. Migrant Worker’s Main Difficulties in their Daily Lives
(Unit: %)
Difficulties in daily life

Migrant worker

Legal worker

Illegal worker

(N=113)

(N=70)

(N=43)

Language barrier

46.8

42.9

53.5

Unemployment

17.8

15.7

20.9

Social discrimination

9.8

12.9

4.7

Low income

7.2

8.6

4.7

Cultural difference

6.2

4.3

9.3

Abuse by employer or fellow workers

5.1

5.7

4.7

Children rearing

3.4

5.7

0.0

Other

1.8

1.4

2.3

No response

1.8

2.9

0.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

Total
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As shown in Table 4, in the Han & Seol’s study on migrant workers’ life in Korea,
interview results with 113 migrant workers illustrate that cultural conflict including language
problems, social and cultural discrimination and difference is one of the major difficulties they
face in Korea (Han & Seol, 2007, p.69-70). R. Lee’s study (2006) on migrant workers’ learning
also illustrates migrant workers’ painful experiences with regard to cultural differences. The
following interview data are from one male Chinese legal migrant worker who was sent to the
workplace after he got only three days’ official orientation performed by the Korean government.
How can we adapt ourselves in such short time? I did not feel any consideration for the
workers who came from different countries. I never thought education I received was
appropriate, because there are so many differences in terms of social structure and culture
and many other aspects between two countries. The stress I had had was so tense in the
first three days due many differences I perceived between China and Korea (R. Lee, 2006,
p.87).
Another interview with one male Nepalese legal worker shows the cultural blindness of
the Korean society and the stress the workers face.
Only some people who know about other worlds, who know about other cultures, they
love us. Even in my company, there are some people who love me. However, some
people do not care about the world, do not care about us. They also treat me very bad. If
they see you are a foreign worker, Korean people never treat you as a human being (R.
Lee, 2006p. 129).
In addition to this, Yang’s recent survey on the mental health and human rights of 187
migrant workers shows the specific difficulties that they are facing in relation to culture conflict.
For the question “What is the most difficulty cultures you are adapting in Korea life,” they chose
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the item, the Korean “Hurry up10” practices (35.2%) followed by patriarchy (22.3%), and
excessive interest on personal life (19%). With regard to this result, the researcher concludes that
many migrant workers suffer from the “task-oriented” and “hurry-up” practices of the Korean
workplace cultures (Yang et al., 2008, p.185-186).
The following interview data with a Burmese woman migrant worker in Lee’s study
supports the Yang’s survey result:
We do exactly the same tasks for the same amount of time but get 150,000 won less than
men in the end. The starting difference was 100,000 won less but it seems like the gap is
widening. Once I asked the employer about the wage gap. He said, “In Korea, women’s
salary cannot be the same as men’s. I can’t give you the same salary even if I wanted to.”
I heard Korea is a democratic country but I now feel it is a male-chauvinistic democracy
(R. Lee, 2006, p. 133).

Global Issue and Local Impact
The International Labor Organization (ILO) estimates that international labor migration is
likely to increase in the future due to globalization, one of the leading “push and pull” factors of
international labor migration. In addition, the ILO (2008) citing the data from other major
international organizations such as United Nations, OECD, and the World Bank point out that
the positive contribution of international labor migration for both origin and destination countries
should be recognized and thus, the challenge is how to manage migration in such a way that its

10

This practice represents the Korean people’s short-temper. For example, in a popular restaurant right after they
order a meal, they usually ask the waitress when the meal is ready.
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positive effects are maximized, making it a win-win phenomenon for all concerned. The ILO
states:
Labor migration has the potential to serve as an engine of growth and development for all
parties involved – host and source countries and the migrant workers themselves. In
destination countries, it has rejuvenated workforces, rendered economically viable many
traditional sectors like agriculture and services, promoted entrepreneurship, supported
social security and welfare schemes…In the developing regions where most migrants
come from, positive contributions of migration are reflected in high remittance flows, and
transfer of investments, technology and critical skills through return migration and
transnational communities… (According to World Bank) Migrant remittances to
developing countries have increased from $57 to $189 billion between 1990and 2005,
and more than doubled between 2001 and2006…For some countries, remittances
constitute the main source of foreign exchange earnings. The World Bank has described
remittances as “an important and stable source of development finance” (ILO, 2008,
pp.3-4).
However, the local contexts of the realities of international labor migration are far from
what the ILO expects. According to the recent report on “migrant workers’ working conditions
in 2008” by Joint Committee with Migrant in Korea (2008), migrant workers work 11 hours a
day on average, almost half (48.8%) of the overall 337 interviewees work above 12 hours a day
and the average monthly income is 1,09,635 Won ($783 US) which is below the minimum
monthly wage (1,200,000 Won) set by Korean government11.

11

The annual trade of Korea amounts to 422 billion dollars and this figure ranks the ninth in the world.
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Due to the increasing influx of migrant workers during last two decades caused by
changes of global and local socio-economic structure, Korean society is now transforming into a
multicultural society. In response to this, there have been changes in Korean society such as civil
organizations’ efforts to provide various services and supporting programs, and Korean
government’s efforts (such as introducing the EPS). However, as noted, many migrant workers
are still living as marginalized beings in Korean society.

Migrant Workers’ Learning in Korea
As I mentioned in Chapter 1, there is dearth of studies on migrant workers’ learning in
Korea as well as in other countries. In this situation, two recent studies (M. Lee, 2003; R. Lee,
2006) on migrant workers’ learning provided me with useful implications for this study. Both
studies note that migrant workers’ learning conditions are really poor in Korea. According to R.
Lee (2006), even though many migrant workers have a strong desire to learn job related skills,
Korean language, and computer skills for quickly adapting to their workplace and for their future
careers, they have difficulties in getting appropriate formal and informal learning opportunities
in Korean society as adult learners. For example, the brief three-days orientation is the only
official formal education that migrant workers receive from the Korean government before their
transition to the workplace and all 14 interviewees from her study reported that their current
work skills were achieved by On the Job Training (OJT) after the orientation, which is one of the
main causes of their deteriorating their work efficiency. Furthermore, most of migrant workers’
tasks are simple and repetitive work which just requires elementary skill level so that there a few
opportunities for them to acquire higher level of job skills in their workplaces.
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However, despite these poor learning conditions, these studies also reveal that some of
them are actively engaged in various learning activities in informal learning contexts. M. Lee’s
study(2003) focuses on how individual migrant workers acquire information to survive in Korea
and obtained critical mind on their life and Korean society through interacting with other
informed migrant workers. Surveys with 50 migrant workers and in-depth interviews with seven
migrant workers reveal that migrant workers’ learning takes place when they encountered daily
problems like the unjust treatments in their workplace and discriminative Employment Permit
System (EPS) which kept them from moving their workplace.
M. Lee’s study also shows that at the beginning of their migration, migrant workers tend
to endure their problems. However, with times they interact with other migrant workers who are
in similar situation, they begin to recognize that their problems are not just due to their lack of
language and communication skills or low-level job skills, but due to social and structural factors
such as the discriminatory EPS. His study also reveals that in order to get information,
knowledge and skills to survive as well as to resolve their human rights issues in their workplace,
migrant workers either begin to construct social networks or to participate in their ethnic
communities.
M. Lee (2003) argues that through creating social networks or participating in their ethnic
communities, migrant workers begin to build their identity and gain political awareness of their
positions in mainstream Korea society, resulting in a critical change in their learning activities
such as participating in political activities for reforming the EPS in association with NGO
activists. This study also illustrates that in the migration process, informal learning plays an
important role in their adaptation to Korea and that migrant workers’ learning transforms from
passive and instrumental learning (e.g. only interested in learning job skills needed in the
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workplace) into a critical one (e.g. began to recognize and question how Korean social structure
and policies play an oppressive role on migrant workers’ lives). Furthermore, most of their
learning activities occur in the informal learning contexts and that their learning activities move
from individual to collective learning through their participation in various activities in their
ethnic communities and in Korean NGOs’ programs.
R. Lee (2006) explores learning of migrant workers as transitional lifelong learners in
Korea. Using in-depth interviews with 30 participants, including19 migrant workers and 11
learning providers (NGO activists), this study explicated how migrant workers obtain various
competencies which are urgently needed for surviving in Korea. She analyzed that from the
beginning of their settlement, migrant workers strived to gain three major capabilities in various
informal learning contexts: 1) occupational competencies: language proficiency, current jobrelated skills, and various skills required to meet future goals; 2) social competencies: cultural
capital in Korean society, multicultural understanding and local/global networking, and 3)
political competencies: understanding and claiming of workers’ human rights and the rising
awareness of political situation in their home countries by interacting with coworkers in the
workplace, taking various classes provided by NGOs, and actively participating in their ethnic
communities.
R, Lee’s study also indicates the multiple identities (including foreigner, non-citizen, low
skill laborer, and cultural/ethnic/gender minority) of migrant workers have negative impacts on
their social participation and meaningful learning. Second, interviews from five learning
providers (including official trainers, NGO advocates, labor activists, religious organizations and
ethnic communities) address that despite poor working conditions, migrant workers try to
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actively participate in various informal educational programs offered by civil organizations in
order to gain essential skills and competencies for surviving in Korean society.
In line with M. Lee’s (2003) study, R. Lee’s study also demonstrates that ethnic
communities and Korean NGOs and are major learning contexts for migrant workers; that
migrant workers’ learning takes place through participating in these informal learning contexts;
and that their informal learning is one of the important elements for their adjusting to Korean
society.
Two studies indicate that migrant workers’ ethnic communities are one of the important
learning contexts, which needs to be investigated to better understanding the dynamic aspects of
migrant workers’ learning in Korea.
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Chapter 3. RESEARCH METHOD: PHENOMENOLOGICAL
RESEARCH
In this chapter, I discussed why phenomenology is the most appropriate research method
for describing Myanmarese male migrant workers’ lived experiences as members of their ethnic
community. First, I introduced the basic principles of phenomenology as one important stream of
the philosophical tradition. Second, I examined the key conceptual components of
phenomenology and discuss how I applied them to this study. Lastly, I addressed the research
site and participants, data collection, data analysis and synthesis, research identity, ethical issues,
and quality of this study.

Phenomenological Research and Elucidating Lived Experience
According to Moran (2000), phenomenology is not “an agreed research method, or
accepts one theoretical outlook, or one set of a philosophical theses about consciousness.
However, it can be best understood as a radical, anti-traditional style of philosophizing, which
emphasizes the attempt to get to the truth of matters, to describe phenomena, in the broadest
sense as whatever appears in the manner in which it appears, that is as it manifests itself to
consciousness, to the experiencer (p.3). Moran (2005) states:
Most of founding figures of phenomenology emphasized the need for a renewal of
philosophy as radical enquiry not bound to any historical tradition; and they advocated a
rejection of all dogmatisms, a suspicion of a priori metaphysical premises and earlier
accounts of the nature of knowledge, especially as found in Neo-Hegelianism and in
positivism, and a steady directing of attention to the things themselves (2005, p.4).
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Van Manen (1990) articulates that phenomenology aims at gaining a deeper
understanding of the nature or meaning of our everyday experiences and it attempts to describe
and interpret lived or existential meanings to a certain degree of depth and richness:
Phenomenology differs from some other social or human sciences which may focus not
on meanings but on statistical relationships among variables, on the predominance of
social opinions, or on the occurrence or frequency of certain behaviors, etc… Rather,
phenomenology attempts to explicate the meanings as we live them in our everyday
existence, our life-world (p.11).
The study focuses on Myanmarese male migrant workers’ lived experiences as members
of their ethnic community. In specific, how do Myanmarese male migrant workers, as members
of their community, perceive their lived experiences in the activities of the MA? Therefore, I
think phenomenology was an appropriate research method in revealing the essential aspects of
the phenomenon, migrant workers’ lived experiences as members of the MA.

Phenomenology and its Basic Principle
In order to employ phenomenology as a research method, as Merleau-Ponty (1962) posits,
it is necessary for the researcher to take a certain kind of rigorous stance, which is called the
“phenomenological attitude” (p. viii). In the following, I explore the basic principles of
phenomenology as one of the major philosophical movements and traditions, then, examine its
key conceptual components and discuss how I applied them to my research.
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Natural Attitude vs. Phenomenological Attitude
According to Moran (2005), Husserl, considered the founder of the contemporary
phenomenology, strongly criticized the tendencies of all forms of naturalism12 prevalent in his
time (the 19th century) in that it not only seeks the naturalization of consciousness, all ideas and
norms but also, as a theory, involves a certain “philosophical absoluting” of the scientific view
of the world. Moran states:
Naturalism is the view that every phenomenon ultimately is encompassed within and
explained by the laws of nature; everything real belongs to physical nature or is reducible
to it…. Naturalism as a theory involves a certain ‘philosophical absolutising’ of the
scientific view of the world… Certain characteristic methodological devices of the
sciences, chiefly idealization and objectification, have been misunderstood such that their
objects are thought to yield the natural world as it is in itself, for example that nature is
treated as a closed system of physical entities obeying laws, and everything else is
squeezed out and treated as psychical, possibly even ephiphenomenal…. Husserl
constantly points out that such a division of the world into physical and psychical makes
no sense. For Husserl, naturalism is not just only partial or limited in its explanation of
the world, it is in fact self-refuting, because it has collapsed all value and normality into
merely physical or psychical occurrences (pp.142-143).
As mentioned above, Husserl (1964) questions that as a method of grasping the essences
of objects, naturalism 1) regards objects as independent entities apart from human consciousness,

12

In similar reasons, Husserl (1970) also takes a critical stance on other sciences such as psychologism and
historicism which reduce and explain all human phenomena based on the method and knowledge of natural science.
Heidegger calls this kind of the natural attitude of neglecting the existence and its decisive role of consciousness, the
meaning giving process toward the world, as the “Seinsverständnisses,” the neglect of the existence (Heidegger,
1993, 2005).
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2) considers that objects produce their essences as it is in itself regardless of our consciousness.
Husserl denotes this position of naturalism as the “natural attitude” which is “the form in which
the total life of humanity is realized in running its natural practical course” (as cited in Moran,
2000, p.144). Moran (2005) describes this natural attitude as “our normal, taken for granted way
of approaching the world” (p.144).
In contrast to this, for Husserl, Moran posits, the world or objects is “inconceivable apart
from consciousness,” that is, they are “opened up, made meaningful, or disclosed through
consciousness.” This does not imply that “consciousness creates the world or consciousness is a
cause and the world is its effect” (Moran, 2005, p.144). Whereas, consciousness plays an
essential role in mediating human subject and objects in the external world and it is impossible to
get the essence of objects in a rigorous sense without attending to consciousness and its meaning
giving process. However, in the natural attitude, this disclosing role of consciousness is
thoroughly excluded. In specific, naturalism just asserts, and validates its findings through
observations and experimentations without considering the subject (consciousness) who
produces, interprets, and validates its findings as well as observes and examines objects.
Therefore, for Husserl (1964), the outcomes and knowledge from the natural attitude based on
natural science are groundless and quite questionable:
Cognition, the thing most taken for granted in natural thinking, suddenly emerges as a
mystery…What is taken for granted in natural thinking is the possibility of cognition.
Constantly busy producing results, advancing from discovery to discovery in newer and
newer branches of science, natural thinking finds no occasion to raise the question of the
possibility of cognition as such (p.15).
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Furthermore, the taken for granted way of seeing, the natural attitude also ignores the
possibility of getting new knowledge through intuitive consciousness.
Harmon (1991), in commenting on these characteristics of human science, emphasized
that “science would include more participative kinds of methodologies; it would assume
that, whereas we learn certain kinds of things from distancing ourselves from the subject
studied, we get another kind of knowledge from intuitively ‘becoming one with’ the
subject. We do not learn about reality from controlled experiments but rather by
identifying with the observed” (as cited in Moustakas, 1994, p.46).
Moran (2005) points out that “Husserl does not mean that we cannot begin from our
ordinary experience, or using our ordinary language and thought processes;” rather he believes
that “we should not assume any philosophical or scientific theory, and furthermore must avoid
deductive reasoning (which presupposed logic) and mathematics as well as any other empirical
science or speculative theory of psychology and philosophy, in order to concentrate on
describing what is given directly in intuition” (consciousness) (p.126). Thus, for Husserl, one
must put the thumbscrews not on nature, but on transcendental consciousness itself, to get it to
yield up its secrets as to how the world and its meaning are constituted (Moran, 2000, p.148).
In this sense, phenomenology is the study of phenomena which means “what shows itself”
in our consciousness (Heidegger, 1993, p.25). In order to grasp the essence of objects and our
lived experience in a rigorous sense, phenomenology demands us to escape from the natural
attitude which is our taken for granted way of seeing objects and to turn our attention from
objects to our conscious acts which gaze at objects and perform the meaning giving process. This
(phenomenological) attitude is what phenomenology urges the researcher to maintain. Heidegger
argues that “in order for it (consciousness) to become the possible object of a fundamental
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science, it is in need of a purification” which is the most important procedure, the
“phenomenological reduction” (Heidegger, 2005, p.38). Through the phenomenological
reduction we strip away the actual character of the experience and grasp it as pure phenomenon
(Moran, 2005, p.150).

The Phenomenological Reduction13
In the Husserl’s work “the Crisis of European Sciences and Transcendental
Phenomenology,” as many as eight different forms of reduction have been catalogued:
Positivistic, Phenomenological, Transcendental, Phenomenological-psychological,
Transcendental-phenomenological, Psychological, and Universal and Behaviouristic reduction
(Moran, 2005, p.147). Regarding this, Merleau-Ponty (1962) states that “the best formulation of
the reduction is probably that given by Eugen Fink, Husserl’s assistant, when he spoke of
‘wonder’ in the face of the world” (p. xiii). I believe this statement implies that what Husserl
really wants us to obtain through all the procedures of the phenomenological reduction is to face
directly the world in the sense that all our presuppositions cease and do not operate any more.
According to Spiegelberg (1982), from the outset, Husserl distinguishes at least two
stages of phenomenological reduction: “Eidetic reduction (Intuition)” and “Phenomenological
reduction” (p.119). Based on the Spiegelberg’s classification, I examined the general procedure
and its main idea of the phenomenological reduction. Then, I introduced and clarified the
meaning of six important conceptual components in phenomenology and discussed how I applied

13

Basically, the phenomenological reduction is one of the key reductions in Husserl’s phenomenology. However, it
is also used as the indication to the whole procedure of all kinds of reductions he employs.
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these concepts to my research: “Horizons and communalization,”“Constitution,” the “Epoche,”
“Lived experience and life-world,” “Essence,” and “Interpretation.”

1) Eidetic Reduction (Intuition): Seeing the essence of lived experience
Eidetic reduction is the procedure (technique) of seeing the essences (the universal) of
phenomena from particular factual experiences or objects in the objective world. This reduction
“requires a move from the here-and-now individual experience, the occurrent Erlebnis (lived
experience), to the contemplation of its essence” (Moran, 2005, p.134). According to Moran,
Husserl thought: 1) a singular experience, appropriately regarded, could yield absolutely evident
insight and universal truth; and 2) this universal is seen in the individual. The move from the
individual intuitions (e.g. particular ‘red’ colors seen as concrete objects in the external world) to
the grasp of the universal of phenomenon (e.g. the redness in consciousness), is a move to grasp
the essence; this is what Husserl terms “eidetic intuition (reduction)” (Moran, 2005, p.134).
Husserl believed that the route from the individual to the universal is actually installed in
our conscious act itself (Moran, 2005, p.134).
Eidetic reduction is “from mere particular facts to general essences” and “is to drop all
reference to the individual and particular” (Spiegelberg, 1982, p.119). However, this move does
not claim to clarify linguistically the boundaries of a phenomenon or how a concept is being used
in different contexts. Rather, this move attempts to offer iconic images of the phenomenon
involving intimations of meaningfulness in consciousness (Van Manen, 2002). In order to reach
the eidetic intuition, Husserl suggests that we employ the continuous “alteration of our
perspectives,” which is also called “Imaginative Variation.” For example, Husserl (1970)
illustrates that if we want to know things like a table, we need to change our perspectives
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continuously such as changing our focus on its size, color, and dimension or changing our senseperception like seeing, touching, and smelling in turn (pp.157-158).
The alternation of perspectives happens not as a blending of externals; rather, as bearers
of “sense” in each phase, as meaning something. The perspectives combine in an
advancing enrichment of meaning and a continuing development of meaning, such that
what no longer appears is still valid as retained and such that the prior meaning which
anticipates a continuous flow, the expectation of “what is to come,” is straightway
fulfilled and more closely determined. Thus everything is taken up into the unity of
validity or into the one, the thing (Husserl, 1970, p.158).
Through the eidetic reduction and alteration of our perspectives, we finally can obtain the
universal of phenomenon, as invariant constituents of our lived experience in our consciousness
not as particulars forms or facts in the objective world. This universal of phenomenon is the
essence in the sense that what makes a thing what it is.

2) Phenomenological Reduction: Describing the essence of lived experience
The phenomenological reduction, as a second reduction, is the procedure of grasping and
describing the universal of phenomena that emerges in consciousness through performing two
steps: 1) the Epoche (bracketing), then 2) grasp and describe the essence of phenomena as the
result of our conscious acts, which is called the “Noesis-Noema.”

(1) Epoche: Transcendental reduction
The Epoche is preliminary procedure to grasp and describe the essences and its meaning
of the universal of phenomenon in consciousness. For this, first we need to be away from our
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taken for granted way of seeing the phenomenon, the natural attitude which is already
contaminated by common sense and knowledge based on natural science. Husserl posits:
We perform the Epoche -we who are philosophizing in a new way- as a transformation of
the attitude which precedes it not accidentally but essentially, namely, the attitude of
natural human existence which, in its total historicity, in life and science, was never
before interrupted (Husserl, 1970, p.151).
In the Epoche, we should suspend or inhibit all belief in existence which accompanies
our everyday life and our scientific thinking (Spiegelberg, 1982, p.120). Put it differently, we
“invalidate,” “inhibit,” and “disqualify” all commitments with reference to previous knowledge
and experience (Moustakas, 1994, p.85). Moran describes the moment of the Epoche as follows:
When we effect the phenomenological bracketing, all that disappears and, according to
Husserl, we are left with a residuum of pure consciousness.… instead of the world
disappearing or being entirely disregarded, it appears in a wholly new light, not as
something absolutely, existent, there in itself, but rather as the “correlate of
consciousness” (Moran, 2005, p.150).
Husserl describes that the Epoche is the way of entering into the pre-giveness of the lifeworld.
All natural interests are put out of play. But the world, exactly as it was for me earlier and
still is, as my world, our world…. This is not a “view,” an “interpretation” bestowed
upon the world. Every view about…, every opinion about the world, has its ground in the
pre-given world. I have freed myself through the Epoche; I stand above “the” world,
which has now become for me, in a quite peculiar sense, (the universal of) a phenomenon
(Husserl, 1970, p.152).
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Through the Epoche, we come to the point that “everything that appears in our
consciousness becomes available for self-referral and self-revelation” (Moustakas, 1994, pp.8889). In this stage, whatever shines forth in consciousness as I perceive it, reflect on it,
concentrate on it, is what I attend to- that is what stands out as meaningful for me (Moustakas,
1994p.92). Moustakas (1994), quoting Husserl, also argues that we should “stay with the
phenomenon, let it be in its appearance, view it from different angles, persist to the point of
exhausting what it offers during a particular time and place of perceiving and experiencing, or as
Husserl advises, “Let us reduce till we reach the stream of pure consciousness” (pp.92-93).
The Epoche is also called the “transcendental reduction” in that through the Epoche the
“transcendental ego” initially emerges. This ego is totally different entity with the “empirical ego”
in which scientific knowledge and our taken for granted thinking are already engaged, and which
in Husserl’s expression, “is directed toward objects in its surrounding world (not toward itself)”
(Husserl, 1970, p.149). This transcendental ego is the inhabitant of consciousness and is the
productive subject of constructing the structure of consciousness (Noesis-Noema) as well as is an
entity which already broke with our presuppositions including our bias, prejudice, and scientific
knowledge (Moran, 2005, pp.376-379). Now, we, as a transcendental ego, have a ground and
condition to grasp and describe the pure conscious acts of meaning-giving process through the
second reduction, the “phenomenological reduction.”

(2) The Structure of Consciousness: Seeing the Noesis-Noema phase
The next procedure is to grasp (in a passive sense) and describe the structure of
consciousness which Husserl terms the “Noesis-Noema,” the acts of our pure consciousness.
Through the eidetic reduction (intuition), we have the universal of phenomenon in our pure
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consciousness and through the Epoche, transcendental ego emerges which is the subject of
operating conscious acts. In this stage, it is time to ask how this universal (essences) of
phenomenon of lived experience or objects appeared in our consciousness. According to
Heidegger, our consciousness always involves “consciousness of something” or “a specific class
of experiences that are directed at something,” which is characterized as “intentionality of
consciousness” (Heidegger, 2005, p.41). This implies that there is no consciousness without
indicating or including a certain kind content of objects in itself. Husserl argues that the structure
of consciousness is constituted by two factors: “Noesis” and “Noema” which are not separate
entities but operates simultaneously and transcendentally. In addition, this structure of
consciousness is self-evident in that it emerges as a phenomenon in consciousness.
The “Noesis,” or “Noetic phase” of the experience is meaning-giving or, more strictly,
constituting its data (the universal, essences) as meaningful. For the second, the “Noema”
is the experience as “meaningful” or strictly, as constituted as meaningful in the act,
which refers to the Noesis (Husserl, 1978, p.127-128).
Through tracing back to this Noesis-Noema structure of our conscious acts in which the
universal in our pure consciousness become meaningful, we can finally grasp, describe, and
understand the essences and its meaning of our lived experience and objects in the world.

Key Conceptual Components in Phenomenological Research and its Application

Description of Lived Experience
The main purpose of this study is “to describe the meaning of migrant workers’ lived
experiences as members of their ethnic community.” However, it is necessary to clarify the
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meaning of the term “describe” in conducting phenomenological research. Within
phenomenological traditions, there exist two distinctive schools: Husserlian transcendental
(descriptive) and Heideggerian hermeneutic (interpretive) (Cohen & Omery, 1994; Ray, 1994;
Van Manen, 1990). According to Ray (1994), in the Husserlian approach, by employing a
presuppositionlessness approach (e.g. bracketing our knowledge in the world and seeing
conscious acts), “we allow ourselves to found with certainty our judgments about the reality of
our experience without a relationship to historical traditions or theories of the world.” This
implies that phenomenology as a research method basically aims to describe the meaning of
lived experience in detail as without one’s presuppositions hindering one’s grasp of the new
aspects of the experience. In this tradition, as Van Manen (1990) mentioned, “phenomenological
research is pure description and interpretation falls outside the bounds of phenomenological
research” (pp. 25-26). On the contrary, in the Heideggerian perspective, presuppositions are not
to be eliminated or suspended, but are what constitute the possibility of intelligibility or meaning
(Ray, 1994, pp.119-122). In line with Heidegger, Gadamer (1975) argues that our prejudice can
have positive and a negative value, and it certainly does not imply a false judgment, but it is part
of the idea. Furthermore, Gadamer asserts that “our prejudice is the essential condition of our
understanding” (pp.235-238).
This Heideggerian tradition assumes that in a pure and practical sense, it is impossible to
completely conduct the Epoche in phenomenological research and whenever we describe the
essential structure of phenomena as they appear in our consciousness, our presuppositions
including our value system, theories, and knowledge are already engaged in the act of
“describing.” Thus, for Heideggerian, “all description is ultimately interpretation” (Van Manen,
1990, p.25).
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Regarding this challenge of description in phenomenological research, Van Manen (1990)
proposes that these two distinctive meanings of description can be considered as two aspects of
the phenomenological description:
Phenomenology is, on the one hand, description of the lived-through quality of lived
experience, and on the other hand, description of meaning of the expressions of lived
experience. The two types of descriptions seem somewhat different in the sense that the
first one is an immediate description of the life-world as lived whereas the second one is
an intermediate (or a mediated) description of the life-world as expressed in symbolic
form… (the latter) seems to contain a stronger element of interpretation (p. 25).
In addition, Van Manen (1990) argues that phenomenological text is descriptive in the
sense that it names something and in this naming it points to something and it aims at letting
something show itself. And phenomenological text is interpretive in the sense that it mediates
between interpreted meanings and the thing toward which the interpretation points (p. 26).
In this research, while I conducted data collection and analysis, I encountered at least two
issues in terms of description: 1) during interview, how could I make the participant describe as
much detail as he could?, and 2) how could I help them talk freely about their lived experiences
while holding back their presuppositions as much as they could? With regard to these issues, Van
Manen (1990) suggests that as we interview others about their experience of a certain
phenomenon, it is imperative to stay close to experience as lived and as we ask what an
experience is like, it may be helpful to be very concrete. In this study, based on Van Manen’
suggestions, during interview whenever the participants began to generalize their experiences, I
tried to insert a question that turned the discourse back to the level of concrete experiences:
“Could you give an example?” “What was it like?” “Could you tell me more about the
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experiences,” and so on. Second, in conducting data collection and analysis, how should I best
conduct the Epoch, “bracketing my presuppositions such as theory, knowledge, beliefs” in order
to describe the meaning of lived experience? This issue is closely related to conducting the
Epoche which I discuss in the following section.

The Problems in the Epoche
The Epoche is one of the difficult tasks for the researcher to perform in
phenomenological research (Beech, 1999; Ricoeur, 1996; Van Manen, 1990). For example, Van
Manen points out that if we simply try to forget or ignore what we already “know,” we may find
that the presuppositions persistently creep back into our reflections (Van Manen, 1990, p.47).
The problem of phenomenological inquiry is not always that we know too little about the
phenomenon we wish to investigate, but that we know too much... The problem is that
our “common sense” pre-understandings, our suppositions, assumptions, and the existing
bodies of scientific knowledge predispose us to interpret the nature of the phenomenon
before we have even come to grip with the significance of the phenomenological question
(Van Manen, 1990, p.46).
As mentioned in the above section, for the researcher, in conducting data collection and
analysis, the Epoche is not an easy process to employ appropriately: for example, how should I
deal with my presuppositions such as theory, knowledge, beliefs which continually come up
while I conduct interviews or data analysis? Regarding this issue of conducting the Epoche, Van
Manen (1990) suggests that it is better to make explicit our understanding, beliefs, biases,
assumptions, presuppositions, and theories and we try to come to terms with our assumptions,
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not in order to forget them again, but rather to hold them deliberately at bay and even to turn this
knowledge against itself, as it were, thereby exposing its shallow or concealing character (p.47).
In this study, I practiced the Epoche while I conducted data collection. Based on Van
Manen’s suggestion, whenever I practiced the Epoche, I tried to make every presupposition
visible whenever it came up in my consciousness. For example, while interviewing, in my note I
tried to wrote down any presuppositions (interpretations) that immediately occurred in my
consciousness in response to the participant’ story. After interview, I analyzed what my
interpretations told about interview data; in specific, I checked if there were any disparities
between my interpretations and interview data; if any, I investigated what made them different;
and if necessary, for these disparities, I asked the participants in the next interview session.
I also employed the Epoche in the process of creating themes from invariants horizons for data
analysis, which I addressed in detail on the data analysis section.

Lived Experience and Life-world
Phenomenological research basically aims at grasping the structure and the meaning the
essences of our lived experiences (Van Manen, 1990). According to Dilthey (1985), in its most
basic form lived experience involves our immediate, pre-reflective consciousness of life; a
reflexive or self-given awareness which is, as awareness, unaware of itself. In relation to lived
experience, Van Manen (1990) argues that it can never be grasped in its immediate manifestation
but only reflectively as past presence. Moreover, he points out that our appropriation of the
meaning of lived experience is always of something past that can never be grasped in its full
richness and depth since lived experience implicates the totality of life. I employed the term
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“lived experience” as pre-reflective or unreflective (physical and mental) activities in our
everyday life.
Life-world is one of the important conceptions in Husserl’s phenomenology in his later
philosophy (Cohen & Omery, 1994; Merleau-Ponty, 1962; Spiegelberg, 1982; Van Manen,
1990). Phenomenology is also the study of the life-world; the world as we immediately
experience it pre-reflectively rather than as we conceptualize, categorize, or reflect on it (Husserl,
1964). Spiegelburg emphasizes that the life-world is by no means immediately accessible as such
to the average person in the “natural attitude,” especially insofar as he has come under the spell
of the scientific interpretation of the world (Spiegelberg, 1982, p.145). For example, in everyday
life we take it for granted that the earth is round and that it rotates daily and yearly. However, if
we suspend that kind of scientific thinking and then we turn our attention to our perception of the
world, we find out that we do not experience the world like that. On the contrary, the earth looks
flat, and at a standstill. In this context, the life-world is the world that emerges first in our
consciousness through our senses rather than the world that is constructed and grasped through
the scientific knowledge. Thus, the life-world is where our lived experience first unfolds. As a
guide for reflection in the research process, Van Manen (1990) categorizes life world into four
realms of life-world existential14: “Lived space (spatiality), Lived body (corporeality), Lived
time (temporality), and Lived other (relationality or communality)” (pp.101-106).
Lived space (spatiality) is “felt (perceived) space” within the range of a person’s insight.
However, this space is not the world perceived by scientific measures such as length, height, or
depth, rather, as mentioned in lived experience, is the pre- or unreflective space perceived in our

14

Van Manen uses the term “life-world existential” as referring to the fundamental life-world. This is for drawing a
distinction between the universal and primordial world in which our lived experience unfolds and the more specific
and particular themes (fields) in which a theme such as “teaching” or “parenting” develops.
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consciousness. According to Van Manen (1990), lived space is difficult to put into words since it
is “largely pre-verbal;” we do not ordinarily reflect on it. He illustrates that “huge spaces within
modern bank buildings makes us feel small,” while we perceive quite the opposite as if we are
with children in kindergarten. This implies that lived space “helps us uncover more fundamental
meaning dimensions of lived life” (pp.102-103).
Lived body (corporeality) refers to the phenomenological fact that we are always bodily
in the world (Van Manen, 1990, pp.103-104). For example, under a dangerous situation such as a
fire in the home, our body quickly reacts: like jumping out of the couch and finding water. The
example shows that “our (lived) body is essentially an expressive space and is our general
medium for having (interacting with) a world (Merleau-Ponty, 1962, p.146). So, Lived body is
one of the key components constituting and affecting our lived experience.
Lived time (temporality) is subjective time as opposed to clock time (Van Manen, 1990,
pp.104). When we first make a presentation to the public, meet lovers, or take an exam, the being
(length, feeling of time flow, etc.) of time perceived in each case is completely different. Van
Manen also argues that the temporal dimensions of past, present, and future constitute the
horizons of a person’s temporal landscape (Van Manen, 1990, p.104). For example, the
interruption of a bad memory of a snake in the past can affect our lived experience on
encountering with eel for the first time in one’s life. According to Merleau-Ponty (1962), “time
is not a real process, not an actual succession that I am content to record, rather it arises from my
relation to things” (p.412). Therefore, we can say that lived time is on a situational constraint
and it is one of the essential factors in constructing our lived experience.
Lived other (relationality) is the lived relation we maintain with others in the
interpersonal space that we share with them (Van Manen, 1990, p.104). For example, when we
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take an exam in school, the fact that whether there is a proctor or not can influence our
experience of “taking an exam.” This implies that our lived experience is basically affected and
constituted by the relationship with others. The concepts of lived experience and life world
reveal that our lived experience is closely related to our life world and if the life-world changes,
the structure and meaning of our lived experience also can change. This fact can be applied to
migrant workers’ lived experiences in that their life-world in Korea would be quite different
from that of their homeland.
As Van Manen articulates, in this study, I also employed life-world existential, as a tool
of explicating the essences of migrant workers’ lived experiences as members of their ethnic
community. Actually, as an international student from Korea, even though I have passed by
downtown State College numerous times for almost three years, I still sometimes feel unfamiliar
and strange in this area. As with my case, I think that migration inevitably entails the shift of
migrant workers’ lived space. Thus there are many possibilities that these changes of the space
can affect their lived experiences in Korea. Actually, when I asked the participants how they
perceived their spaces when they participated in a certain place or events, I identified that their
experiences were affected by their lived space. For example, when I asked some participants to
tell about their feelings when they are participating in a certain cultural festival, they said to me
that “I felt I am in the Myanmar,” even though they were in Korea. Second, as an international
student in the United States, I think that my impressions and perspectives on this country have
changed a lot during my three-year stay in the United States. I will admit that my perception and
experiences were greatly affected by the people which whom I have met thus far.
As such, through this study, I identified many cases that migrant workers’ lived
experiences were affected by lived others. For example, during an interview with one participant,
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he told me that through working with Korean NGOs, he learned how to embrace various
differences voices, which affected him to get a new dream to work for building harmony among
ethnic minorities in Myanmar.

The Essence of Lived Experience
Phenomenology is the study of essences of our lived experiences (Merleau-Ponty, 1962,
p. vii). In general, when we use the term “essence,” it seems like something “abstract” or “hard
to perceive and articulate.” However, the essence in phenomenology is neither abstract nor
imperceptible. On the contrary, as aforementioned in the eidetic reduction, the essence is
something that emerges in our consciousness, as a ‘self-evident’ entity in Husserl’s term, and as
the invariant components (e.g. the redness of particular red colors) of the phenomena, whereas it
is not yet grasped linguistically but will be grasped through the phenomenological reduction.
Heidegger articulates that the grasping of the essence is a kind of bringing forth of the essence
and this “bringing into view” is a peculiar seeing. He also argues that this seeing does not see by
merely staring at what is present at hand or what is otherwise already accessible, but instead this
seeing first brings before itself that which is to be seen. In this sense, he calls seeing of the
essence “a productive seeing” (Heidegger, 1992, pp.74-77).
To see the essence in productive seeing means to posit the unconcealed of beings, to posit
beings in their unconcealedness, to take them up into the naming word, and in that way
establish them and thereby let them stand in the visibility of an essential cognition
(Heidegger, 1992, p.86).
As for this, Van Manen articulates that the word “essence” should not be mystified, and
by essence we do not mean some kind of mysterious entity or discovery, nor some ultimate core
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or residue of meaning. Rather, the term “essence” may be understood as a linguistic construction,
a description of a phenomenon (Van Manen, 1990, p.39).
In terms of grasping the essence, Moustakas uses imaginative (free) variation in order to
derive structural themes (the essences) from the textural descriptions that have been obtained
through phenomenological reduction (Moustakas, 1994, p.99). As mentioned in the eidetic
reduction, Husserl employs the “alteration of perspective (imaginative free variation)” to draw
the essences from the particular factual things and “as a manner which the essence to come into
view and anything merely contingent to drop away” (Moran, 2000, p.154). Moustakas applies
“Imaginative Variation” in analyzing and describing the research data, especially in the
procedure of structural description.
The task of imaginative variation is to seek possible meanings through the utilization of
our imagination, varying the frames of reference, employing polarities and reversal, and
approaching the phenomenon from divergent perspectives, different positions, roles, or
functions. The aim is to arrive at structural descriptions of an experience (Moustakas,
1994, pp.97-98).
Based on the Moustakas’ idea, in this study, I tried to employ Imaginative Variation
especially in order to find themes which can effectively deliver the essential structure of migrant
workers’ lived experiences from all the data available including interview data, field notes,
observation, and documents. Actually, the five features of the participants’ experiences in the
activities of the MA that I found in this study were the result of constant trials and errors of my
employing Imaginative Variation.
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Selecting the Research Site and Participants

Site Selection Process
Many studies on migrant worker’s life (Han & Seol, 2007; M. Lee, 2003; R. Lee, 2006)
indicate that some of migrant workers in Korea is participating in supportive programs offered
by Korean NGOs and is also participating in their ethnic communities which have been
organized and supported by these NGOs. Some of migrant workers’ ethnic communities have
planned and implemented various activities in association with these NGOs or other ethnic
communities such as a street demonstration for enhancing their human rights and hosting various
cultural events in Korean society.
In order to recruit participants who are actively involved in various activities in their
ethnic community, through internet, I first searched for NGOs and religious organizations which
offered programs for migrant workers and which had relatively close relationship with well
organized ethnic community. Actually, in Korea as of 2007, there were 399 NGOs, 102
governmental organizations and 62 religious organizations operating supporting programs for
migrant workers (Ministry of Public Administration and Security, 2008). Among these NGOs, I
picked out four NGOs scattered nationwide: Seoul, Busan, Yangsan and Bucheon City. Then, I
contacted each NGO by phone calls or emails, and I received positive responses from two NGOs
in Bucheon and Yangsan City. Among these two NGOs, I selected the “Bucheon Migrant
Worker House (BMWH)” which had a relatively long history of supporting for migrant workers
and especially had wider and active networks with migrant workers’ ethnic communities in
Korea.
The Bucheon Migrant Worker House (BMWH) is located in Bucheon City, which is one
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of the satellite cities of the capital, Seoul. It has a population of 0.9 million with approximately
more than 10,000 migrant workers as of 2009 (Ministry of Public Administration and Security,
2009). It also has a large number of small and labor intensive factories in the field of
manufacturing and construction industry, which attracts migrant workers. Through the website of
the BMWH, I could find quite a bit of information about the NGO. It has been the central place
for supporting migrant workers who are working in poor conditions in labor intensive industries
since its establishment in 1995, NGO opened the first counseling center for migrant workers in
Korea; and as of 2009, and there were seven full-time activists and more than a dozen of people
as part-time volunteers. The main activities of this NGO was to provide migrant workers with
various supportive programs such as Korean language classes, free medical treatment, human
rights education, labor counseling, return education for ensuring their job stability in their home
country, and many other welfare activities. In particular, the BMWH had supported many
migrant workers’ ethnic communities including as Myanmarese, Bangladesh, Filipino, Pakistan,
and Chinese communities and conducted various events and projects in association with these
ethnic communities.
Actually, before visiting and working in the BMWH, I introduced my research topic
through Emails and to an activist Jongsoon Lee. She recommended the Myanmar Association
(MA) among several ethnic communities in that it was a relatively well-organized ethnic
community and it had been working actively since its establishment in 1998.
Tentatively, I made up my mind in deciding to choose the Myanmar Association as a
research site. Shortly thereafter I began to work for the BMWH. I met with key members of the
MA, explained my research and obtained their consent. Originally, I had planned to work as a
part-time or full-time volunteer for three or four months, however, right after I began to work as
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a volunteer, the BMWH offered me an internship position as a labor counselor. For the next five
months, I interned for the BMWH. Actually, while working as an intern, I had had many
opportunities to meet key members of the MA in a way that I worked with them as a coordinator
when they conducted various cultural events. Consequently, I could naturally make rapport with
the MA and its key members, which enabled me to recruit participants more favorably.

Contacting and Recruiting Research Participants
In this study, I used “Criterion sampling” as sampling strategies for recruiting
participants. “Criterion sampling” works well when all individuals studied represent people who
have experienced the phenomenon and in a phenomenological study, it is essential that all
participants experience the phenomenon being studied (Creswell, 1998, p.118). This study was
intended to explore the meanings and the structure of Myanmarese male migrant workers’ lived
experiences as members of their ethnic community. I recruited participants who had been
actively engaged in the activities of their ethnic community for at least one year so that I could
draw rich and meaningful descriptions of the lived experiences from their life. In addition, I
recruited male migrant workers in the Myanmar Association because the number of female
migrant workers in the MA was extremely few and thus it was really hard to get access to them.
Actually, during my five months’ internship, it was really difficult to observe female members
who were actively working in the MA.
In order to get rich interview data and information as much as possible, I did not fix the
number of participants for the study. From the beginning of my internship in the BMWH, I had
searched for participants with the abovementioned criteria. However, it was not easy to find
appropriate participants for my study in several reasons: 1) I should find participants who could
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speak Korean relatively well because it is impossible to find appropriate interpreters for my
study; 2) I had no idea who had relatively long periods of working experiences as a member of
the MA. In this situation, some Korean activists in the BMWH recommended to meet Min Min
Tun who had worked as one of the advisors in the MA and had come to the MA’s office in the
BMWH every week. In a few days later of my internship in the BMWH, I was able to meet him
who came to the MA’s office to get counseling regarding his health problem, and with the help
of one Korean activist in the BMWH I got an opportunity to introduce myself and on the spot I
briefly explained to him my research. Min Min Tun showed an interest on my study and was
willing to be one of the participants in the study. A few days later, I got a chance to observe and
assist the “Tinzanmul” festival, one of the MA’s cultural events in the MA. In here, I met Min
Min Tun again, explained my research more specifically and told him that I was looking for
participants for my study. Then, he said that he was willing to introduce to me appropriate
participants who met the criteria of my study as well as who might be interested in my research.
Min Min Tun first introduced to me three members of the MA: Zaw Moa Tung, Tintung,
and Sai Tun Boo who had been working over ten years in the MA as key members of the MA: A
president, a vice president, and an advisor respectively. While interviewing three participants
along with Min Min Tun, I also asked Min Min Tun to introduce to me relatively new members
and mere members in the MA who, I thought, would have different levels of lived experiences as
members of the MA compared with those of relatively long periods of working experiences as
key members of the MA. Then, Min Min Tun in turn recommended Aung and Wing Aung who
were last two interviewees in this study. To the end of Wing Aung, I stop recruiting participants
because I thought that I collected enough data to answer my research question and at the same
time should consider the practical constraints of research time and cost. In Chapter 5, I addressed
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the specific profiles of six participants, the Myanmar Association, and the BMWH along with the
day when I first met Min Min Tun.
This study focused on describing migrant workers’ lived experiences as members of their
ethnic community and this description could include collective aspects of their learning and the
evolving aspects of their community. However, the main concern of this study was to understand
the meaning and essential structure of migrant workers’ lived experiences as members in their
ethnic community, therefore the unit of analysis of this study was individuals, six Myanmarese
male migrant workers.

Language Issues
Language was one of the critical methodological issues in this study because all
participants were Myanmarese whereas the researcher was Korean. Before conducting interviews,
I tried to find interpreters who had a good command of Myanmarese for participants who would
want to use their language. However, it was impossible to find appropriate interpreters.
Therefore, additional criterion in selecting members of the MA was their fluency in Korean. As
with R. Lee’s study (2006) showing that the researcher was surprised by the Korean fluency of
many worker participants and their insistence on not using an interpreter, fortunately, I was able
to recruit some participants who spoke Korean fluently as members of the MA. Actually, except
one, most participants in the study spoke daily Korean as native Koreans as they lived in Korea
at least ten years. However, during interviews, I found that most participants had difficulties in
expressing their in-depth feelings. As I conducted the phenomenological research, some of my
interview questions aimed at drawing participants’ complicated and subtle feelings and emotions.
For instance, when I asked some participants to tell me more about how they feel when they
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were participating in a cultural event, some of them just replied very short such as “It was good
to me,” “I felt good.” I knew intuitively that this would be because they were having a hard time
to find appropriate Korean expressions for their internal feelings as second language speakers.
Actually, this situation put me into one dilemma whether I should help them as a facilitator by
uttering some emotional words in Korean as if I were in their situation or not.

Data Collection
I used three data collection methods to get the meaning of migrant workers’ lived
experiences as members of the MA. First, I conduced three sets of semi-structured interviews for
participants for one to two hours with participants. Second, I did field observation through
participating in various events of the Myanmar Association. Lastly, I also used their material
culture including documents, archival data published and stored in the MA.

In-Depth Interviews
A semi-structured interview, which is also called an interview guide approach(Patton,
2002), uses a series of structured questions which are developed in advance. Topics and issues to
be covered are specified in advance, in outline form and the interviewer decides sequences and
wording of questions during the course of the interview (Patton, 2002, p.348). There are at least
two advantages to semi-structured interview: 1) it makes sure that the interviewer has carefully
decided how best to use the limited time available in an interview situation, and 2) it helps make
interviewing a number of different people more systematic and comprehensive by delimiting in
advance the issues to be explored (Patton, 2002, pp. 343-344). For these reasons, in contrast to
informal conversational interview, in the semi-structured interview the interviewer can control
the time and delimit irrelevant issues in advance. Compared to standardized open-ended
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interviews, the semi-structured interview remains fairly conversational and situational. In this
flexible interview situation, the interviewer can revise interview questions more concretely or
come up with immediate questions in response to the interviewee’s story. Van Manen (1990)
notes that in the phenomenological research interview serves at least two specific purposes: 1) it
may be used as a means for exploring and gathering experiential narrative material that may
serve as a resource for developing a richer and deeper understanding of a human phenomenon,
and 2) the interview may be used as a vehicle to develop a conversational relation with a partner
(interviewee) about the meaning of an experience (p.66).
I used Seidman’s (1998) three series phenomenological interview which , I think, was an
appropriate tool for drawing data about the meaning of an experience of the participants: 1)
focused life history, 2) the details of experience, and 3) reflection on the meaning. In the first
interview, the interviewer’s task is to put the participant’s experience in context by asking him or
her to tell as much as possible about himself in terms of topic up to the present (Seidman, 1998,
p.11). Hence, in the first interview with each participant, I had asked them several questions such
as: What did they do in their homeland?; How did they come to Korea?; What were their daily
life like in Korea?; as well as How did they participate in their ethnic community? (See
Appendix C. Interview Guide).
The purpose of the second interview is to concentrate on the concrete details of the
participants’ present experience in the topic area of the study (Seidman, 1998, p.12). During the
second interview with the participants, I asked them to tell me about: what activities they
participate and what was most difficult for them to work as members of their ethnic community;
what were their relationships with other members; what was the most memorable experience in
their ethnic community.
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In the third interview, participants are asked to reflect on the meaning of their experience.
The question of “meaning” is not one of satisfaction or reward, although such issues may play a
part in the participants’ thinking. Rather, it addresses the intellectual and emotional connections
between the participants’ work and life (Seidman, 1998, p.12). As for the last interview, I asked
participants the following questions: given what you have said about your life before you
participated in the ethnic community and given what you said about your experience in the
ethnic community, what differences did you perceive? Based on Seidman’s three iterative
interview strategies, I set up more specific interview questions. However, even though I tried to
follow Seidman’s three series phenomenological interview abovementioned, there happened
unexpected situations during interview. For instance, when I asked participants to tell me about
their working experience in Korea, some brought up how he knew the existence of the MA and
why he participated in it, which I planned to ask in the second interview. This situation gave me
a hard time to decide whether I should let them to continue talking about their story or not. In my
study, I thought the most important thing in interview was to naturally draw participants’ lived
experiences. So, in many cases, I let them to keep talking about what they wanted to do.
However, when it was too far away from my interview guide, I asked my participants to tell the
story in the next session of interview and turned the discourse back to my interview plan.

Observations
Observation is fundamental to all qualitative inquiry in that it helps the researcher
discover complexity in social settings by being there (Rossman & Rallis, 2003, p. 194). In order
to better understand participants’ lived experiences as members of the MA, I thought it was a
very important thing to identify what migrant workers actually have done while participating in
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their ethnic group activities. The three series of phenomenological interview abovementioned
can inform the researcher of the participants’ specific actions and its meanings in various and
complex activities in their community. However, as Rossman & Rallis (2003) note, field
observations enabled the researcher not only to “learn about actions and infer the meanings those
actions have for participants,” but also “identify the big picture while noting huge amounts of
detail in multiple and complex actions” (p.195). Observing includes formal, structured noting of
events, activities, and speech and participant observation (an overall strategy where the
researcher is present in the setting experiencing and noting events) which entails systematic
noting and recording of events, actions, and interactions (Rossman & Rallis, 2003, p. 195).
Since its establishment in 1999, the Myanmar Association has planned and conducted
various activities including cultural and political events, labor counseling, funeral service, and so
on. In order to observe these activities, as Creswell (1998) suggests, I obtained the required
permissions needed to gain access to the site from the key informants. With their help, I tried to
identify who or what to observe, when, and for how long and record aspects such as portraits of
the informant, the physical setting, particular actions, interactions, and events through field notes
(p.125). Observations also signal participant’s emotions, attention, interest, authenticity, and
fatigue for example and these cues also suggest avenues to explore and when to redirect
questions. In short, observations lead researcher to interviews, suggest questions that had not
anticipated, and yield topics that they might want to explore (Rossman & Rallis, 2003, p.173).
Actually, during my five months’ internship in the BMWH, I had lots of opportunities to
observe the MA’s events and various activities, and in interview this made me better understand
participants’ description about what and how they have done in their festival, which also enabled
me to set up more specific and relevant questions.
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Patton (2002) emphasizes that observation is “the opportunity to move beyond the
selective perceptions of others” in that “interviews present the understandings of the people
being interviewed” (p. 264). However, he also points out that “it is necessary for the inquirer to
keep in mind that interviewees are always reporting perceptions-selective perceptions” (p. 264).
Therefore, by adding the inquirer’s perception through observation into the data, “observers can
arrive at a more comprehensive view of the setting being studied than if forced to rely entirely on
secondhand reports through interviews” (p. 264).
In my study, interview data would be the result of the participant’s partial and selective
perception of their lived experiences. Actually, my perception through field observation on the
MA’s various events enabled me to better reflect interview data when I constructed textual and
structural description for revealing the essential structure of the participants’ lived experiences.

Material Culture
Qualitative researchers often supplement observing and interviewing with studying
aspects of material culture produced in the course of everyday events. Material culture includes
artifacts and written material that may be available in or about the setting or about individuals
(Rossman & Rallis, 2003, p.172). Rossman & Rallis (2003) argues that “journals, diaries,
minutes of meetings, policy statements, letters, and announcements are all examples of material
culture that researcher gather and analyze to better understand the social worlds they study” (p.
198). These kinds of material culture in the Myanmar Association could be migrant workers’
valuable learning outcomes from their experiences in the MA achieved by their efforts in various
activities and some of these materials can be valuable indicators to capture and understand the
evolving aspects of their learning (including the Myanmar Association itself).
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In my study, with the consent of the participants, I collected these kinds of material
culture including meeting documents and some leaflets. Actually, the MA’s constitution is one of
these material cultures and it was really a useful and important tool to understand the structural
contradictions in the MA which affected the six participants’ experiences.

Data Analysis and Synthesis
The data analysis method used in this study was phenomenological thematic analysis
which was the reformulation of Moustakas’(1994) five procedures for phenomenological method,
Van Manen’s (1990) six phenomenological research activities as an elemental methodical
structure and Braun & Clarke’s (2006) thematic analysis procedure. Moustakas’
phenomenological analytic procedures employ various phenomenological tools (bracketing,
horizons, and imaginative variation) in the process of data analysis grounded on phenomenology.
He suggests five steps for phenomenological data analysis: 1) horizonalization; delimiting to
invariant horizons (meaning units) , 2) clustering the invariant constituents into themes, 3)
individual textural and individual structural descriptions, 4) composite textural and composite
structural descriptions, and 5) synthesis of textural and structural meanings and essences
(Moustakas, 1994, p.120-122). However, his procedure does not provide a concrete process for
conducting first two procedures, “horizonalization” and “clustering the invariant constituents
into themes.” Van Manen (1990)’s six research activities provide a methodological and
philosophical character for creating themes, however, as for Moustakas, he does not clarify the
specific procedure of data analysis and description. Especially, both of them do not provide the
specific procedure to create themes. On the contrary, Braun & Clarke’s (2006) thematic analysis
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provides a more concrete and concise procedural scheme and especially provides specific
procedures for creating theme(s) using a “thematic map.”
The analytic data procedure that I employed in the study was the combined version of
Moustakas and Van Manen’s phenomenological method and Braun & Clarke’s thematic
analysis: 1) horizonalization (generating invariant horizons or initial codes), 2) thematizing
(searching for themes, reviewing and defining/refining themes), and 3) textural and structural
synthesis. In Husserl’s terms, the process of horizonalization of phenomenological thematic data
analysis falls on Eidetic reduction which entails a move from the particular facts to general
essences and drops all reference to the individual and particular with employing the continuous
alteration of our perspectives, that is, imaginative variation to yield invariant constituents
(horizons) of lived experience. The process of thematizing indicates phenomenological reduction
which includes bracketing our presuppositions (Epoche) and describing the essences of lived
experience by capturing our consciousness’s meaning giving process regarding invariant
horizons which we already obtained through the process of horizonlization (the Noema-Noesis
phase).

Horizonalization
Phenomenological data analysis begins with horizonalizing research data. According to
Moran (2000), for Husserl, the term ‘horizon’ is constituted by those aspects of a thing that are
not given in perception but rather are possibilities which can be given in further acts of
perceptions or reflection (pp.161-162). Gadamer (1975) points out that the horizon is the range
of vision that includes everything that can be seen from a particular vantage point (p.269).
Husserl illustrates the example of the horizon as follows:
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The horizons are “predelineated” potentialities…. For example: the die leaves open a
great variety of things pertaining to the unseen faces; yet it is already “construed” in
advance as a die, in particular as colored, rough, and the like, though each of these
determinations always leaves further particulars open. This leaving open, prior to further
determinings (which perhaps never take place), is a moment included in the given
consciousness itself; it is precisely what makes up the “horizon” (Husserl, 1973, p.45).
Thus, the horizon is not only the background of the perceived object in our present
consciousness, but it also makes the object perceivable. At the same time, it can be perceived in
consciousness in the temporal flows of our consciousness. So, horizons are unlimited and we can
never exhaust completely our experience of things no matter how many times we reconsider
them or view them (Moustakas, 1994, p. 95). In this sense, Moustakas (1994) argues that each
horizon as it comes into our conscious experience is the grounding or condition of the
phenomenon that gives it a distinctive character (p. 95). Thus, “when we horizonalize
(horizonalization), each phenomenon in our consciousness has equal value as we seek to disclose
its nature and essence” (Moustakas, 1994, p.95).
Moustakas suggests horizonalization as the first procedure of the phenomenological data
analysis and it entails two steps: 1) horiozonalizing the data and 2) generating horizons (or initial
codes).The first step of horizonalization is to list every expression relevant to the experience.
Especially in this step, every statement initially is treated as having equal value (Moustakas,
1994p. 97). This concept of horizonalization assumes that every single data collected can be a
useful explanatory indicator of a phenomenon the researcher is interested in. Van Manen (1990)
emphasizes that “one should not confuse phenomenological-hermeneutical analysis of texts a
mere variation of well-known techniques of content analysis, or as identical to analytic-coding,
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taxonomic, and data-organizing practices common to ethnography or grounded theory method”
(p. 29). For example, Van Manen (1990) points out that contrary to content analysis which
specifies beforehand what it wants to know from a text phenomenological human science is
discovery oriented and it wants to find out what a certain phenomenon means and how it is
experienced (p. 29). So, it posits an approach toward research that aims at being
presuppositionless (p. 29).
In the second step of horizonalization, statements irrelevant to the topic and questions as
well as those that are repetitive or overlapping are deleted, leaving only the horizons (the textual
meanings and invariant constituents of the phenomenon) (Moustakas, 1994p. 97). In this step,
Moustakas (1994) suggests two requirements for selecting out invariant horizons: 1) does it
contain a moment of the experience that is a necessary and sufficient constituent for
understanding it?; and 2) is it possible to abstract and label it? (pp. 120-121). Braun & Clarke
(2006) call this step as “generating initial codes” which involve a feature of data that appears
interesting to the analyst, and refer to “the most basic segment, or element, of the raw data or
information that can be assessed in a meaningful way regarding the phenomenon” (p. 88).
In this study, when I practiced horizonalizing all the data including transcribed interview,
observations, field notes, and material culture, I listed every statements from collected data and
by using imaginative variation repeatedly, I selected out invariant horizon which, I thought,
indicated the essential aspects of six Myanmarese male migrant workers’ lived experience as
members of their ethnic community (See Appendix A.).
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Thematizing
After generating the invariant horizons (initial codes), the researcher goes about
“thematizing” which has two steps: 1) searching for themes and 2) reviewing and naming themes.
First, the researcher starts to analyze initial codes (invariant horizons) and considers how
different codes combine into an overarching theme (Braun & Clarke, 2006). In relation to
searching for what a theme is, Braun & Clarke also argue that the “keyness” of a theme is not
necessarily dependent on quantifiable measures – but rather on whether it captures something
important in relation to the overall research question (p. 89). In general, thematic analysis is a
process for encoding qualitative information; the encoding requires an explicit “code” which
may be a list of themes; and a theme is a pattern found in the information that at the minimum
describes and organizes possible observations or at the maximum interprets aspects of the
phenomenon (Boyatzis, 1998pp. vi-vii).
However, Van Manen (1990) posits that too often theme analysis is understood as an
unambiguous and fairly mechanical application of some frequency count or coding of selected
terms in transcripts or text, or some other break-down of the content of protocol or documentary
material (p. 78). Rather, he argues that phenomenological themes may be understood as the
structures of experience which can be produced not by a rule-bound process but by a free act of
“seeing” meaning (p. 79). As an efficient way of searching for theme, Braun & Clarke (2006)
suggest a thematic map which provides visual representations to help the researcher sort the
different codes (invariant horizons) into themes and this is when the researcher thinks about the
relationship between codes, between themes, and between different levels of themes (main
overarching themes and sub-themes within them) (pp. 89-90).
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The second step of thematizing is to review themes and define/refine themes. The
reviewing phase involves two levels. First, level one involves reviewing at the level of the coded
data extracts which means that the researcher needs to read all the collated extracts for each
theme, and consider whether they appear to form a coherent pattern. If candidate themes do
appear to form a coherent pattern, then move on to the second level. If candidate themes do not
fit, the researcher should rework a theme, create a new theme, or find a home for those extracts
that do not currently work in an already-existing theme (Braun & Clarke, 2006, pp. 91-92). Level
two involves a similar process, but in relation to the entire data set. According to Braun & Clarke,
at this level, the researcher considers the validity of individual themes in relation to the entire
data, but also whether the candidate thematic map ‘accurately’ reflects the meanings evident in
the entire data as a whole (Braun & Clarke, 2006, pp. 91-92).
According to Braun & Clarke (2006), in the phase of defining and refining themes, the
researcher should make sure of two things: 1) identify the essence of what each theme is about
and 2) determine what aspect of the data each theme captures, then for each individual theme, the
researcher writes a detailed analysis which provides sufficient evidence of each theme within the
data and needs to do more than just provide data (p. 93). The researcher conducts this phase by
going back to collated data extracts for each theme, and organizing them into a coherent and
internally consistent account, with an accompanying narrative.
In this study, in order to thematize my data, first I listed all the invariant horizons (initial
codes), draw a thematic map, plotted the relationship between invariant horizons, and then
created candidate themes encompassing invariant horizons (See Appendix B.). I also checked
whether invariant horizons fitted into candidate themes that I created and there are in no fit, I
reworked themes or created new themes. Furthermore, in the process of creating themes, I tried
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to bracket my presuppositions as best as I could so that invariant horizons themselves could
indicate what makes lived experience (of six Myanamrese migrant workers as members of the
MA) what it is.
However, as van Manen (1990) points out, it was not easy to employ bracketing (the
Epoche) in a rigorous sense because many presuppositions persistently creep back into my
reflections on invariant horizons. In order to overcome this challenge in my study, I alternately
employed two strategies of phenomenological traditions in the process of thematizing based on
van Manen’s suggestion: 1) Husserl’s bracketing and 2) Gadamer’s active employment of our
presuppositions. For example, when I first gazed at the invariant horizons to create themes, I
tried to suspend my presuppositions including theoretical knowledge, beliefs, and biases, as
much as I could, and in my second review of invariant horizons, I wrote down and use my
presuppositions in order to create themes from the invariant horizons. Actually, I got an idea of
creating themes of this study from my previous pilot study of Korean residents’ lived experience
in their religious cell group meeting in State College. For example, “Getting confidence to
survive in Korea” which is one of five themes in the study is a very similar theme that I obtained
the previous study.

Textural and Structural Synthesis
The last phase of thematic analysis is to write up a report which contains the complicated
story of the data in a way which convinces the reader of the merit and validity of the analysis. It
is important that the researcher provides a concise, coherent, logical, non-repetitive and
interesting account of the story the data tell within and across themes. Extracts need to be
embedded within an analytic narrative that illustrates the story the researcher are telling about the
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data, and need to go beyond description of the data, and make an argument in relation to research
questions (Braun & Clarke, 2006). Moustakas (1994) divides the last phase of phenomenological
analysis into three steps: textual description, structural description and synthesis of textural and
structural description. First, a textural description is constructed from the themes and delimited
horizons of each research participant’s experience. Second, a structural description provides a
vivid account of the underlying dynamics of experience, the themes and qualities that account for
participants’ lived experiences.
Especially in the phase of structural description, Moustakas (1994) urges the researcher
to use imaginative variation allows her to see, by way of creative reflection, the same object
through different views and allows for the construction of a description of how the phenomenon
was experienced. The task of imaginative variation is to seek possible meanings through the
utilization of imagination, varying the frames of reference, employing polarities and reversals,
and approaching the phenomenon from divergent perspectives, different positions, roles, or
functions (Moustakas, 1994, pp. 97-98). Therefore, by employing imaginative variation, the
researcher can construct a more rich and persuasive description so that “the reader can nod to,
recognizing it as an experience that we have had or could have had” (Van Manen, 1990, p.27).
The final step of textural-structural synthesis is to integrate the textural and structural
descriptions into a unified statement of the essences of participants’ lived experiences. This
represents the essences at a particular time and place from the vantage point of an individual
researcher following an exhaustive imaginative and reflective study of the phenomenon
(Moustakas, 1994p. 100).
In this study, I followed Moustakas’ three steps of description. First, I composed a
textural description based on identified themes and relevant invariant horizons from all the
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collected data. Second, as Moustakas suggests, I employed imaginative variation to construct a
structural description which contained a vivid description of migrant workers’ lived experiences
as members of the MA and its underlying meanings. Finally, I combined textural and structural
descriptions to provide the essential structure of migrant workers’ lived experiences as members
of the MA.

Researcher Identity
While conducting a qualitative study, the researcher’ identity may impact on various
aspects of the study such as interpreting participants actions, gestures, and interview data.
Therefore, before starting my research, I think it is important for me to be as explicit as possible
about my identity.

As a Critical Adult Learner and Multicultural Educator
First, I have been influenced by my academic training in Adult Education master’s and
doctoral programs. Through these academic trainings, I have practiced seeing the world with a
critical perspective which emphasizes that we, as critical adult learners, should recognize that our
way of thinking, evaluating the world (e.g. a social phenomenon) may have been affected and
shaped by certain value and belief systems supported by a specific social class or group. This
attitude could lead to delimit alternative ways of seeing the world. Secondly, I have been
affected by several experiences such as developing a multicultural education curriculum,
teaching it in an online university, working as a volunteer Korean Interpreter in the Korean
National Commission for UNESCO, and through taking the course of “Participatory Action
Research.” Through these experiences, I have learned that the researcher should try to take a
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stance in understanding other cultures based on the people’s perspective from different culture
and respect their value systems.
Even though I have the above experiences, I was born and raised in Korea. I was also a
middle class, graduate student, and Korean married man. Before I studied abroad in pursuit of a
doctoral degree, I spent all of my life in Korea. I value my deep middle class Korean values,
morals, and beliefs. My perceptions of migrant workers in Korea were likely to have been
shaped in some way by the middle class values I have held. Furthermore, I did not have any
experience working in 3D jobs with painful experiences such as severe cultural discrimination in
any foreign country, nor with physical and mental abuse in the workplace. Therefore, I may have
difficulties in fully understanding migrant workers’ lived experiences and feelings in Korea.

As a Foreign Student
Since 2006, I have been studying in the United States of America. As an international
student and a relatively short-term migrant in a broad sense, I have been greatly influenced by
various experiences in American university and society. Especially, I have undergone several
cultural differences in my classes. For example, the discussion culture in American higher
education emphasizes the importance of giving concrete examples to illustrate abstract concepts
or ideas, which is quite different in Korea. In addition to cultural differences, I had also felt
homesick for a while and suffered from a sense of alienation from my family, friends, and my
homeland culture, all of which are impossible for me to experience if I had stayed in Korea.
Actually, in my study, I found that most of the participants as migrant workers expressed similar
experiences as I had as an international student in United States, which helped me appreciate
migrant workers’ emotions and feelings in Korea that they told me during interviews.
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As a Member of a Korean Religious Community in State College
While studying as a foreign student in State College, I conducted a pilot research on
Korean international students’ and their wives’ experiences in their religious communities in
which I, as a regular member, have been participating in since I came to State College in 2006.
The research findings showed that that the activities in this religious community were not
restricted solely to religious activities, rather for the participants this community was an
important place for cultural adjustment and informal learning. This pilot study and my personal
experiences as a member of a Korean religious community in the United States was a big help
for me to sympathize with and understand migrant workers’ feelings and emotions as members
of their ethnic community in a foreign country, even though they had different culture, and value
system with those of mine.

Ethical Issues in the Study
A qualitative researcher faces many ethical issues that surface during data collection in
the field, data analysis, and dissemination of qualitative reports (Creswell, 1998; Rossman &
Rallis, 2003). Rossman & Rallis (2003) argue that a researcher should consider three ethical
issues in conducting the research: 1) privacy and confidentiality, 2) deception and consent, and 3)
trust and betrayal (pp. 73-79). In here, I discussed the first two issues which were directly
relevant to this study.

Privacy and Confidentiality
Rossman & Rallis (2003) point out that a researcher should consider at least two things
regarding privacy and confidentiality: protecting participants’ privacy (identities, names, and
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specific roles), and holding in confidence what they share with a researcher (not sharing it with
others using their names) (Rossman & Rallis, 2003, p.74). In the study, some of the participants
were undocumented migrant workers in Korea. In this case, if I refer directly to their real names
and their workplace in my dissertation, it could harm them because most undocumented migrant
workers face frequent crack-downs by the Korean government, which results in job loss and
deportation to their home immediately. For these reasons, I used their pseudonyms for all the
participants in the study.

Deception and Consent
Second, gaining the informed consent of participants is crucial for the ethical conduct of
research (Rossman & Rallis, 2003, p.74). As to informed consent, Rossman & Rallis (2003, p. 75)
suggests that four principles should be considered: 1) participants are as fully informed as
possible about the study’s purpose and audience; 2) they understand what their agreement to
participate entails; 3) they give that consent willingly; and 4) they understand that they may
withdraw from the study at any time without prejudice. In my study, based on these four
principles, before interview, I explained the research purpose and questions to my participants
and got their informed consent which included their free withdraw from this study whenever they
wanted to do.
Rossman & Rallis (2003) also emphasize that despite the precise implementation of
informed consent and its considerations for privacy and honesty, some deception may be
involved in much research: how much can we fully tell participants about our conceptual
framework? Do we deceive them when we briefly summarize it? What if the purpose of the
study shifts? Can participants fully understand what their words will look like in a written report
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before the report is written? In order to cope with these situations, a researcher must take every
possible precaution to ensure that no harm will come to the participants as a result of their
participation in the study (pp. 75-77). When I recruited participants and before interview, I
explained to them that the main purpose of this study is to understand the meaning of their live
experiences as members of the their ethnic community, as well as to identify what kind of
learning they want to do and in return, so that the Korean Society can help them to achieve
learning opportunities as one of many social members in Korea. I also informed them that this
study was not intended for commercial interests.

Quality of the Study
In qualitative research, it is important to address how to enhance the quality of research
that is: “How do we know that the qualitative study is believable, accurate, and right?” (Creswell,
1998, p. 193). In response to this, Creswell (1998, p. 201-203) introduces eight verification
procedures for increasing the quality of the research and recommends that qualitative researchers
engage in at least two of them in any given study: prolonged engagement and persistent
observation, triangulation, peer review or debriefing, negative case analysis, clarifying researcher
bias, member checks, rich and thick description, and external audits. Among these eight
techniques, I employed prolonged engagement, triangulation, clarifying researcher bias, member
check, and rich and thick description. First, prolonged engagement in the field is the investment
of sufficient time to achieve certain purposes: learning the “culture,” testing for misinformation
by distortions either of the self or of the respondents, and building trust (Creswell, 1998, p. 201).
In this study, as I mentioned above in the section “Site Selection Process,” in order to build
rapport with participants and identify general learning needs and conditions of migrant workers, I
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decided to work as a full time volunteer for a couple of months. Second, in triangulation,
researchers make use of multiple and different sources, methods, investigators, and theories to
provide corroborating evidence (Creswell, 1998, p. 202). Lincoln & Guba (1985, p. 305)
describes triangulation as a mode of improving the probability that findings and interpretations
will be found credible.
As indicated in the data analysis section, I used in-depth interviews, observation,
documents, and field notes for identifying migrant workers’ lived experiences as members of the
MA. Third, clarifying researcher bias from the outset of the study is important so that the reader
understands the researchers’ position and any biases or assumptions that impact the inquiry
(Creswell, 1998, p. 202). In the preceding section “Researcher Identity,” I discussed my multiple
identities having the norms and values of the Korean middle class, the critical adult learner, and
the international students which may impact the interpretation of interview data. Fourth, in
member checks, the researcher solicits informant’s views of the credibility of the findings and
interpretations (Creswell, 1998, pp. 202-203). In this study, I also asked participants to examine
my interpretation on their interview data and received their feedback to check whether there were
any misunderstandings of my interpretation about their story and observations. Lastly, rich, thick
description allows the reader to make decisions regarding transferability; with such detailed
description, the researcher also enables readers to transfer information to other settings and to
determine whether the findings can be transferred “because of shared characteristics” (Creswell,
1998, p. 203). In this study, I made every efforts to construct rich and thick descriptions of the
migrant workers’ lived experiences as members of their ethnic community as much as I could so
that the reader could consider their experience would be a possible one (Van Manen, 1990, p. 41)
and empathize with it.
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Chapter 4. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK: CULTURAL HISTORICAL
ACTIVITY THEORY
This chapter examines Cultural Historical Activity Theory (CHAT or activity theory) as a
theoretical framework. First, I introduce the historical background and development of CHAT
and the basic structure and principles of activity system. Second, I discuss how CHAT provides
conceptual tools to observe and analyze informal learning from the migrant workers’ lived
experiences as members of their ethnic community. Lastly, I address the implication of the
CHAT for this study.

Cognitive Process vs. Social Process
Cultural Historical Activity theory (CHAT or activity theory) starts from the basic idea
that (human) learning is a socio-cultural phenomenon rather than a cognitive one (Engeström,
1987; Illeris, 2002; Leont'ev, 1981b; Sawchuk, 2003; Vygotsky, 1978). Vygotsky (1978), who
provided a fundamental conceptual framework of activity theory, argues that “human learning
presupposes a specific social nature and a process by which children grow into the intellectual
life of those around them” (p.88). Thus, activity theory basically takes a critical stance toward
cognitive theory which defines human learning as “the internal cognitive structure changes” and
just focuses on the internal mental process; how the mind makes sense out of stimuli in the
given environment; how information is processed, stored, and retrieved; and how a learner solves
problems in given problem situations (Merriam & Caffarella, 1999, pp.253-266).
With regard to this stance of cognitive theory, one of the leading CHAT theorists,
Engeström (1987), quoting Norman intensively challenges as follows:
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The problem solving and structuring are essentially reactive forms of learning. Both
presuppose a given context which presents the individual with a preset learning task.
Learning is defined so as to exclude the possibility of finding or creating new
contexts…Norman himself points out that it takes a long time to learn the mastery of a
complex skill. At the same time, the context of the tasks and skills are going through
profound qualitative changes which often render previous task and skill obsolete… It can
only be overcome by enabling the users (learners) themselves to plan and bring about the
qualitative changes in their life contexts (Ch.1., p.2).15
Engeström (1987) points out that with cognitive theory it is impossible to grasp two
fundamental characteristics of human learning. First, in the real world, learning contexts which
entail learning tasks or problem situations that humans face or need to solve are not that static or
fixed as cognitive theory supposes, rather are more dynamic and difficult to anticipate and
control. Any learning without considering this aspect of learning context is, as Engeström (1987)
posits, a “fossilized or futile” learning (Ch 1., pp.2-8). Second, in order to cope with or overcome
these dynamic learning contexts, humans try to change their learning context or even create new
ones and these are totally excluded in cognitive theory. These facts imply that cognitive theory
fails to explain how new or creative ideas occur in learning contexts which are not given by
teachers, or schools.
In relation to the second aspect, Engeström (1987) criticizes cognitive theory’s
assumption, referring to Gagné’s inconsistent contention that highest forms of learning such as

15

His work, the “Learning by expanding” is out of print. All the quotation regarding this book is from the electronic
version (PDF file) available in the website: http://lchc.ucsd.edu/MCA/Paper/Engestrom/expanding/toc.htm. In this
PDF file, each chapter starts with a new page number “page1”. “Ch 1., p.2” indicates that the quotation comes from
the page 2 of Chapter 1 in this PDF file.
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great creative achievements or discoveries result from inductive problem solving which by
definition does not transcend the context given. However, creativity transcends the given context
(Engeström, 1987, pp.3-4). This contention shows the limitations of cognitive theory in that it
just focuses on a “context-free” problem solving process and an internal cognitive structure
change so that it fails to grasp how higher forms of human learning emerge and develop in
association with the learning context.
In order to overcome these limitations of cognitive theory, activity theory negates the
internal cognitive structure as a basic unit of analyzing the human learning and emphasizes that it
is necessary to set up a more comprehensive framework which can reveal dynamic interactions
between human learning and the learning context through which human consciousness and its
higher forms of mental functions such as creativity occur, develop and transform.
As an alternative form and a new unit of analysis for revealing the complex feature of
human learning, activity theory develops the concept of “activity (system)” through which “the
individual acquires the cultural conditions that he or she is a part of, and at the same time he or
she influences cultural development within the society” (Illeris, 2002, p.49). According to
Engeström (2001) and Sawchuk (2003), activity theory has undergone a number of generational
developments: the first generation centered around Vygotsky’s ideas of mediation and Zone of
Proximal Development (ZPD); the second generation centered on Leont’ev’s conception of
three levels of human activeness- operations, actions, and activity; and the third is the
Engeström’s model of a collective activity system.
In the following, I examined basic concepts and principles of activity theory based on the
main works of Vygotsky, Leont’ev, and Engeström. Then I discuss how I applied activity theory
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to my research framework for understanding migrant workers’ informal learning in the new
social and cultural contexts in Korea.

The Genesis and Development of Activity Theory

Vygotsky: Learning as a Social Phenomenon
Vygotsky’s basic concerns center around what is the relation between human being and
their environments; what conditions enable human consciousness to manifest to itself and what
makes it possible to develop and what is the nature of the relationship between the use of tools
such as signs, language and humans’ higher psychological functions (1978). Based on the result
of experiments and observations on children’s behaviors and play, Vygotsky (1978) concludes
that the child interacts with the object (the environment) through the use of symbolic tools and
signs such as speech (language) and various gestures. In addition, these cultural mediating
artifacts play an essential role in the organization and development of higher psychological
functions of the child. He illustrates that the primary meaning of the child’s unsuccessful
movement of grasping an object (fingering) is established by another person, her mother as the
act of pointing (Vygotsky, 1978, p.38-57).
Engeström (2001) points out that “the insertion of cultural artifacts into human actions
was revolutionary in that the basic unit of analysis overcame the split between the Cartesian
individual and the untouchable societal structure” (p.134).
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Mediating Artifacts

Outcome
Subject

Object

Figure 1. The Basic Vygotskian Triangle of an Activity System
Furthermore, through observations on children’s play activities, Vygotsky posits that
there exist potential dimensions between the child and others, which he calls “ZPD (Zone of
Proximal Development):”
It[ZPD] is the distance between the actual developmental level as determined by
independent problem solving and the level of potential development as determined
through problem solving under adult guidance or in collaboration with more capable
peers (1978, p.86).
The concept of ZPD reveals at least two aspects of learning. First, contrary to Piaget16
who puts more priority on the child’s cognitive development stages than education, Vygotsky
emphasizes the application of ZPD so that education takes a leading role in that education can
promote the child to be able to leap her current cognitive development stage through providing
the ZPD environment (Vygotsky, 1978, pp.122-126). Second, ZPD characterizes the social
nature of individual learning (Fichtner, 1999, p.78). This indicates that learning context and its
interactions with human development is indispensable for understanding individual learning.
Sawchuk (2003) points out that the core contribution of Vygotsky’s work lay in the argument
that learning is socio-cultural rather than simply a cognitive phenomenon and it is mediated by

16

For Piaget, any education beyond the children’s cognitive development stages is ineffective or sometime harmful
for children’s cognitive development (Piaget, 2000).
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symbolic as well as material tools and by particular modes of social participation that allow first
inter-subjective and eventually higher-order functions of cognition and individual action (p.38).
However, the limitation of the first generation was that the unit of analysis for explaining
human learning and development remained individually focused and this limitation was
overcome by Leont’ev who elaborated on the unit of analysis in broader social dimension of
practice (Engeström, 2001, p.134).

Leont’ev: Activity as a Nexus of Human Learning
As a pupil and a fellow researcher of Vygotsky, Leont’ev’s main concerns lie in the
following: what is the essential force that delimits human consciousness; and what should be the
unit of analysis for investigating human consciousness and its development (Leont'ev, 1981a).
Based on Marx and Engels’ dialectic materialism, he concludes that human consciousness does
not precede our life, rather our life, that is, social practice (praxis) precedes human consciousness.
Leont’ev states:
L.S. Vygotsky turned to the study of consciousness, its “cell”–verbal meanings, their
formation and structure. Although in these investigations meaning appeared in its, so to
speak, reverse movement and, for this reason, as if it were something that lies behind life
and direct activity, for Vygotsky an opposite thesis remained unshakable: Not meaning,
not consciousness lies behind life, but life lies behind consciousness (1978, p.60)
In this sense, Leont’ev draws Vygotsky’s idea of ZPD to the extreme. Leont’ ev argues
that the development and transformations of human consciousness is realized not by psychic
process but by society, in specific, participating in “practical activities” in the society (1978,
p.60):
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The higher, specifically human, psychological processes may originate only in the
interaction of man with man.... internal psychological activities originate from practical
activity, historically accumulated as a result of the education of man based on work in
society,…. consciousness is not granted initially and is not originated by nature.
Consciousness is originated by society; it is produced (1978, pp.59-60).
In particular, Leont’ev (1981b) emphasizes that the collective “labor” activity and the use
of tools (including language) which mediates human and nature (other people) play a decisive
role in the development and transformation of human consciousness. Leont’ev contends that in
order to grasp and understand the evolving aspects of our consciousness, that is human learning,
we should turn our attention from the psychic process to the human societal activity and its
structure in which human consciousness forms and develops (Leont'ev, 1978, 1981b). Therefore,
for Leont’ev, human learning is basically collective learning and for this reason, Leont’ev
proposes a social “activity” and its structure as a unit of analysis for revealing the entire feature
of human consciousness and its development, that is, human learning.
In order to explain what constitutes human (collective) activity, Leont’ev illustrates the
primordial hunting activity and in here he emphasizes that there exist three levels of human
behaviors: activity, action, and operation based on what directs them. According to Leont’ev
(1981b), “activity” is the most abstract level of human behavior and is driven or ‘energized’ by a
motive:
A beater, for example, taking part in a primeval collective hunt, can be stimulated by a
need for food or perhaps, a need for clothing, which the skin of the dead animal would
meet for him….the action of a beater’s frightening of game is in itself biologically
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senseless; it acquires sense only in the conditions of collective labor of as a hunting
activity (Leont'ev, 1981b, pp. 210-211).
Wertsch (1985) describes activity as the “socio-culturally defined contexts in which
human functioning occurs such as play, educational activity, labor and work (p.203). In addition,
as shown in the hunting example, activity is the minimal meaningful context for understanding
individual actions and it cannot exist alone without a motive of “human’s biological and
culturally informed needs” (Lantolf & Thorne, 2006, p.218). “Action” is the intermediary level
of human behavior and is “a process that is structured by a mental representation of the result to
be achieved, i.e., a process structured by a conscious goal”(Leont'ev, 1974, p.23). In the hunting
activity, a beater’s beating is an action and it is directed at frightening a herd of animals and
sending them toward other hunters hiding in an ambush, which is the goal of the beating action.
So, goals are like a force, or driver that determines the mode and character of action.
Consequently, “we can say that the beater’s activity is the hunt, and the frightening of
game is his action” (Leont'ev, 1981b, p.210). “Operations” are the most concrete level and are
directed by prevailing conditions. Actually, there is frequently no difference between the terms
“action” and “operation,” however, if conditions change, the operational content of the action
changes (Leont'ev, 1978, p.65). If the beater, while tracking a game, misses her stick or breaks
the stick by mistake, she should change her operation of action such as using her hands to carry
out her beating action. So, operations are “methods by which an action is realized and their
uniqueness is that they respond not to motive and not to a goal of action but to those conditions
under which the goal is assigned (Leont'ev, 1978, p.164).
Lantolf and Thorne (2006) summarize Leont’ev’s hierarchical levels of human behavior:
1) the activity level (usefully thought as a contexualizing framework) that is motivated by a
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biological and/or social/societal need or desire; 2) action that instantiates the motive in the form
of goal-directed behavior; and 3) operations, defined as automatized or habituated actions that
respond to the immediate social-material conditions at hand (pp.216-217).
According to Leont’ev (1974), what distinguishes one activity from another is its “object”
which gives an activity its specific direction (p. 22):
According to the terminology I have proposed, the object of activity is its real motive.
With this definition, an object of activity can obviously be material or ideal. The key
point is that behind the object there always stands a need or a desire, to which it always
answers (Leont'ev, 1974, p.22).
Based on the above definition of an object, the main object of the abovementioned
hunting activity is “catching game” behind which participants need, and desire are
located.
An important feature in the analysis of these units (activity, action, operation, and other
elements) is that such an analysis does not break living activity down into elements, but
instead lay bare its inner relations. The transformations that arise during the development
of activity lie behind these relations…. Examination of an activity demands specific
analysis of its inner, systemic connections….. Moreover, an activity is a process that
continuously undergoes transformations. Activity can lose the motive that brought it into
life, whereupon it is converted into an action, which realizes, perhaps, a quite different
relation to the world, i.e., which realizes another activity (Leont'ev, 1974, p.28).
As shown above, Leont’ev emphasizes that the activity and its components are not static,
but rather flexible. They can change their position and transform through the dynamic
interactions among elements within the activity (system). Engeström (1987) points out that “the
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hunting example demonstrates the development from activity to actions as the consequence of
division of labor” and “activity, for Leont’ev, is a systematic formation in constant internal
movement” (pp. 28-29). However, Leont’ev never graphically expanded the Vygotsky’s original
triangle model into a model of a collective activity system (Engeström, 2001).

The Basic Structure and Principles of an Activity System
Instrument (tools):
mediating artifacts

Object
Sense

Subject

Outcome

Meaning

Rules

Community

Division of Labor

Figure 2. The Structure of a Collective Human Activity System (Engeström,
1987, Ch 2. p. 36)
To foster systematic examination of human activities, Engeström extends Vygotsky and
Leont’ev’s models to graphically represent a collective activity system depicted in Figure 2.
Kaptelinin describes this expanded model as particularly useful for analyses of ‘supra-individual
phenomena’ with the implication that individual social practices are indivisible from functional
activity systems (as cited in Lantolf & Thorne, 2006, p.222). The area at the base of Engeström’s
diagram-community, rules, and division of labor- provides a conceptual framework that brings
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together local human activity and larger social-cultural –historical structures (Lantolf & Thorne,
2006p.222).
For Engeström, human activity is not only individual production rather, it always takes
place within a community governed by a certain division of labor and by certain rules
(Engeström, 1987, Ch 3., p.5). As a key component of activity system in Figure 2 above, the
“subject” is a person or group engaged in an activity (e.g. a beater). The “community” is the
participants who share the same “object” that shapes and lends direction to the individual and
shared activity at hand. The “Division of labor” refers to the horizontal actions and interactions
among the members of the community and “to the vertical division of power and status” (e.g. a
beater and an archer). The division of labor within a community involves the “rules” and
regulational norms, each of which “afford and constrain the goings on within a functional
activity system” (e.g. A beater should drive a game to the certain area) (Lantolf & Thorne, 2006,
pp.222-224).
In the figure 2, the “outcome” is the result of dynamic interactions within or among
elements in the activity system such as the emergence of new actions, the creation of new tools,
rules, or object of activity, and so on. As Leont’ev (1974) points outs, the attributes of activity
and its components are not unchangeable, rather they are flexible and transforming with time and
dynamic internal or external conditions; for example, in the hunting activity, in order to achieve
the object of the activity (catching game) the subject can transform tools such as making a
sharper bow, or change her actions, the subject or the community can create new strategies or
rules to track game in order to catch it more efficiently.
Regarding these outcomes, it would be a hasty conclusion that all the outcomes of
activity (system) are the result of the subject’s learning. However, we can assume that some of
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them would be learning outcomes within the activity system. In this sense, the structure of the
basic activity system provides the conceptual framework for the researcher to identify learning
outcomes of the activity.
Engeström (1987) also emphasizes that the human activity system changes, develops, and
transforms through the dynamic interactions among its components or among activity systems.
That is, activity systems incessantly reconstruct themselves through actions and discourse (Cole,
Engeström, & Vasquez, 1997). Specifically, activity systems contain a variety of different
viewpoints or “voices” from the subject(s) or community, as well as layers of historically
accumulated artifacts, rules, and patterns of division of labor. This multi-voiced and multilayered nature of activity systems is both a resource for collective achievement and a source of
compartmentalization and conflict (Cole et al., 1997, p.4).
Engeström (1987) points out two distinctive features of human activity with regard to the
development of the activity. First, human activity is a continuous creation of new instruments
which in turn complicates and changes qualitatively the very structure of the activity itself (e.g.
creating a drum for driving quarry). Second, “contradictions” within human activity system play
an essential role of changing the structure of activity. In particular, contradictions are the engine
of change and development in an activity system as well as a source of conflict and stress (Cole
et al., 1997, p.4).
According to Engeström (1987), four levels of contradictions occur within activity
system or across activity systems. Level 1 refers to the primary inner contradiction within each
constituent of the central activity. For example, there is a contradictory item in the rule within the
activity system. Level 2 indicates secondary contradiction between the constituents of the central
activity (e.g. the stiff hierarchical division of labor lagging behind and preventing the
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possibilities opened by advanced instruments is a typical example). Level 3 implies tertiary
contradiction between the object/motive of the dominant form of the central activity and the
object/motive of a culturally more advanced form of the central activity. For example, I join a
movie club in order to enjoy a variety of movies (the dominant motive), but the club members try
to make me participate in classic movie appreciation methods (the culturally more advanced
motive). Level 4 is quaternary contradictions between the central activity and its neighbor
activities (pp. 39-46).
Engeström (1987) emphasizes that the process of resolving these kinds of internal
contradictions within human activity system or across activity systems involve and promote
human (the subject)’s higher levels of learning and this learning results in human consciousness
development which he calls “the outcomes of learning” in the human activity system (Ch. 3. pp.
3-39).

Learning and Development within an Activity System
In order to discuss how the subject achieves higher levels of consciousness development
in the activity system and how “the new” generated in human development, in his work,
Engeström (1987) introduces two conceptions from Bateson (1972): hierarchy of learning and a
“double bind” situation. Based on Bateson’s concepts (1972), Engeström (1987) argues that
through participating in the activity three levels of leaning can occur with the subject of an
activity and the subject in the activity experiences two types of consciousness development: 1)
From Learning I to Learning II; 2) Learning II to Learning III.
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Table 5. The Characterization and Hierarchical Structure of Activity (Engeström, 1987,
Ch 3., p.12-13)
Subject

Instruments

Object

Bateson (1972)

Development level
Resolving a double bind

Collective

Methodology,

Subject

Ideology

We-in-the-world

Learning III

situation,
Creating new tasks and
problem situations by oneself

Individual
Subject
Nonconscious

Models

Tools

Problem,
Task
Resistance

Learning II

Learning I

Solving pre-given tasks or
problems
Acquiring information in the
given context

*I reformulated the characterization and hierarchy of activity based on tables 3.1 and 3.2 in Engeström’s
“Learning by expanding.”

As shown in Table 5, Engeström (2001) defines Learning I as conditioning, acquisition
of the responses deemed correct in the given context. For instance, the learning of correct
answers in a classroom (p.138). Engeström (1987) argues that in Learning I, the object presents
itself as mere immediate resistance, not consciously separated from the subject and instrument by
the learner (Ch 3., p.9). He also argues that Learning II takes place wherever we observe
Learning I.
People acquire the deep-seated rules and patterns of behavior characteristics to the
context itself. Thus, in classrooms, students learn the ‘hidden curriculum’ of what it
means to be a student; how to please teachers, how to pass exams, how to belong to
groups, etc (Engeström, 2001, p.138).
Engeström (1987) also divides Learning II into two specific phases: Learning IIa
reproductive; and Learning IIb productive. In learning IIa, the object/outcome is given and the
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instrument is found through trial and error, that is, “blind search” among previously known
means. In Learning IIb, the object/outcome is given and the instrument is found- or rather
invented-through experimentation (Ch 3., p. 8). In Learning II, the subject is presented with a
problem and he tries to solve the problem (Ch 3., p. 10) and the object (in the activity) is
conceived of as problem, demanding specific efforts (Engeström, 1987 Ch 3., p. 9). Engeström
(1987) also argues that Learning II is actually an inseparable companion of Learning I and in its
rudimentary or reproductive form, Learning II means that as the given tasks are repeatedly
accomplished within Learning I, a tacit representation of or image of the way of accomplishing
the task is necessarily generated (Ch 3., p. 6). Therefore, Learning II represents a fundamental
generalization of the outcomes of learning, which means that Learning II is development
(Engeström, 1987 Ch 3., p. 9). However, Engeström emphasizes:
Learning IIb is still typically restricted to the insightful, experimental solution of discrete,
given problems and is still limited to the level of actions and the creation of new
instruments within Learning IIb is potentially expansive- but only potentially (Engeström,
1987, Ch 3., p. 9).
Engeström (1987) argues that the “typically human brand of development” takes place in
the level of Learning III which is driven when in Learning II, subject(s) faces a contradictory
situation which Bateson (1972, p.208) terms a “double bind situation:”
If you say this stick is real, I will strike you with it. If you say this stick is not real, I will
strike you with it. If you don’t say anything, I will strike you with it (as cited in
Engeström, 1987, Ch3., p.4).
According to Engeström , such pressures as a double bind situation can lead to Learning
III, where a person or a group begins to radically question the sense and meaning of the context
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and to construct a wider alternative context and through this situation, the character of the subject
fundamentally changes (Engeström, 2001, p.138).
Learning III may be characterized as the construction and application of world outlooks
or methodologies-or ideologies. But it is not an imaginary production…. In Learning III,
the subject becomes conscious and gains an imaginative and thus potentially also a
practical mastery of whole systems of activity in terms of the past, the present and the
future…. Individual manifestations of Learning III are commonly called ‘personal crises,”
“breaking away,” “turning point” or “moments of revelation” (Engeström, 1987Ch 3., pp.
11-12).
In particular, Engeström (1987), regarding Bateson’s double bind situation, emphasizes
that in Learning III, the problem or the task itself must be created:
According to Bateson, the subject “might reach up and take the stick away from the
master.” In other words, he may rise above the constraints of the context and break it, or
put it into a wider context where it becomes relative and changeable (1987, Ch 3., p. 10).
The mastery of double binds is first of all historical analysis or historical intuition of the
inner contradictions of the activity system in the subject is a part of. Here we come back
to the instruments. To be inventive in a dilemma situation is to invent a new instrument
for the resolution of the dilemma. This demands experimentation, borrowing or
conquering already existing artifacts for new uses (1987, Ch 3., pp. 20-21).
Consequently, Learning III in which the subject attempts to overcome contradictions in
the activity involves a situation where the individual or community should create new
instrumentals such as developing new tools or changing rules, division of labor in the activity or
another activity. This process of searching for the resolution and creating new instruments in turn
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transforms the activity itself. This is why activity theory is called “expansive learning.” In this
context, Engeström reformulates Vygotsky’s concept of “ZPD” along with Bateson’s concept of
“Double bind” as follows:
It [ZPD] is the distance between the present everyday actions of the individuals and the
historically new form of the societal activity that can be collectively generated as a
solution to the double bind potentially embedded in the everyday actions (1987, Ch 3., p.
27).
Double bind may now be reformulated as a social, societally essential dilemma which
cannot be resolved through separate individual actions alone - but in which joint cooperative actions can push a historically new form of activity into emergence (1987, Ch3.,
p.20)
In the revised conception of ZPD, for resolving contradictions in the activity, tasks or
problem-situations are not just given to the subject. On the contrary, the subject and the
community in the activity should create new contexts (tasks or problem situations) intentionally
in order to resolve double bind situations they are facing. Thus, the learning context is quite
opposite to that of cognitive learning in which the learning tasks or contexts are pre-given to
learners. Engeström (1987) also points out that the development step from Learning I to
Learning II is not restricted to humans, and Learning II is open in principle to other higher
mammals as well (Ch 3., p. 9). Instead, he (1987) argues that the typically human type of
development, not found in any other species, is transition to Learning III (Ch 3., p. 9). Learning
III involves, for the Leonte’ev’s term, “appropriation” in which the subject is “mastering…. the
experience accumulated by mankind in the course of social history” (Leont'ev, 1981b, p.419).
Tolman (1999) describes appropriation as a developmental process in which the individual is
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drawn into societal practice; at the same time, it is a societal process by which new
“psychological formations” are developed (p.74).
Engeström’s theory describes how practice undergoes the type of change that defines the
learning process. Accordingly, rooted in the internal contractions of the activity system,
an expansive cycle involving individuals questioning and eventually moving beyond
legitimated forms of practice is produced. New patterns (of action) of individual
participation and even new patterns of overall activity ensue (Sawchuk, 2003, p.42).
As Sawchuk indicates above, Engeström’s collective activity system provides a useful
conceptual framework to identify: 1) how new patterns of individual participation (new actions)
and overall activity (new activity) as learning outcomes emerge, and 2) the specific learning
context in which creative human learning (Learning III) takes place, which in turn leads to
transformation of the activity itself and the subject(s) themselves.

The Third Generation of Activity Theory: Interactions among Activity Systems
As the third generation of activity theory, Engeström (2001) proposes a basic model
which is expanded to include minimally two interacting activity systems as shown in Figure 3
below (p.136). The third generation of activity theory intends to develop conceptual tools to
understand dialogues, multiple perspectives, and networks of interacting activity systems
(Daniels, 2004, p.123).
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Figure 3. Two Interacting Activity Systems as a Minimal Model for the Third
Generation of Activity Theory (Engeström, 2001, p. 136)
Daniels (2004) also points out the minimal representation which the above model shows
but two of what may be a myriad of systems exhibiting patterns of contradictions and tensions
and Engeström’s emphasis on the analysis of the activity systems is directed towards
contradictions and tensions with specific emphasis on the object of the activity and the outcomes
(p.124). Therefore, the basic model of the third generation of activity theory indicates that an
activity system and its subject (participants) not only evolve through inner contradictions or
interactions among inner components, but also through interacting with outside activity systems.
Furthermore, through these interactions with outside activity systems can also create new
independent activity systems.
According to Engeström (2001, p. 136), the object moves from an initial state of
unreflected, situationally given raw material (object 1 in Figure 3) to a collectively meaningful
object constructed by the activity system (object 2), and to a potentially shared or jointly
constructed object (object 3).
As for the distinctive feature of the activity system at its third stage of development,
Engeström (2001) formulates five principles: 1) the first principle is that a collective, artifact-
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mediated and object-oriented activity system, seen in its network relations to other activity
systems, is taken as the prime unit of analysis; 2) the second principle is the multi-voicedness of
activity system. An activity system is always a community of multiple points of views, traditions
and interests; 3) the third principle is historicity. Activity systems take shape and get transformed
over lengthy periods of time. Their problems and potential can only be understood against their
own history; 4) the fourth principle is the central role of contradictions as sources of change and
development. Contradictions are historically accumulating structural tensions within and
between activity systems; and 5) the fifth principle proclaims the possibility of expansive
transformations in activity systems. Activity systems move through relatively long cycles of
qualitative transformations. As the contradictions of an activity system are aggravated, some
individual participants begin to question and deviate from its established norms (pp.136-137).
Therefore, activities (activity systems) are not short-lived events or actions that have a
temporally clear-cut beginning and end. They are systems that produce events and actions and
evolve over lengthy periods of socio-historical time (Cole et al., 1997, p. 4). Within these kinds
of social, historical and collective activity systems, human learning takes place and with the
result of interactions between and among components in order to achieve the object in the
activity human consciousness evolves and transforms.

Implications of Activity Theory for this Study
According to Livingstone (2006), informal learning means, “Any activity involving the
pursuit of understanding, knowledge, or skill that occurs without the presence of externally
imposed curriculum criteria. It may also occur in any context outside the pre-established
curricula of educative institutions and the basic terms of informal learning (e.g. objectives,
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content, means and process of acquisition, duration, evaluation of outcomes, applications) are
determined by the individuals and groups that choose to engage in it.” Schugurensky (2006)
argues that “in terms of our understanding of process and outcomes, informal learning is still
largely a black box and this situation is unfortunate, because much of the relevant (in the sense of
personally meaningful and significant) learning acquired throughout our life occurs in the area of
informal learning” (p. 163). This is why “the term ‘informal learning’ has been used increasingly
in adult education” (Eraut, 2004).
Activity theory, as Sawchuk (2003) argues, “provides the means to begin to analyze
everyday learning systematically, with or without reference to conscious reflection, as something
more than simply a shapeless flow of experience” (pp. 40-41). In this study, CHAT provided
useful conceptual tools for the researcher to excavate Myanmarese male migrant workers’
learning in the informal learning context of their ethnic community.
First, the basic triangular model of activity system proposed by Engeström (1987)
enabled the researcher to grasp and reveal the specific learning contexts and interactions which
affected the participants informal learning.
Second, the concepts of three levels of learning, four levels of contradictions, and the
principle of multi-voicedness in the activity system were very useful conceptual tools to identify
and understand what and how high levels of human learning occurred, developed, and evolved in
the process of the subjects participating in the activity.
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Chapter 5. INTRODUCTION OF THE MYANMAR ASSOCIATION AND
THE PARTICIPANTS
In this chapter, I introduce the background of the Myanmar Association and the profiles
of the participants.: 1) Bucheon City where the MA and the Bucheon Migrant worker’s House
(BMWH) are located in, 2) the BMWH who had been playing as a true partner and supporter of
the MA, 3) a historical background and its major components of the MA along with its key
network organizations, and 4) the profiles of six participants in my study based on in-depth
interview data, field observations and my five months’ internship experiences in the BMWH.

Background

Bucheon City
Bucheon is a satellite city of the nearby city, Seoul, the capital. It has a population of
870,687 as of 2009, which ranks as the fourth big city in Gyeonggi province. Bucheon City was
originally designed as an industrial city for population decentralization while the population and
the function of the capital were rapidly growing since around 1970.However, Bucheon City is
now promoting itself as a cultural, educational, and commercial city as the urban redevelopment
projects proceeded in the area of Jung-Dong17 and Sang-Dong in the Wonmi district in the
middle of 1990 and in the early of 2000 respectively which supplied a high-class housing,
commercial and leisure facilities, as well as organizing various local and international festivals.

17

“Dong” is an administrative section below the “District.” As of 2009, there are 37 dongs as of 2009 under three
districts in Bucheon City
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Bucheon City at large was divided into three administrative districts since the initiation of
the urban redevelopment in 1993: 1) the Wonmi district lying in the middle of Bucheon, is a
relatively exclusive residential and commercial area as a new town zone by the urban renewal
projects; 2) the Ojeong district occupying the north of Bucheon is a relatively less developed and
aggregated area of small industry; and 3) the Sosa district located in the south area of Bucheon,
has many educational facilities as an old town.
A recent official census (Ministry of Public Administration and Security, 2009) indicates
that 10,872 migrant workers lived in Bucheon City as of 2009, however, the BMWH estimates
that the total number would reach 15,000 because the figure in the census does not reflect the
number of the undocumented. According to the Bucheon City, the number of employees who are
working at a company with more than five employees amounts to 60,000 in 3,594 companies.
Therefore, based on the figure of the BMWH, migrant workers take up 25% of the total
workplace in Bucheon City.
Many activists in the BMWH said that most of migrant workers live in the area of local
markets such as the Gangnam and Sinheung market in the Ojeong district and the Wonmi market
in the western area of the Wonmi district, all of which are relatively poor residential areas in
Bucheon City. Actually, I had a couple of chances to visit migrant worker’s houses in Bucheon
City where more than five live together in a small room to save money. Among the six
interviewees in my research, five lived in Bucheon City except one living in Kimpo City at a one
and half hour distance from Bucheon City. All of participants had lived with more than one
roommate, Myanmarese migrant worker(s). While I worked as a labor counselor, most of
migrant workers living in Bucheon have one’s job in Bucheon City, however some of them
commute nearby cities such as Seoul, Incheon, Bupyeong, and Kimpo at one or two hours
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distance. The BMWH is located in the Wonmi district which lies in between the western Wonmi
district which is relatively a developed area and the eastern Wonmi district which is a less
developed area. In the far eastern part of the Wonmi district, there lies the Seokwang Temple
where the MA has performed various festivals and events with the help of its head priest.

Five Months’ Internship in the BMWH
My initial plan for data collection was to recruit participants while I worked as a parttime volunteer in the BMWH during my five months’ stay in Korea with a view to better
observing and understanding migrant workers’ life in Korea and to giving a little help to
BMWH’s main users, migrant workers, during my short stay. In my first meeting, I explained
this intention to the head of the BMWH and a senior activist in labor counseling and they
suggested me to work as a volunteer in labor counseling team for two months. However after a
few days of my volunteering, the BMWH offered me a full-time internship position as a labor
counselor during my stay in Korea.
At that time, it was not easy for me to decide whether I would accept it or not because
considering my experience for several days in the BMWH, the labor counselor position was so
demanding especially for those who had little background knowledge on laws and regulations
regarding counseling. Moreover, I should work for the BMWH as a full-time activist, weekdays
from 10am to 6pm, and the whole day on every Sunday, which meant there was every possibility
that I could not concentrate on my research. Nevertheless, I made up my mind to work as an
intern because I thought it would be a good opportunity for me to give a practical help for
migrant workers who was using the BMWH as well as to set up a stable rapport with my
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research participants who had had close relationship with the BMWH for a long time and
therefore had given their credit on the BMWH and its activists.
As an intern and a full-time labor counselor, I had a great deal of work to take care of
regarding labor counseling. As anticipated, it was really tough for me to counsel migrant workers
for several reasons: as I said, I had few knowledge on laws and regulations needed in order to
deal with various issues regarding migrant workers; lots of migrant workers had a difficulty in
speaking in Korean; and even worse a great deal of their problems was time-consuming cases
which were not able to be solved in a short period. For example, one day, a male Nepalese
migrant worker who was undocumented came to my office for his overdue wages for several
months. According to the BMWH’s policy, the first step to deal with these kinds of cases is to
keep contacting a company and urge it to pay the salary as soon as possible. Therefore, I called
his company but the reply from the company was “we don’t have money just wait for a couple of
weeks until our financial condition will get better.” This response, according to a senior activist
in my counseling team, implies two possibilities: first, a company really suffers from financial
difficulties and second, a company abuses its employee’s unstable status. I explained the
company’s situation to the migrant worker and promised to contact him when I would get a new
message from his company. However, when I called the company on the designated date, they
said that the situation did not change and delayed payment again and again.
The next step to resolve this issue was to report to a branch office of Ministry of Labor
who claims attendance of the person concerned and solicits mediation. However, this cannot
guarantee migrant workers would get paid from their companies because many of employees
refuse to pay with saying they do not have money to give. Almost half of overall cases on
overdue payment that I undertook in the BMWH got to this second step and among these, nearly
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half of migrant workers did not get paid. The last resort is to hire a lawyer, which costs a great
deal of time and money, therefore, at this step, most of migrant workers give up and move their
workplaces or return to their countries. Actually, as a Nepalese worker did not receive any
money from his employer, he inevitably moved to another company.
Another case that I remember was an industrial accident. One day, a female Mongolian
migrant worker who got burned almost half of her face and body visited my office. She said that
one day she dealt with a liquid for several hours in her workplace following her boss’s direction
but the next morning day, when she woke up she found that her face and body was covered with
a blister. She went to the hospital and called her boss several times to check her insurance but the
only response from her boss was “You did wrong. It was your mistake. So, I do not have any
responsibility.” What was worse was her boss did not come to see her while she was in hospital.
Actually, in this case, as the migrant worker was undocumented, if the boss would have taken
care of her insurance, the company would have gotten a penalty from the government due to the
illegal employment of undocumented migrant workers and would have had to pay a large amount
of extra premium for its insurance. Thus, the company did not take care of her insurance. This
was one of the most heart breaking cases that I handled.
Even though there were lots of cases which were not resolved and made me feel really
frustrated, there were also some cases that I felt self rewarding through resolving. For instance,
one Myanmarese male migrant worker who was undocumented died from an industrial accident
in his workplace. The president of the MA asked for help to the BMWH and I took charge of this
case on behalf of the BMWH in cooperation with the MA, especially Min Min Tun, the current
advisor in the MA.
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It was a very complicated thing to deal with a death case from an industrial accident
because it involves sensitive issues: inviting the representative of the deceased from his
homeland, claiming insurance, identifying the ratio of mistake between an employee,
negotiating compensation with a company , conducting a funeral service, and so on. However,
through a great deal of time in the last two months of my internship period, all the things that I
mentioned above were well resolved with the active support of the BMWH and favorable
cooperation of the company concerned. It was the most rewarding moment of my internship
when the wife of the deceased gave thanks to me right after the last meeting with his husband’s
company for signing a paper for compensation in the BMWH.
One more important thing I have obtained from my internship was to get a deeper
understanding on the BMWH as a NGO, and various systematic dilemmas that full time activists
were facing which could not be resolved by their own effort. For instance, there were five labor
counselors including me in the BMWH and usually they were very busy because each of us had
at least several cases unsettled: contacting employers for overdue wages, going to hospital with
migrant workers for interpreting, claiming insurance for industrial accidents, and visiting migrant
workers’ workplace for resolving conflicts. At the same time, new counseling tasks continued
piling up.
Under these circumstances, if a case would be related to such things as overdue wages,
industrial accidents and an wicked employer who do not show active cooperation to resolve a
case, it was common that counseling ended up being delayed and thus, in this occasion, migrant
workers used to make complaints and urge activists who were in charge of their counseling to
settle their problems as soon as possible. However, activists know that most of these cases
require a considerable time because without an employer’s active cooperation or any changes of
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financial conditions in his or her workplace, there are high possibilities that a case remains
unsolved. Even worse, sometimes it is not easy to explain these subtle and sensitive issues to
migrant workers due to a language barrier.
In addition to these experiences as a labor counselor, five months’ internship provided me
lots of insights such as main direction and concerns of the BMWH and the relationship between
the BMWH and migrant workers’ ethnic communities which I dealt with in the next section.
Once a Korean activist told me, “Your experience in the BMWH should be one of the most
valuable present you could give to yourself in your lifetime.”

The Bucheon Migrant Worker's House (BMWH)
During my internship period, I had had a great deal of opportunities to identify the
historical background and the characteristics of the BMWH. Especially, Jongsoon Lee who has
been working in the BMWH since 2005 and now a senior Korean labor counselor in the
counseling team told me specifically about BMWH’s history and its main directions at an
unofficial occasion. According to her, the BMWH opened in March 1995 by a group of civic
activists in Bucheon City. At that period, due to many abuses of Industrial Training Program
(ITP), a lot of migrant workers suffered from infringements of basic human and labor rights in
their workplace. In order to protect basic right of migrant workers and represent their voices, a
committee of local leaders from Korean civic and religious groups organized voluntarily and
established the BMWH. The office of the BMWH was originally located in the Seokwang
Buddhist Temple with the support of the first president of the committee who has been the head
priest of the temple and in 2001, it moved into the third floor in a building of the “Bucheon City
Labor Welfare Center” where the BMWH has used as its office space.
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Jongsoon Lee also said that since its establishments, the BMWH had concentrated on
counseling for migrant workers and had expanded its activities such as Korean classes, free
medical services. Around 2003 to 2004 there were more than ten full-time activists when civic
movements in Korea for migrant worker’s human rights reached to the extreme; by the time
Korean government tried to introduce EPS (Employment Permit System) which many NGOs in
association with migrant workers objected to adopt because it contained many provisions which
could infringe on migrant worker’s human rights. Another Korean activist in the education team,
Kyoungmee Gong told me that around this period many activists left the BMWH because there
were serious conflicts among its constituents regarding the degree and ways of participating in
civic movements against the Korean government’s introduction of EPS.
While I worked in the BMWH, there was one male president and five female full-time
activists (except me) all of whom had their family. As a representative of the BMWH, a
president administered various tasks such as presiding over regular meetings, working as a
decision maker when there were any conflicts among its constituents, promoting outside network
projects, and proposing long-term visions. The BMWH was divided into three departments;
Counseling, Education, and Secretariat. A counseling team, activists usually called a “team”
instead of a “department,” consisted of four members: a Korean senior activist, two different
ethnic activists; one Malaysian and a Thai activist who took full charge of counseling of their
ethnical migrant workers respectively including myself. They assigned one Korean activist in an
education and secretariat team respectively. Besides five full-time activists, the BMWH utilized
more than one hundred of part-time volunteers whose age, professionals, backgrounds were in a
wide variety.
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Three departments represented major activities that the BMWH had performed. A
counseling team provided useful advice and practical actions for migrant workers who got
problems in their workplace. When I worked in this team, every day dozens of migrant workers
visited in the BMWH to ask for a help to resolve their various problems in the workplace such as
overdue wages, change of workplace, conflicts with their colleague or employers.
Another task of the counseling team was to organize and operate career development
classes with a financial support from Ministry of Labor. In association with local businesses or
organizations, it provided migrant workers with various job-related educational programs which
can help them obtain a job when they return to their home countries. When I first worked in the
BMWH, it was offering three classes: Auto Repair, Photography, Photoshop, and CAD
(Computer-Aided-Design). As a coordinator, I had chances to observe the Auto Repair class
organized at 6PM-9PM on every Saturday for almost two months and the photography class
organized at 2PM-6PM on every Sunday for one month. It was a real surprise for me in that even
though they were exhausted with hard works, they came to classes to learn something for their
future career.
In my experience, a counseling team had played the most important role in the BMWH
because most of migrant workers visited the BMWH in order to get immediate and urgent hands
regarding their difficulties in the workplace.
A main task of an education team was to manage Korean language classes. The BMWH
offered several weekday and weekend classes by level, in all of which Korean volunteers taught
without pay. In weekend classes, more than ten migrant workers attended to enhance their
communication skills. In addition, this team provided various educational programs such as
safety education in the workplace in association with other NGOs. An education team also
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managed volunteers who were also playing active and important roles in conducting BMWH’s
various activities and events. For example, all of the teachers in Korean classes were volunteers.
Lastly, a secretariat team served as a caretaker in the BMWH: financial affairs,
supplying items, coordinating and carrying out free medical treatment, public relations, and
publishing. Unfortunately, when I first worked, one Korean activist worked in education and
secretariat team respectively which, I thought, reflected manpower and financial shortage of this
organization. Asides from main activities abovementioned, in association with other migrant
workers’ communities in Korea and Local Korean civic and public organizations, the BMWH
had had various events or projects such as the “Summer Camp” and the local multicultural
festival, “We Love Bucheon.”
One of the important activities of the BMWH was to support several communities of
migrant workers. According to two Korean activists, Jongsoon Lee and Kyoungmee Gong,
BWMH had been playing a leading role in organizing, activating, and assisting a couple of
migrant workers’ ethnic communities and it also provided some spaces for these communities in
the BMWH. Actually, when I was in the BMWH, there were five communities in its office:
Myanmarese, Bangladesh, Philippines, Pakistan and Chinese community. The BMWH had
supported these communities in various ways: supplying volunteers and items requested,
searching and providing places for their events and festivals.
Furthermore, the BMWH had made an effort to hear their various voices through
operating monthly meeting in which most of the leaders in each community and a senior activist
in the BMWH participated. Actually, I had an opportunity to participate in this meeting and in
here one leader delivered to a senior activist that migrant workers in his community strongly
complaint about delays of their counseling cases in the BMWH. It was very impressive for me in
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that this experience led me to the conclusion that the BMWH considered migrant workers not
just as outsiders but as an active subjects and hosts of the BMWH.
As is common with other NGOs in Korea, the BMWH had also suffered from a shortage
of finance and activists, even though it had received donations from individuals and
organizations and utilized volunteers. According to one Korean activist, Junghwa Jang in a
secretariat team, five positions out of six activists in the BMWH were funded by from the
Korean government in the name of the “Supporters for migrant workers” system. Therefore, if
the government discontinues this system, the BMWH has to appropriate labor costs for five
positions by itself. Most activists in the BMWH also points out that due to a shortage of activists,
it was not easy for the BMWH to promote new projects in association with other organizations.
While I worked, there were just six full-time activists working in the BMWH. For example, one
female activist in the education department exposed her thoughts to me several times that “As
you know, I am really busy as a bee to deal with my tasks which come up day by day, so it is
inconceivable to plan and carry out new programs or projects.” Actually, before I heard her
situation, I had a couple of chances to hear from MA’s members that the BMWH had not shown
active attitudes toward human rights activities for migrant workers no longer as it did until
around 2004.
However, as many migrant workers said to me, the BMWH was an indispensable space
to many migrant workers in Bucheon area, even though there were many challenges and
problems it had to breakthrough. One of my interviewees, Wing Aung who had been in Korea
since 1994 and had known the BMWH for more than ten years, told me that:
I have learned a lot from the BMWH. I used to a raise question why the BMWH and its
activists are working for migrant workers… For example, when there were no
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organizations like the BMWH in Korea, there were no places for migrant workers to
counsel with regarding their anger and pains, which made them depressed. In this case, a
situation would be easy to getting bigger. We want to hit a Korean people who hit us and
we want to burn away a company who did not give us salary. As you know this can make
problems serious and complicated. The BMWH is the first space who appeases these
voices of migrant workers (3-3).18

The Myanmar Association
While reviewing previous studies on migrant workers in Korea, I found that there was no
study showing the rough figure of any organizations, groups, and communities that migrant
workers have operated independently in Korea. However, in the process of interviewing the
participants and working as a labor counselor in the BMWH, I identified that migrant workers
had formed and operated many informal groups or communities based largely on their ethnic
identities with various reasons such as sharing information, protecting their human rights
collectively, or promoting friendship. Actually, Bangladesh, Nepalese, Pakistan, Chinese, and
Philippines migrant workers had organized their ethnic communities and performed various
activities with the help of the BMWH. I also found that some of these communities had been
actively trying to communicate with local Korean society with breaking away from their
exclusive images. I think that the MA was one of the most active among these independent
ethnic communities in Korea. It had a relatively long history of 18 years and had organized and

18

The number in parenthesis refers to the source of the interview transcript. For example, the first number in the
parenthesis refers to a session number of interview with the speaker and the second is the page number of the
interview transcript. So, the quotation (3-3) comes from page three of the transcript in the third interview session of
the speaker, Wing Aung.
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networked with other Myanmarese organizations in Korea. Furthermore, the MA had performed
various cultural, religious, and political activities in association with local Korean entities, such
as the BMWH, Bucheon city, the Seokwang Buddhist temple, and other Korean NGOs.

Making Rapport with the MA and its Members
By the time I worked for the BMWH, I had a really good opportunity to establish a
rapport with a group of members in the MA. One Sunday, a Korean activist, Gong Kyung Mi, in
the education department, asked me to go together to assist a MA’s event, the Tilergamuni
Festival which the MA was supposed to perform in public in association with Bucheon City with
saying she needed a photographer for recording the event. At the very moment, I realized that
she tried to give me a chance to see MA’s members and its activity in person. Actually, at that
time, I was very busy with dealing my counseling tasks. However, although I really wanted to go,
I stayed behind as Sunday was one of the busiest days. Nevertheless, as I had not had few
chances to see MA’s members and its activities in person, I sought understanding from my senior
activist, and was able to go to Bucheon Central Park where the festival took place.
When I arrived at the park, more than ten Myanmarese migrant workers already were
there preparing a festival and some of them greeted with a senior activist who I went together,
whereas they gave me a little strange look. Actually, there was no one that I had acquaintance
with except Min Min Tun who was leading the preparation of the festival, as an advisor in the
MA. I greeted Min Min Tun and asked about the event and thankfully, he introduced me to other
members in the MA. This was my first encounter with a group of members in the MA at a time,
which made me really happy. Then, in order to make my presence known, I assisted them to
hang banners on trees, and to set a stage and for the record, and took photos. At the same time, I
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took a short time with Min Min Tun and explained my topic specifically. I explained to him that
I was looking for my research participants among members in the MA. Min Min Tun said that he
would be willing to introduce appropriate members to me. Furthermore, right after the festival,
Min Min Tun suggested we have dinner with MA’s members, and through this time, I was able
to begin to make a personal friendship with MA’s members.

Historical Background
I identified a general history, a basic structure, main directions and current challenges of
the MA through formal interviews, numerous informal meetings and informal conversations with
MA’s member as well as participating and assisting various MA’s activities while working as a
full-time activist in the BMWH. Min Min Tun, who was an advisor in the MA and came to the
MA’s office in the BMWH on a weekly basis, told me specific stories about the MA history
while I worked in the BMWH.
According to Min Min Tun, the Myanmar Association in Korea (MA) started from an
informal meeting, called as Labor Community (LC), led by several Myanmarese migrant
workers’ who attended a local church at Dangsan-Dong in Seoul. The main objectives of LC at
this period were to protect and fight for Myanmarese migrant workers’ human and labor right in
association with Korean civic organizations against the oppressive system, ITP as well as to
support each other and to strengthen member’s friendship and solidarity. In 1996, LC was
renamed Myanmar Athin (Athin means a community for Myanmarese) and in those time, its
office moved into the Seokwang Temple which allowed small spaces for LC. Furthermore, in
here with the support of the BMWH whose office was also located in the same temple, LC had
systematically done human rights movements against the Korean government and provided labor
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counseling for Myanmarese migrant workers in Korea. However, the community came to a crisis
around 1997-1998 when the Asian financial crisis hit Korean society. Min Min Tun reflected this
period in the first interview:
From 1997 to 1998, Korean society encountered financial crisis and during this period
many migrant workers in Korea lost their job and returned to their countries and a great
number of Myanmarese migrant workers in Korea was no exception. Even worse, key
members in Myanmar Athin including a president, and other leading members also went
back to their homeland which was result in a right moment of our community’s collapse.
As a result, in order to overcome this situation, some Myanmarese migrant workers
including me who stayed in Korea at that time, reorganized our organization. It was
around on February 1999 when we (Myanmarese migrant workers) formed an election
commission and called an election. Actually, hundreds of the Myanmarese participated in
this election and we elected members for the executive team of the MA including me as a
president, a vice-president, a manager and a vice- manager. At this election, we, all the
members of the executive team declared that 1999 as the first year of the official
establishment of their community and voted to change the name of their organization to
the Myanmar Association in Korea (MA), which we have still used to the present. Since
around this period, the MA began to revitalize its energy and expanded its activities (1-3).
In their interviews, most of my participants including Min Min Tun remembered that the
period from 1999 to 2003 was the heyday of the MA in its history. Min Min Tun said in the third
interview:
As you know, today we, the MA do not collect any membership fee. However, between
1999 and 2001more than 300 Myanmarese migrant workers regularly paid their monthly
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membership fee….When Myanmarese workers entered hospital, We, the MA paid all the
medical expenses in a patient’s stead... the MA used to say to its members that “if you
have any problems in a pub or nightclub, we will take the responsibility (3-7).”
According to Min Min Tun in those periods the MA did many cultural, religious and
political activities: in 1999 the MA played an important role in organizing the NLD (National
Liberty for Democracy) which was at that time an only Myanmarese political organization for
the democratization of Myanmar in Korea. The MA also brought a statue of Buddha into the
Seokwang Temple from Myanmar through its member’s fund raising.
Min Min Tun added that most of major activities and network projects with other Local
Korean organizations in present started from those period: “Summer Camp” in 2000, the
Thingyanmul Festival in 2001, the “Soccer League” in 2002, the Lotus Lanterns Festival on
Buddha’s birthday in 2001 with the Jogye Order, which is one of the most influential Buddhist
orders in Korea and the local multicultural festival “We Love Bucheon” in 1999 in association
with the BMWH and Bucheon City. He also said that around this period, whenever the MA
organized any events, at least hundreds of Myanmarese migrant workers participated in MA’s
events. For the reason of MA’s prosperity at that period, Min Min Tun explained that it was
partly because there were many members in the MA who had worked as student activists in
Myanmar between the late 1980 and early 1990, therefore, they had experiences how to organize
and cooperate each in the MA. Wing Aung who was a former organizer at that period in the MA
pointed out that “most of all, the unwavering support and concern from Korean civic
organizations especially, the BMWH, was a really big help for the MA’ growth.”
However, the MA began to break up and lose its energy since around in the middle of
2003 while the MA had protested against the Korean government’s introduction of EPS in
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association with Korean civic groups and other ethnic migrant workers’ organizations. Regarding
the declination of the MA, most of interviews indicated with one accord that the MA had split
over the way of protests and there appeared many factions within the MA which caused a serious
conflict within the MA. Wing Aung described the specific situation in the MA at that period:
By then (2003-2004) the MA went well. Many people envied it but at the same time, they
felt bad for it. For example, some people used to call Min Min Tun, who was a president
in those periods, at dawn and stuck it to the MA about its activities and directions and
sometimes they called hard name to a president…. However, while the MA went really
well, in the MA there came up many factions who wanted to lead the MA their own
ways… In 2003, a series of joint sit-in and demonstration led by a group of migrant
workers from various nationality and Korean civic groups against the EPS bean to arise
In Korea. At that time, more than 200 Myanmarese migrant workers in the MA gathered
and discussed whether we would join this collective protest or not. Actually, all of
participants approved except a few people including me who thought this might cause
serious side effects in many ways. As I worried about, in the process of participating in
this joint movement, a new organization, the BAK (Burma Action in Korea) appeared.
When the MA sent a representative which consisted of around 10 members in the MA to
a place of a sit-in in a cathedral in Seoul for a couple of month, its leader was Tura who
was a manager in the MA at this period. We sent him because he persistently argued that
he really wanted to go. Actually, I said to Min Min Tun, and Zaw Moa Tung who at that
time were a president and a vice-president respectively in the MA that one of them
should follow him to a sit-in place because I thought that there were some possibilities
that something would likely happen. While I worked for the MA in those days, I knew his
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personality…. Ah… I feel bad for this…the MA went really well in that period…. the
MA supplied clothes, foods to the place for a sit-in and we even did its laundry for the
representative (1-15).
After drawing a long sigh, Wing Aung continued:
However, I guess that it was the way and education of a protest our team received in the
place of a sit-in that caused our problem. We could not struggle with the Korean
government to the end. We had to finish our protest. In my opinion, young people in our
team (representative) received education so well that they wanted to keep protesting more
radically. We could recognize this change even though we were not in a sit-in. I told the
leading members in the MA that some people for a sit-in changed, we had to do some
actions. If not, they would organize a new group. Our team as well as Korean activists
participating in a sit-in seemed to be changed and they were strange (1-15).
Min Min Tun, who was a president of the MA in those days, also reflected that the
representative for a sit-in did not listen to the voices of members in the executive team of the MA
and people in the team went their own way:
When a team for a sit-in struggle for human rights in a cathedral in front of the City Hall
of Seoul in 2003, in order to support it, I (MA) gave 170,000 won a person, 1,700,000
won for ten people in total. However, they made their own group, the BAK. We
originally sent them on behalf of the MA, but they spread in the place of a sit-in that they
did a protest on behalf of Myanmar migrant workers in Korea because the MA did not (34).
In order to resolve this issue, according to Wing Aung, the MA suggested a compromise
to the team for a sit-in.
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I talked with a president and a vice-president that it was time to discontinue a sit-in. And,
we found a way. We said to a team for a sit-in that “if you stop a sit-in we will hold an
election and current leaders in the MA would step down. You can do whatever you want
in the MA.” After all, many members in the executive team of the MA including me and
Min Min Tun resigned our positions at the end of 2003 (1-15~16).19
Min Min Tun mentioned that after his resignation over a president in 2003, many
members in the BAK held key posts in the executive team of the MA such as a vice-president, a
manager, and a vice-manager worked for one and half year. However, according to him, it began
to pour out many complaints from Myanmarese migrant workers because a management style of
new constituents of the executive teams spoiled the MA, and this had caused many members to
leave the MA. Min Min Tun said, “in order to overcome these situations, some Myanmarese
friends called me…. and they strongly requested me to run for a president and I worked as a
president in the MA for one yearfrom2005 to 2006” (1-9).
Min Min Tun reflected that when elected as a president in 2005, he declared in front of
MA’s members that the MA would concentrate on social activities such as members’ welfare,
cultural and religious events and labor counseling based on the MA’s constitution enacted in
1999. He also said that he seceded from the NLD which he had been working as a key member
since its establishment in 1999 in order to revitalize the MA. Actually, during my internship in
the BMWH, I got few chances to observe that the MA by itself planned for or participated in any
political protests or human rights movements for migrant workers in Korea.

19

The number “1~2” in parenthesis indicates that the quotation comes from page 1~2 in the first interview transcript
of the speaker.
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Asides from BAK people’s influences between 2003 to 2005, Zaw Moa Tung, a current
president of the MA, mentioned other reasons of MA’s declination:
As you observed last MA’s meeting, when the MA had a meeting for preparing activities,
many people in the executive team did not appear without any notice…… (Pause)…. I do
not know why they did…. In the past, there was only the MA in Korea, however, now
some Myanmarese organizations appeared. This would be, once I thought of this, one of
the reasons why people would not actively participate in the MA these days….
Furthermore, the number of migrant workers from Myanmar is decreasing. Most of them
come with a E9 Visa as legal migrant workers, which is quite different situation in the
past (3-6~10).
His remark reflected that the MA did not work well as it did in the past. As mentioned
above, key members in current the MA including the current president were concerned about a
future of the MA future in a various reasons and tried to find solutions.
However, although many key members in the MA said that activities of the MA had
declined compared to its heyday, based on my short experience with them, I confirmed that they
still had strength. Actually, I had opportunities to observe hundreds of Myanmarese migrant
workers participated in the Tilergamuni Festival organized by the MA; Almost the same number
of Myanmarese migrant workers gathered to play or watch 2009 soccer league games in person
from a national wide; and in a commemoration party for Aung San Suu Kyi20’s Birthday. More
than two hundred people participated including some powerful Korean politicians, local leaders
20

Aung San Suu Kyi, born 19 June 1945, is a Burmese opposition politician and General Secretary of NLD
(National League for Democracy. In the 1990 general election, Suu Kyi was elected Prime Minister, as a leader of
the winning NLD party, which won almost 59% of the vote and 394 of 492 seats. Her subsequent detention by the
military junta prevented her from assuming office. She has remained house arrest in Myanmar for almost 14 out of
the past 20 years (Wikipedia). Actually, most of my interviewees said to me that she had been the only politician
that they can trust as a spiritual mother of Burmese.
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in Bucheon City, and other countries’ embassy workers in Korea. What is more, all of the
activists in the BMWH also told me several times that they had considered the MA as one of the
best ethnic communities of migrant workers in Korea as well as in Bucheon city.
In the third interview, Zaw Moa Tung, a current president in the MA, mentioned in a firm
tone that he would plan to have a time for an in-depth discussion on the future of the MA for its
revitalization.

The Constitution
It was in the second interview with Min Min Tun when I found out there was the MA’s
constitution which was established in 1997. In order to understand a basic regulations and
directions which would govern MA’s activities, I requested Min Min Tun for a translation of the
full text of the MA’s constitution and Wing Aung who was fluent in literary Korean did it for me.
With his help, I identified that the constitution consists of four parts: 1) Myanmar association’s
platform, 2) Main Objectives, 3) Action plan, and 4) Election regulation.21
When examining its major contents: 1) Since one’s arrival in Korea, any Myanmarese is
automatically recognized the MA regardless of one’s ethic, religion, color; 2) the MA is a social
organization and it focuses on cultural and religious activities. And it is free from any pressure of
any political entities; 3) the MA should promote various projects such as cultural exchange,
human rights, in association with other migrant worker’s organization from other countries; 4)
the MA should support Myanmarese in Korea who needs help on their health, human rights, and
finances problems with the consent of its members; and 5) in case its member have any problems
in their workplace such as overdue wage, oppression on human rights and industrial accidents,

21

Refer to Appendix D for the full text of the MA’s constitution.
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the MA should make every effort to resolve the problems based on Korean labor law in order to
exercise a worker’s right.
Asides from abovementioned, the constitution includes many regulations such as
membership fees and specific election procedures. Regarding this MA’s constitution, Wing
Aung explained three characteristics of the MA’s constitution. First, the MA had tried to be away
from any kinds of discriminations in ethnic, political colors. For example, he said that since 2004
in order not to alienate migrant workers in Korea who were from ethnic minorities in Myanmar,
the MA had organized a Union Day annually. According to him, there are over 100 ethnic groups
in Myanmar. For the same purpose, even though most of MA’s members are Buddhists, the MA
held a Christmas Party for Christian migrant workers for several years.
Second, Wing Aung also said that as mentioned in the constitution, although the MA is a
social organization and after much meandering, it focus on social activities such as cultural and
religious events and festivals, some members in the MA including him wanted the MA to
conduct human rights movements and political activities in order to revitalize the MA.22
Third, Wing Aung pointed out there had been an issue of using two words, “Myanmar”
and “Myanmarese” instead of “Burma” and “Burmese.”According to him, most activists in the
MA and Myanmarese organizations such as the NLD and the BAK had used their nation and
people’s name as Burma and Burmese because they did not recognize their military junta who
changed their country name in 1989. However, key members in the MA asked me to use
“Myanmar” and “Myanmarese” in my study because they did not want Myanmarese migrant
workers who were once involved in the MA to get any political disadvantages from their military
government when they return to their country.

22

This is quite a sensitive issue for MA’s members. In next chapter, I dealt with this issue specifically.
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The Executive Team
As a social organization in order to plan and promote its activities more efficiently, the
MA has been operating the executive team. Min Min Tun said that the Executive team of the MA
had been playing a significant role in planning and conducting its various activities and network
projects in Korea since 1999 when he got elected as a president. During the high time of the MA,
which was around 2001 to 2003, the overall posts in the executive team reached over 30, after
this period, the number has decreased and now it has 21 positions.23 Among these 21, three posts
were vacant for some members returned to Myanmar.
According to Min Min Tun, the key positions in the executive team are a president, a
vice-president, a manager, and a vice-manager whose main tasks are to plan and conduct all the
MA’s activities, hold meetings and administer election as well as to work as a representative
when the MA promotes any events or projects with other organizations. Actually, I had a lot of
opportunities to observe that people in these positions had played a leading role in various
activities such as: in several activities such as the Thingyanmul Festival on June, Summer Camp
on July, Soccer League on September, and the Tilergamuni Festival on October.
Min Min Tun also explained a specific responsibility of the major posts in the executive
team: the main tasks of chief organizer and organizers are to monitor other MA’s members and
small groups living in around the country, Korea such as hearing their problems, voices so that
the MA understand its members’ situation and anticipations which would be important source for
operating the MA. Labor counselors help members who are in trouble in their workplace such as
overdue payment, physical abuse, industrial disasters supported by the BMWH. If necessary,

23

Refer to Appendix E (The List of the MA’s Executive) containing all the posts in the executive as of 2009. All the
names in the list are their pseudo names.
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they call a worker’s company or visit in person in order to represent and interpret a worker’s
position at the spot. Lastly, two advisers’ main tasks are to give a useful advice to the executive
team regarding MA’s current problems and its direction. Both of them had consecutively filled
various posts in the MA such as a president or a manager.
Zaw Moa Tung, the present president mentioned that “the executive team usually meet
once a month in the MA’s office located in the BMWH on Sunday and plan and check MA’s
activities, however, as mentioned above, the attendance rate is very low lately. Many members in
the executive team would not come to this meeting due to their personal reasons or sometimes
without notice.” Through his remark on some constituents in the teams, I could identify the
current difficult situation of the MA.
According to Min Min Tun, an election in the MA had been held once a year from 1999
to 2004, but in order to use member’s experience in the executive team more efficiently, since
2007,it has been held biennially. He added that the membership fee was 3,000 Won ($3 US) a
month in 1999, however, today the MA collects money on an occasional basis, which Min Min
Tun said, was one of the main factors that had weakened MA’s strength.

Key Network Organizations
While talking about their experiences in the MA, all of participants referred to the close
relationship between the MA and other organizations along with the BMWH, especially the other
three Myanmarese organizations in Korea: the NLD (National Liberty for Democracy), the BAK
(Burma Action in Korea), and the APEBC (Assistance Program for Education for Burmese
Children), all of which were derived from the MA between 1999 to 2004 during the period of the
MA’s prosperity. Since then, for a long time, the MA had conducted various activities with these
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organizations. Moreover, all of participants were involved in one of these organizations. Thus, in
this section, I briefly examine the history, main objective, and direction of these three
organizations which would be helpful to understand contexts and backgrounds of participants’
experience in the MA.

1) National Liberty for Democracy in Korea (NLD)
According to Min Min Tun who once was a founding member in the NLD and worked as
an organizer until his seceded from it in 2004, National Liberty for Democracy in Korea (NLD)
was first established in 1999 led by some members in the MA who had experienced as student
activities in Burma and at that time in the MA there were lots of Myanmarese migrant workers
who were concerned with political activities for the democracy of Myanmar. Min Min Tun
mentioned that the main objective of the NLD was to plan and practice various political
campaigns and events for Burma’s democracy in Korea in order to publicize the reality of
Burmese political situation to Korean society. The NLD has been recognized as the only political
organization as a branch of the NLD in Korea from the headquarter of the NLD in Burma which
was a biggest opposition party who won the election in 1990 but could not exercise the reins of
government by the ruling military junta which had come into power through the military coup in
1988.
Zaw Moa Tung, who is also a founding member of the NLD as well as a present leader in
the MA, explained that since its establishment in 1999, regarding political activities in Korea, the
NLD has had a close network with the NLD international headquarters in Thailand, and the other
seven the NLD branches worldwide. Zaw Moa Tung also said that the NLD in Korea had
secretly invited politicians who worked outside of Burma and support the NLD members in
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Burma many of whom suffered from political persecution. According to him, the NLD regularly
performs a street demonstration in front of the Myanmar embassy in Korea or public places in
Seoul and Bucheon. Actually, I also had an opportunity to observe their street demonstration in
person in the front of their embassy in Korea in association with a group of people from the MA,
the BAK, and the APEBC along with other Korean civic groups in which they released a
statement against a military junta in the standoff with Korean police officers.
Zaw Moa Tung mentioned that as of 2009, the NLD in Korea consists of 21 members and
most of them are migrant workers and some of them are refugee status or applicants of refugee to
Korean governments. In contrast to the MA, it has a monthly membership, 150,000won and
through six month activities in the NLD after admission, its member can obtain the status for
applying a refugee status to Korean government under the approval of the NLD.24The NLD also
has its own office in Bucheon City and hold a regular meeting a month. Basically, the NLD
performs their political campaigns in Korea in accordance with action plan of the NLD in Burma
and the international headquarter of the NLD in Thailand.

2) Burma Action in Korea (BAK)
As aforementioned in the section of MA’s historical background, Burma Action in Korea
(BAK) was originated from human rights movements for migrant workers in Korea between 200
and 2004 when there had been active movements led by migrant workers and Korean civic
groups in order to protect migrant workers’ human rights against Korean government who were
trying to introduce Employment Permit System (EPS).

24

Some migrant workers blame for NLD in that NLD has been abused as a way of obtaining a refugee status. I dealt
with this issue in chapter 7 (pp.181-183).
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Sai Tun Boo, who is a founding member of the BAK as well as a current advisor in the
MA, described the specific situation how the BAK emerged:
During the period of the constant protests against EPS, the MA and the NLD organized a
representative and sent it to one cathedral in Seoul where there was a coalition camp led
by a group of migrant workers from various countries and Korean NGOs. However, as
the joint campaign was drawn out, there arose conflicts within the MA; the hard-liners
and the moderates. The former insists on taking stronger actions against Korean
government, while the latter did not want to get involved in an extreme situation any
more (3-1~2).
Sai Tun Boo said that once the hard liners’ argument was not able to be accepted in the
MA, they independently organized a new political group, “a meeting for Burmese migrant
workers” which was renamed the BAK in 2005. Sai Tun Boo also added that “in those days,
people in the hard-liners wanted to protest strongly against the Burma Embassy who has imposed
a monthly tax about 40,000 won on Burmese migrant workers’ in Korea. However, contrary to
their argument, many members in the MA had kept a position of not getting involved in any
political actions because the MA did not want its members to get any harm when they return to
Burma, for their political actions against their government would be reported to the Burma
embassy in Korea through the secret police. This was another reason why the BAK appeared.”
As shown above, BAK’s original objective was to enhance the human and labor right for
migrant workers in Korea while the NLD only focused on Burmese democracy. However,
human rights movements in Korea had weakened, the BAK turned their directions to Burmese
democracy like the NLD. For example, according to Sai Tun Boo, since 2007 the BAK had
funded student rebel troops which maneuver guerrilla warfare at the border between Burma and
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China. He said that some of BAK’s members were once student soldiers in these troops who had
been fighting against the military government. Sai Tun Boo added: as of 2009, it consists of 12
members and migrant workers who are non-members but provide financial supports; Like the
NLD, there is a membership fee a month, 120,000won and its office is located in Bucheon City;
and in association with the MA, and the NLD, it had participated in various political activities
such as joint demonstrations in front of the Myanmar embassy in Korea.

3) Assistance Program for Education for Burmese Children (APEBC)
Wing Aung, who is founding member of the APEBC, a current manager of the APEBC
as well as members in the MA, said to me the background of the APEBC:
The MA is a social organization for Myanmarese migrant workers in Korea and the NLD
is for Burmese democracy, and the BAK, similar to the NLD, is for Burmese democracy
along with human rights for migrant workers. I thought that among MA’s members who
were concerned with Burma, there would be some members who got interested in with
other fields. They would be those who would work for Burmese democracy and helping
Burmese, but who could not readily participate in the political organizations such as the
NLD and the BAK because they thought it was too radical in a sense. However, they
have much concern with Burma’s development, change, and peace (2-2~3).
Wing Aung continued that the APEBC’s main object was to support Myanmarese refugee
Children living in the “Maesot” district located in between Myanmar and Thailand’s border and
since its establishment, the APEBC had sent money to this region on a monthly basis (200,000
Won) for building schools, assisting teachers and purchasing educational supplies such as
textbooks, writing sets. Furthermore, in order to collect fund more efficiently, the APEBC
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actively forms networks with Korean NGOs and media. For example, it has organized fundraising events in association with one Korean high school students club in public places in Seoul,
one of which I also participated in as a supporter.
According to Wing Aung, the APEBC also send a group of visitors to support and inspect
the situation of the region in association with BMWK and other Korean NGOs. Now, the
APEBC consists of 10 members and there is a no hierarchical position except a manager who is
in charge of general affairs of the organization. Two of the participants in the study, Tintung and
Aung have also worked for the APEBC and they run its office in Bucheon City. The APEBC
also participated in various activities in association with other Myanmarese organizations in
Korea.
The Table 6 shows the main objectives of the MA’s key network organizations in Korea.
Table 6. The MA and its Major Network Organizations in Korea
Year

1993

Organization

Labor Community
Î Myanmar Athin in1996

1999 Myanmar Association in Korea
1999

NLD(National Liberty for
Democracy)

Main Objective
1) Protecting Myanmarese migrant workers’
human and labor rights and
2) Supporting each members working and
surviving in Korea
3) Strengthening member’s solidarity and
friendship with Korean society through
holding various cultural and religious events.
Same as the above
Achieving Burmese’s democracy

2004 BAK(Burma Action in Korea)

Achieving migrant workers’ human rights in Korea
Î Currently, protests for Burmese’s democracy

APEBC(Assistance Program
2005 for Education for Burmese
Children)

Supporting refugee children living in the frontier
between Myanmar and Thailand
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In the next section, I explored participants’ past working experience and background both
in Myanmar and Korea followed by their motives of how they began participate in the MA.

Profiles of the Participants
All of the six male participants in the study were MA’s members while I interviewed.
The ages of these members ranged from 24 to 46 and all the participants were single. Four out of
six attended a university in Myanmar and two of them could not finish a complete course. Five
of them had been as undocumented migrant workers more than 10 years in Korea and half of
them got a refugee status recently in 2008.Five of six had been involving in the MA over 10
years. Five except one lived in Bucheon City where the MA’s office was located in.
Table 7. Brief Profiles of the Six Participants

Name

Past occupation
in Myanmar

Min Min
Tun

University
student and
student activist

Zaw Moa
Tung

University
student and
student activist

Tintung

High-school
student and a
mechanic
worker

Position in the
MA
(Year to join the
MA)

Current status

Transit visa
Î Undocumented in 1994
Adviser and
Î Refugee (F-2-2) in 2008
former president
Î Currently living with the
(1997)
support of Korean NGOs and
his friends
Transit visa
President and
Î Undocumented in 1993
former viceÎ Refugee (F-2-2) in 2008
president
Î Currently work at a panel
(1997)
manufacturer
Travel visa
Î Undocumented in 1994
Vice-president
Î Spouse visa (F-2-1) in
and Former
2006
manager
Î Currently work at an eject(1999)
molding company

Year
to
Entry

1994

1993

1994
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Bachelor degree
Sai Tun Boo and officer
worker
University
student

Aung

High-school
student and
student activist

Maung
Zaw

Adviser
and former
manager
(1998)
Labor counselor
(2006)
Member
(former
organizer)
(1996)

Industrial Trainee visa
Î Undocumented in 1996
Î Currently work at a light bulb
company
Legal migrant worker (D-3-2)
Î Undocumented in 2005
Î Currently work at an ejectmolding company
Business visa (C2)
Î Undocumented in 2005
Î Refugee (F-2-2) in 2008
Î Currently work as a part-time
activist in a Korean NGO

1995

2004

1998

Min Min Tun
When I started working as an intern in the Bucheon Migrant Worker’s House (BMWH)
in the late May 2009, most of the activists in this NGO recommended Min Min Tun as my first
interviewee among the members of the MA. At that time, I did not know the reason why they did.
However, it was not long before I realized he was a fixture of the MA. One day, a week after I
worked for the BMWH, a bulky man with neat hair came to the MA’s office which took up a
relatively large space in my office. One Korean activist introduced him to me; it was, Min Min
Tun, the person my colleagues had previously told me about. I introduced myself and explained
to him that I would work here in the BMWH for a couple of months as a labor counselor as well
as conduct research on the MA. Then, with a smile, he took me in the MA’s office and started
talking about his personal history in the MA briefly with fluent Korean. Actually, this was the
first informal conversation with a member of the MA. He said that he came to Korea in 1996 and
since working for the MA in 1997 he held various posts in succession such as a manager in 1999,
as a president in 2000-2005, and as an advisor since 2006. He also said that he regularly came to
the MA’s office at least once a week to use MA’s library in the office or to discuss his operation
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plan for a kidney transplant with an activist who is in charge of medical counseling in the
BMWH. Through listening to his story, I concluded that his experience made me a good source
and, right after the conversation, I asked him to be a participant in my research and he willingly
accepted my request.
In the first interview, he talked about his personal history before and after coming to
Korea. He was a student activist against the Burmese military junta before coming to Korea and
he went to Thailand in order to flee from political oppression in 1996 when he was a sophomore.
During his two months’ stay in Thailand, he met a broker who suggested that he go to Korea
where he could get an opportunity to work for Burmese democracy as well as make a living. So,
with the help of his uncle, he paid $3,500 for transit visa and came to Korea with one friend on
August 1996. He described the first day in Korea:
When me and my friend got out of the Kimpo airport in Seoul, two brokers, one Korean
and the other a Burmese, came to meet us and they took us to one house located inside
the Namdong industrial complex in Incheon City. At that day, I was a little disappointed
with the surroundings where there were farming areas at a short distance away from my
temporary shelter. Actually, contrary to my imagination, the pictures I saw there were
quite similar to that of my country…. While leaving us in a small room, a Burmese
broker kept scaring us not to go out anywhere because we could be a good target for the
Korean government crackdowns. So, I could not help staying in a small house for a week
until a broker made us get a job (1-1).
His first workplace was a molding ejection company in which he worked nights for two
months. Due to the hard working condition by the night shift, he tried to find another place to
work and with the help of his friend, moved to a new company for making casting-picture frames
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where he could work on the day shift. After working here for eight months, he changed his job to
the furniture manufacturing company where he had worked for one and half year. By the time he
worked this company, the financial crisis hit East Asia including Korea. He told me a story about
his hard time at that day:
Since the beginning of 1998, I had not got paid for seven months. The boss in the
company told me, “Do not go another company and just work here from 8am to 5pm.”
He just gave the money for daily meals. So, I thought the company’s financial situation
was serious like the Korean economic. However, I found out that the boss deceived me
when I worked another company for a while which he introduced to me In the new
company, even though I worked there one and half month, the boss just paid me half
month wage. So, I asked him to give the rest of my pay, but he said that your previous
boss kept it which I never received (1-2).
Then, he moved to another furniture manufacturing company and there he had worked
until 2005 when he was taken ill with renal insufficiency. Actually, when I first saw him in the
office, he had a little dark and swollen face which I could tell that he has suffered from some
serious disease. Since 2005, he has not been able to get a job with his illness and he takes kidney
dialysis twice a week. Now, he lives in a shelter for migrant workers near the Seokwang Temple
in Bucheon City, and receives a small amount of financial support from the BMWH, the
Seokwang Temple, and some members in the MA. In the first interview, he brought up how he
knew the existence of the MA and got involved in the community:
While I worked in a molding-frame factory in 1997, I first heard from my friends, who
had been MA’s members at that time that the MA was in the Seokwang Temple in
Bucheon City. After then, sometimes I began to go there. . At that period, my company
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was in the Incheon industrial complex region where many of MA’s members worked. I
thought I wanted to actively participate in the MA however I could not…. After a while,
the Asian economic crisis occurred and hit the Korean society which caused many key
members in the MA including a president to return to Burma….Actually, before this, I
had a concern with the MA, but I was really busy so I could not…. However, as most of
key members in the MA had left the MA and it almost had been on the verge of collapse,
it occurred to me that I had to work for the MA….. (1-3).
As a 42 year-old, his current status is a refugee which he earned on December 2008 from
Korean government for his political movements both in Myanmar and Korea. Many members in
the MA and activists in the BMWH told me that his illness was the result of not caring about his
health as he had dedicated himself to Myanmarese migrant workers and the MA in Korea for
years. He will have an operation for kidney transplant in a few months with the help of the
BMWH. However, through three sets of interview with him, I get the sense that his devotion on
the MA is still great. The following is his remark in the last session of interview:

“Compared with its heyday around 2002, the MA is losing its energy. However, I am
confident that as long as I stay in Korea, the Myanmar Association will exist.”

Zaw Moa Tung
Zaw Moa Tung was one of the difficult persons to meet and set up interview date due to
his busy schedule for making a living and conducting many activities in the MA and the NLD.
He has worked as the current president of the MA and a member of the NLD together for several
years. Through his first interview, I found that his personal background was quite similar to that
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of Min Min Tun. He attended a university in Yangon city and worked as a student activist
against the military regime in the early 1990. Then, fleeing from the government’s oppression, he
went to Bangkok in which he met a broker who said he could go any country if he had money.
So, he decided to go Korea because he could learn about how to organize political campaigns. In
addition, the cost of a false passport, $700 for Korea was relatively cheaper than other developed
countries such as the United States and Japan. With the help of his elder brother, he came to
Korea in 1994 with three Myanmarese male people. He recollected his first day in Korea:
A Myanmarese broker came to the Kimpo airport to pick us up. He took us to one
company near the Kimpo district office in Kimpo City. It was October, in the autumn
season…. the scenery outside of the car window was quite strange to me. All trees looked
thin with most of their leaves fallen. I thought in my mind “is this Korean?” And it was
really cold compared with our country. Everything was strange to me (1-1).
A sponge manufacturing company was his first place to work in Korea. He described the
poor working and living condition in this company:
I worked here for two years, but there was no heater in the workplace. It was too cold
especially in winter and you know what….. Myanmarese people usually take a shower
every day but we couldn’t use hot water in our house attached to the company. I kept
complaint it to my boss but he just gave us a small stove (1-2).
Since 1996, he had moved from company to company in turn: a molding-ejection, a pipe
manufacturing, a food processing, and a press factory until he settled down the current workplace,
a panel manufacturer in Kimpo City. His working hours are 8AM to 9PMon weekdays and 8AM
to 4PM on Saturdays.
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Zaw Moa Tung, like Min Min Tun, said that it was around 1997 when he first knew the
existence of the MA from his friends living in Kimpo City and he began to visit the MA in a
little while when he moved Bucheon City in 1997. He said that at that time, the MA’s office was
located in the Seokwang Temple in Bucheon City in which many Myanmarese migrant workers
gathered and slept together on every weekend. Zaw Moa Tung told me the story about how he
decided to participate in earnest as a member of the MA:
Key members in the MA told me that we should develop our community because there
are many Myanmarese people in need in Korea. They also kept saying to me that we need
to help Myanmarese people those who are sick, looking for jobs, and are having troubles
in the workplace such as overdue wage. In addition, they talked about strategies how to
fight for Burmese democracy in Korea which they told me not to address directly to other
people (1-3~4).
He has taken key roles in the MA such as a vice president and has worked as a president
since 2006. He is a small man with calm voice aged 43. His current status in Korea is a refugee
which he obtained last year with Min Min Tun from the Korean government. In all, I had three
formal interviews with him, and in his voice during interview, I strongly felt that he also had a
great affection on the MA in that as the president, he was seriously concerned about the
declination of MA’s activities and had tried to find a breakthrough for revitalizing the
community. In the last interview, he expressed his feeling on the MA in Korea:

“People in the Myanmar Association had considered me as a family member and I also
think Myanmarese people in Korea are my family members. I always think what I should
do for them…so that I can make them happy.”
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Tintung
Tintung passes for “a devil for Bucheon City” among BMWH’s activists, which Korean
people usually call those who know everything on a certain area, because he knew the area of
Bucheon City inside out better than full-time activists living in Bucheon City. Actually, I was
surprised that when I had chance to dinner with him and all the activists in my office until late,
he informed me of the time of the last bus from Bucheon City to Seoul, my home. He is also a
funny and energetic person. He used to tell offensive jokes with a fluent Korean in the office.
Once, when I suffered from a hangover, he asked me: “What did you last night? You met a new
girl friend, didn’t you?” with a loud voice so that everyone in the office could hear it. Actually, at
that time, he knew that I got married and my wife was staying at State College in the United
States.
Tintung is a tall, handsome, and well-built man with a vigorous character. Whenever he
came to our office, women activists in the BMWH welcomed him. Furthermore, as he speaks
Korean fluently and lives about ten-minute walk from the BMWH’s office usually contacts him
first when it has something to promote and discuss with the MA instead of the president who
lives in Kimpo City where it takes at least one and half hours from the BMWH by public
transportation. Tintung is 36 years old, the same age as me, and as is common for males in this
age range, he enjoys drinking. Actually, during my five months’ internship period, we had often
met officially and personally. Whenever we met after events, we used to meet for drinks until
late at night, and because of this, I had a lot of chances to hear his personal life history both in
Myanmar and Korea in detail including his marriage and divorce with a Korean woman.
He was a high school student before coming to Korea in 1994. After he failed his
graduation examination several times, he ended up working in his grandfather’s auto shop. While
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working there, he heard that one brother he knew in his neighborhood went to Korea through a
broker. At that time, his aunt urged him to go to Korea because she knew he could not make
good money in the country and she also could send her sons to him. So, Tintung decided to come
to Korea with the support of his aunt and his parents despite his father’s objection because
Tintung was an only son in his family, which is one of the Asian traditions in which the only son
should take care of his family’s living or live near his parents. The following is his dramatic story
how he came to Korea in the first interview that I had with him:
It cost 4,000 US dollars for entering Korea. By the time I applied for, as there were lots
of people who wanted to go to Korea, the price for a Visa through a broker was soaring.
My aunt gave me $2,000 and my father gave the rest half in security for our house…
Seven persons including myself first went to Thailand and stayed in a hotel from which a
broker sent one by one to Korea. We could not go all together because at that time from
the airport the Korean government harshly inspected people from Asian countries for
preventing undocumented workers. Before I leave for Korea from Thailand, four people
went in advance and one returned to the hotel for he was not admitted into Korea. So, I
was really scared…. You know what most people for Korea paid for their visa with
borrowed money, so if they return like him, they get deeply in debt.
Next day, and one married man and I took an airplane for Korea. As you know there were
two lines in the immigration; one for citizens and the other for foreigners. In the waiting
line for foreigners, all the people, I thought they were Thai, were taken to immigration
office one after another. Even worse, the married man who went with me was also caught
by immigration…. There were five persons left in front of me and at that time, I noticed
that an immigration officer in another booth thoroughly inspected the stuff of a black guy
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from the United States who looked untidy. At that moment, it occurred to me my broker’s
advice: “Don’t get nervous. Just go through immigration with untidy appearances like
people from the United States.” In my turn, the officer asked me the reason of visit and I
said, “My elder sister is waiting for me outside of the airport to travel together Korea.”
He also asked me how much money I possessed and I showed all the money ($2,500 US)
to him. After he counted my money, I was able to pass through the immigration (1-1~2).
After getting out of Kimpo airport, a broker took him to Seoul and stayed one night. In
the next afternoon, his friend who worked a month ago took him his first company located in
Garibong-Dong in Seoul. He said “Actually, nine Myanmarese workers worked there. Before I
left Myanmar, I knew my friend worked this company and I told it to my broker and he made it. I
worked at a salary of $500 a month for a year and always worked overtime: for example, when
there was much work, I used to work 7am to 2am next day, so I paid up my debt in a year. In
addition, my boss raised my salary 10% after a year.”
However, frequent night works exhausted him and his colleagues, so he told the company
that he did not want to work the night shift any more. The boss accepted his request, but a
manager who held a grievance against his attitude of not working at night directly strongly asked
his boss to withdraw the salary raise of migrant workers and not to hire Tintung anymore. So, in
order to avoid troubles with his company, Tintung, with ten Myanmarese and two female
Filipino workers, quit the company and moved to an ejection-molding company with four
employees. He said that “I just worked there for a month, because one manger working in the
office and the manger who introduced us to this company did not get along each other so that the
former gave us a lot of work whereas he did not do so to other workers. He sometimes did not
allow us to go to the restroom.”
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Finally, Tintung found a new workplace with his friend’s help, and he ended up working
at a current molding company in Bucheon City. He said “even though this is not a well-paid job,
I am satisfied with working in here in that that the company has kept the pay day and the boss
and his family do well to me. Now, I have a kind of company loyalty because and I have worked
here almost for 15 years.”
Tintung had lived as an undocumented migrant worker almost for13 years before he
married with a Korean woman in 2006 who worked as a volunteer in BMWH. Now, he has a
spouse Visa which requires a renewal annually. He has also applied for, and is waiting for a
permanent Visa. Aside from making a living, he has worked a great deal for the MA since 1999
and has held various posts in the community such as a financial affairs’ officer and a manger of
general affairs. Tintung and I had the first interview in a small conference room next to a
BMWH’s office. Actually, before the first interview, I had several chances to see him the
Thingyanmul Festival and in the BMWH’s office on Sundays in which I talked to him a little
about my research. So, in the first interview, after a brief introducing my research, I asked his
personal history in Myanmar and his working experience in Korea. Right after this, he told me
the story how he began to know and participate in the MA:
I had known there was a community (MA) in the Seokwang Temple in Bucheon
City around 1997. Actually, I was a Buddhist and the Seokwang Temple was near my
place, so while I visited the temple, I got to know the MA’s existence. At that time, the
community was not as big as it is now. There were five or six people who seemed to
work in its office. I sometimes went the MA’s office and for me it seemed like it was a
really small organization. It was in 1999 when Wing Aung recommended me to work
together if I would have an interest in MA’s activities, and then I decided to work as a
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member of the MA. Actually, his younger brother and I was a close friend at my
hometown in Myanmar and he was a senior in my high school. At that period, Wing
Aung had lived near my place and he told me that he knew what the MA had worked for
in Korea and asked me to work for it. When I first participated in the MA, I took a charge
of assisting accounting tasks and preparing for various events. After a while, my position
was steadily going up (1-5~6).
Tintung added that after working as an assistant in accounting task for a while, he took a
charge of general affairs as a manager around 2002 and from 2005 until now he has worked as a
vice president of the MA. Tintung mentioned why he participated and has worked in the MA:
The main reason I have participated here in the MA is there are a lot of work to do for
Myanmarese people. By the time between 1994 and 1995 there were few who could help
Myanmarese people in need in Korea. Most of Myanmarese people at that time, did not
know where they should go when they got sick or hurt. Furthermore, there was no one
who could help them as an interpreter in a hospital. Now, we have our community, and
other organizations in Korea through which we can get a support when there are sick
people or people are dead. In 1999 and 2002 three Myanmarese people died in a month
by industrial accidents and once we had a funeral twice a day. While dealing with these
things, Myanmarese people began to recognize the power of our community, the MA in
Korea (1-6).
Aside from the MA, since 2005 Tintung also has worked for the APEBC through which
he has conducted various network projects for Myanmarese children living in the border area
between Myanmar and Thailand as a refugee status. As a current vice-president in the MA, he
has played as a caretaker for the community whenever the MA holds various activities and
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events such as purchasing items and cleaning up an event place. His pride of working for the MA
was great:

“The Myanmar Association has existed for helping other (Myanmarese) people…. As you
know, especially for migrant workers Sunday is really private time. However, if people
work for the community, they need to sacrifice their valuable time. I think it is a good
thing to put their time on this purpose.... I can do what other people cannot do (2-9~10).”

Sai Tun Boo
Sai Tun Boo is the oldest, 46 years old, among the MA’s members I interviewed. His
smiling face with a mild eye and gentle voice gave me a kind impression. Actually, right after
the first interview, he asked me to go drink together and took me his favorite bar. He studied
electrical engineering in a university and after graduating, he started his job in an electric
company. After one and a half years he moved to a water supply company where he worked for
five years. Sai Tun Boo said that his father kept telling him to quit the job because it was a
government enterprise and that in addition the salary was too low. He said his father, who, once
as a communist, had an experience of joining armed campaigns against the government, had a
deep antipathy to the military regime. Sai Tun Boo began to work at his father’s gardening store.
While working there, he heard from his uncle that he could work legally in Korean through ITP
(Industrial Training Program) which the Korean government introduced for recruiting foreign
migrant workers in association with other Asian countries such as Myanmar, Bangladesh since
the late 1980s. So, he got an interview at Ministry of Labor in Myanmar and in several months
was informed of the admission to Korea as an industrial trainee. As with any migrant worker,
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before he came to Korea in 1994, his expectation of living in Korea was very high. However, his
first impression on Korea was quite opposite:
I saw Korean movies before I came to Korea and I also had heard from Myanmarese
people and media that Korea was developing and there were many jobs. However, when I
arrived in Kimpo airport and a son of my first company’s boss took me to the workplace,
I felt that Korea was nothing (1-4).
He got his first job in a press company located in Kimpo City in which he worked for one
and half year. He was supposed to work there for two years, however, in order to stay longer
than his original contract for making more money in Korea, he moved to a welding company so
that he became undocumented. Since then, he moved from one company another; such as
furniture manufacturing, painting, and a bond company over the course of about 10 years. Now,
he is working at a light bulb company in Incheon City since 2005.
I had three sessions of interviews with him in the BMWH’s office after his work - one
evening on Wednesday and two evenings on Saturday. Whenever I met him for interview, I
could see he was really tired of his work, which made me feel really sorry for taking his rest time.
Like most of other migrant workers in Korea, he works more than12 hours a day during the week
expect on Wednesday (until 6:30PM) - and he works until 5PM on Saturday. He described his
daily and weekly schedule which was similar to almost all the migrant workers that I met while
working for the BMWH:
I usually wake up at 6AM. I live in Ojeong-Dong in Bucheon. And after taking a shower
and eat breakfast, I walk from my home to the Jomaru intersection around 7:20AM, at
7:30AM a manger in the company took me to the company with his car and it will be
around 8AM. Then I start working until 9:30PM and go back to my place around
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10:30PM. I work until 5pm on Saturday. It is a really tight schedule and I am so tired
after work. Usually, after work on Saturday, I have an early night, meet my friends, or go
to the BAK office near South subway station in Bucheon City. On Sunday and holidays, I
join the MA, the BAK activities or attend a CAD (Computer Aided Design) class
provided by the BMWH. Actually, I need to learn because I handle an NCD machine in
the computer (1-6~7).
When I heard his schedule, I was really surprised because despite his tight schedule, he
spent his most time for collective activities on almost every Sunday and holiday. Actually, if I
were him, I would rather spend my time for personal purposes such as taking a rest or playing
with my friends. Anyway, his intense life schedule made me to reflect on my idle life. Now he is
getting close to fifty years old - and on an informal occasion, he told me that he has been single
for a long time, so now he would want have a his family in a near future but it would not be easy
for his relatively old age in his country.
In the first interview, after a long story about his family and his work experience in
Myanmar, he told me how he first knew the MA and got involved in the MA:
Since I first came to Korea in 1994, I have lived in Kimpo City. Actually, Zaw Moa Tung,
the current president in the MA also lived in Kimpo and we got close to each other. By
the time 1996 and 1997 when Zaw Moa Tung began to participate in the MA and in my
town I had a regular meeting with some Myanmarese migrant workers in which we talked
to each other and shared foods in order to console the weary heart of the migrant
workers…. One day in 1998 Zaw Moa Tung came to our meeting and recommended me
to work for the MA (1-7~8).
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Sai Tun Boo added that when Zaw Moa Tung first told him to join the MA, he hesitated
to be engaged in the MA because he was satisfied with his life in Kimpo City where he could
regularly meet lots of Myanmarese friends and the MA was in Bucheon City where it was far
from Kimpo City and. However, later he changed his mind:
While I worked and lived in Kimpo City, I always hung around with Myanmarese friends
and we also went to church together on every Sunday in which we prayed for and learned
Korean. Sometimes we shared foods and drank alcohol. However, after I saw that Zaw
Moa Tung worked for the MA and he asked me to work together in the MA, I thought to
myself that I had to live a more meaningful life. Actually, I had had a mind to make a
community through which I could do what I want to do in Korea for Myanmarese
migrant workers who had had various difficulties in their workplace and daily life. So, I
decided to work in the MA instead of working outside of the MA (1-8).
Since his involvement to the MA around 1998, he has participated in MA’s activities and
held a post such as an officer of financial affairs, a manger, vice-president, and advisor. He has
also worked as a member of the BAK since 2003 in order to freely fight against Korean
government for human rights of migrant workers in Korea. He said he had applied for refugee
status and was waiting for the result. Even though he does not work as actively as he did around
early 2000, as with Min Min Tun, another advisor of the MA, he kept supporting the MA, and
was constantly concerned about MA’s future:

“I have been thinking that I like working for the community and I thought that a
community should exist in Korea because it serves for migrant workers…. For
migrant workers in Korea, the Myanmar Association is kind of home and family.
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Even though its president and vice president change, the MA will be home and a
family for Myanmarese migrant workers in Korea. This community is the place
where they resolve their problems and they can trust (3-7~8).”

Aung
Aung is a young man with a slender body who sings the latest Korean popular songs very
well. Whenever the MA organized events, he sang in a passionate tone and gained fans. His
sense of fashion was a little peculiar for me. I cannot forget his trademark dress in a red pants
with a square hat which made me recognize him in the far distance. As reflected in his unique
appearance, he said that one of his future dreams would become a professional singer in his
country.
Aung is relatively a new and young member, as a 24 year-old, compared with other
members in the executive team of the MA, however, his passion for learning to survive in Korea
and preparing for his future was great. Actually, I met him first in a photography class in a photo
studio which the BMWH in association with a local society provided for migrant workers for
their future career when they would return to their country. He also attended in a Korean class
every Sunday which the BMWH operates for migrant workers all year around for free.
Aung was a university student in engineering department in Myanmar. He said that even
though graduating from a university, there were few jobs he could get in Myanmar. Furthermore,
his father who had worked since 2006 in Korea, recommend him to come to Korea to make
money. So, he quit the school when he was a sophomore, came to Korea in 2004 through EPS
(Employment Permit System). He said he paid a broker $4,000 for getting a Visa. In the first two
days of his arrival, he took an orientation by the Korean government including a basic Korean
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conversation, a medical checkups and recreation time. After the orientation, the boss in his first
company took him to his place located on the Yeoju county (was upgraded to a city as of 2009)
and he lived in a dormitory attached to the company. He shared his painful experience in this
workplace.
It was a sponge company…. It was really hard to bear… The boss kept yelling and used
to foul my names by habit even though I did not do anything wrong … In a busy time, I
had to work for around the clock twice a week. I had worked in this working condition
for about two years. I have one more thing to remember. My pay day was so irregular and
one time I just got a month pay while I had worked two months. This was so painful.
Finally, I left the company without getting one month salary (1-4~5).
Around the time he quit his first company, his father working in another company told
him that he wanted to go back Myanmar. Aung said that since his coming to Korea, he had been
thinking of sending his father back to his country to make him live together with her mother as
well as making money for his parents. So, in December 2006, Aung moved to an ejectionmolding company in Bucheon City where his father had worked and he succeeded his father’s
position. Since then, in this new company Aung has worked the night shift, from 8PM to 8AM
for almost three years. Actually, his story about his father made me feel that he was very
considerate to his parents.
Like the process of getting his current job, Aung became acquainted with the MA
through his father who had worked for the MA as an officer of financial affairs in the MA.
In the first interview, Aung talked about how he got to know the MA with his motive of
actively participating in the MA:
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My father was a member of the MA before I came to Korea in 2004 and at that time he
took charge of financial affairs in the MA. I used to Bucheon City from my workplace
Yeoju city to see his father almost every weekend and through my father I became
naturally acquainted with the MA and its members…. By the time I first participated in
the MA, I did not know anything and just followed senior members. Actually, I made up
his mind to work hard in the MA while I observe a series of situation: many members in
the MA were deported by the Korean government crackdowns; people who had been
working for a long time returned to Myanmar; and as a result the number of people
working for the MA was decreasing (1-7).
He remembered that it was around November 2005 when he was elected as a manager of
library and culture which was his first post as a key member of the MA and he has worked as a
labor counselor in the MA since 2007 until now.
Aung said that since moving to his current workplace in 2006, his status has been
undocumented. He is also a member of APECB in which he works for various projects in order
to support Myanmarese children who as a refugee status are living in the border area between
Myanmar and Thailand. He is not fluent in Korean yet. So, when Min Min Tun first
recommended him for my research, I hesitated to count him in the list of my participants.
However, as time went, I wanted to hear the experiences of a relatively new member. So, I
requested Min Min Tun and with his simultaneous interpretation, I could conduct two sessions of
interviews with Aung.
Although it has been just four years since he became a member of the MA which was
relatively a short working period compared with other participants in the executive team of the
MA, he has felt a great pride of the MA:
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“Our Myanmar Association is an organization for Myanmarese in Korea. I am
proud of being a member of the MA. While working as a member of the MA, I
have not received any money for my work. However, I think this is what I should
do in Korea for other Myanmarese people and I feel really rewarded because I
can do for other Myanmarese people in Korea” (2-5).

Wing Aung
When I first encountered with Wing Aung in the BMWH’s office, I thought he seemed
like a scholar in a university rather than a migrant worker due to his neat and tidy appearance and
calm and gentle voice. Actually, before I met first, during my early internship, I had heard about
him from BMWH’s activists strongly recommended him for my participant because he had a lot
experience in the MA. However, at that time, I hesitated to put him on my interview because he
was not a member of the current executive team in the MA, which I thought that he would not be
a right person to enrich my research. Later, however, I realized that this was my bias. While I
were conducting interview with members of the executive team of the MA, it occurred to me that
mere members in the MA as well as that in the executive team also could have valuable and rich
experiences in the MA. So, in the last one month of my internship period, I started interview
with him and through his fluent Korean like a native speaker, and his diverse experience both in
the MA and the Korean society, I could get quite satisfactory data which would be discussed in
the next chapter.
Like Min Min Tun, and Zaw Moa Tung, Wing Aung has an experience of participating in
democratic movements when he was a high school student. He told me about his experience with
an exciting tone:
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In my last semester of high school, the 8888 popular uprising25 occurred like the
Korean’s 5.18 democratic uprising. At that time, I participated in democratic movements
as a high school student and afterward I had continuously worked for democracy with my
seniors and friends…. When I reflect it now, I think that I just started participating in the
student protests with a feeling of rage and discontent. I heard that my seniors in school
and many university students were wounded and killed in a clash with armed police
officers (1-1).
Wing Aung also said that from the 1988 uprising to 1992, he had worked for
underground student movements as a correspondent including as delivering letters, let foreign
news know actual Burmese situations and after 1990 when even though the NLD won a landslide
victory in the election, However the military junta refused to recognize the results and began to
put a lot of elected officials and core student activists in prison. Wing Aung also became a
wanted man. He said, “I was the youngest son among all seven children in my family. So, one of
my elder sister told me that I should choose to give up the democratic activities or to escape from
the country. She said she did not want to see me in the jail and gave money and I was looking for
a broker in Yangon city.”
Wing Aung entered Korea in 1994 with a business visa and took a taxi to go his friend in
Bucheon City to whom he already had asked for help to stay in Korea for a while. He
remembered that Kimpo airport is really big compare to that of Burma, however, the area,

25

This uprising was a series of marches, demonstrations, protests, and in the Socialist Republic of the Union Burma
riots is uprising. Key events occurred on August 8, 1988, and from this, it is known as “the 8888 uprising.” The
8888 uprising was started by students in Yangon. Student protests spread throughout the country. Hundreds of
thousands of ochre-robed monks, young children, university students, housewives, and doctors demonstrated against
the regime. The uprising ended on September 18 after, a bloody military coup by another military group, the State
Law and Order Restoration Council (FromWikepedia, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/8888)
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Shinchang-Dong in Bucheon City where his friends resided in was no great difference with
Burma. Actually, although he came to Korea, he neither had a specific plan to do, nor just did
nothing all the day in his friend’s place where at that time five other migrant workers lived
together in a small room. So, he decided to work at a CNC (Computer Numerical Control)
milling company in Seoul which in turn his migrant workers life in Korea started. He said he
changed his job twice: an ejection-molding company and later a shoemaking company.
While working at a shoemaking company, he attended a two years’ evening course for
laborers and NGO activists opened by NGO graduate school in SungKongHoe University near
Bucheon City where he had studied peace, labor and human rights as an audit from 2000 to 2003.
During this period, he met various people with diverse backgrounds and in 2003 he quit his job
and he has worked as a part-time activist with the recommendation of one his classmates who
worked as an activist in a NGO whose main aim was to watch the government budget.
Wing Aung also obtained a refugee status in August 2008 and now life with Aung in the
APEBC office. He shared his dream in the further that he would establish a NGO in Burma and
as a civil activist work for human rights and minorities with what he had learned from the
Korean society.
As with other Myanmarese migrant workers, he knew the MA through his friends in 1996,
and began to participate in the MA:
I first knew there was Myanmar Community from Myanmarese friends who were my coworkers in a shoemaking company at Samjeong-Dong in Bucheon City around 19951996. So, I decided to make a visit there and began to know our community. In those
days, in my memory, the office of the community was next to the BMWH. Actually, the
BMWH played a leading role for operating our community and there was a Nepalese
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community who were really working well and I thought it was a kind of a senior of our
community. What was the most interesting for me was the BMWH had operated free
Korea classes for migrant workers and I felt that I should learn Korean… It was really
tough to live in Korea because I could not read sign boards on the street. So, I went to the
BMWH so that I could get useful information and meet Myanmarese people in the MA…
I do not know when I became a formal member of the MA…. I think that in the MA’s
constitution, it says that all the Myanmarese coming to Korea automatically become
members of the MA and I remembered that it was around 1996 when I began to actively
participate in the MA as a member of the MA (1-5~6).
Wing Aung said that from 1998 to 2003 he had undertaken an active role in the MA such
as an officer of financial affairs. However, as the MA split on the direction and the level of its
participation in joint protests against the Korean government’s introduction of EPS in 2004, he
gave up his position in the executive team of the MA and has worked as a mere member until
now. He said he had learned a lot valuable through participating in the MA over than10 years:

“I learn what to do in the near future. I want to work as an NGO activist in
Burma…I realized I should open up my mind first. This is the most important
thing that I have learned in the MA. If I just try to open other people’s mind, the
activity is subject to fail” (3-4).
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Chapter 6. THREE ACTIVITIES IN THE MYANMAR ASSOCIATION
According to Activity Theory, the activity is a minimal socially-culturally defined
learning context in which complicated and dynamic interactions among its components develops
and through these interactions human learning takes place, develop, and evolve. In this chapter, I
explored what activities the participants have participated in the MA. In order to identify what
activities the MA had performed, first I described what kinds of events and projects the MA has
performed based on interview data, my field observation, documents. Based on this, I draw three
activities of the MA and its main objective. Third, I presented the activity systems of each
activity in the MA for systematically providing the key components of each activity. Lastly, I
briefly introduced what learning has taken place in the activities of the MA and inner
contradictions within the activities of the MA as a key source of learning and development.

The Main Events and Projects of the Myanmar Association
While MA’s internal and external situations have changed with time, the main focus of
the MA’s activities had also changed. According to some participants including Min Min Tun,
Zaw Moa Tung, Tintung, and Sai Tun Boo whose working experiences for the MA were more
than ten years as key members, the main direction of the MA’s activities could be divided into
three periods: 1) In its early of days, from 1993 to 1998, LC (Labor Community) and the MA
(Myanmar Athin, Community), the two predecessors of the MA, had focused on human and
labor rights movements with the support of Korean civic groups such as a cathedral in Seoul, the
Seokwang Temple and the BMWH in Bucheon City. So, its main activities centered around labor
counseling and protests and demonstrations against the Korean government in association with
Korean NGOs and other ethnic migrant workers’ association in Korea; 2) second period is since
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around 1999 to 2003 when the MA declared their basic identity as a social organization in its
constitution, expanded its activities into cultural events along with human rights movement for
migrant workers in Korea. At the same time, in this period, the MA performed various network
projects with local Korean organizations such as the multicultural festival, “We Love Bucheon;”
and 3) the last period is since 2004 to the present when as Min Min Tun mentioned in the above
section, the MA has concentrated on cultural events and labor counseling along with some
political events.
Table 8. The Main Direction of the MA’s Activities
Period

Main Directions

1993-1999

Migrant worker’s human and labor right and promoting mutual
friendship

1999-2004

Cultural and religious events, Labor counseling, Struggling for
migrant worker’s labor and human rights

2004-Current

Cultural events, labor counseling, Political events

In the next three sections, I described what kinds of events and projects the MA has
created and conducted based the six participants’ interview, field observations, and my internship
experiences in BMWH as a coordinator for MA’s events.

Cultural and Religious Events in the MA
The MA has annually organized four major cultural and religious events as of 2009 on its
own or in association with other Myanmarese and Korean organizations as shown in Table 9. In
the following, I described how these events have been made and performed by the MA’s
members.
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Table 9. The Major Cultural Events in the MA
Start
Event Title
Main Purpose
Year

Key Network
Organizations

1998

Tilergamuni
Festival

Enhancing piety and member’s
friendship

The Seokwang Buddhist
Temple, the BMWH

1999

‘We Love
Bucheon’ Festival

Sharing Myanmarese culture
with local Korean society

Bucheon City, the BMWH,
Korean volunteers

2001

Thingyanmul
Festival

Enhancing member’s solidarity
and sharing Myanmarese culture
with Local Korean society

Bucheon City, BMWH

2001

Lotus Lanterns
Festival

Enhancing piety and sharing
Myanmarese religious culture
with Korean society.

The Jogye Order,
the Seokwang Temple

1) Tilergamuni Festival
The Tilergamuni Festival was one of the main annual events for culture sharing in the
MA. In the second interview, Min Min Tun, the current advisor of the MA, told me about how
the MA started this festival:
There were two purposes we created this event. First, as you know we, as migrant
workers in Korea, have had a hard time working and living in Korea. So, through praying
together in front of the statue and performing various traditional plays on this day,
Myanmarese migrant workers in Korea can comfort and encourage each other and
another object is not to forget our traditional culture in a foreign country. We have
organized this event on the Korean Thanksgiving day since 1998. Actually, we have a
similar national holiday in Myanmar. We called this holiday the “Tilergamuni” named
after the Buddha’s statue which we brought from Myanmar as part of revitalizing our
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community in 1998 and was enshrined in the sanctuary in the Seokwang Temple” (2-1).
Min Min Tun continued that “the MA prepares this event at least three or four months
before usually through the MA’s monthly meeting in which key members in the executive team
decide their roles for preparing and conducting the event. In the meeting, we discuss major
things including what kinds of plays the MA perform, how to fund-raise and how for preparing
foods. Based on the decisions made in the monthly meetings, members started to prepare the
event according to their roles. For example, members in the performance team practice on every
Sunday. In addition, we contact several small Myanmarese communities nationwide in the Korea
so that they can prepare and bring their own foods. Some of the Key members in the MA contact
the Seokwang Temple and the BMWH in order to take up the place for the event and the
performance practice respectively (2-2).
Min Min Tun said that his main tasks in this event were to back up the executive team
who were in charge of the event and prepare traditional Myanmarese costumes for the event. He
also mentioned that the MA had a having a hard time in operating a band for the event:
It is a really hard to organize a band for this event….. Actually, we organized a band,
“Golden Brothers” and had played from 1998 and 1999 but, due to the Korean
government’ crackdowns during the event, most of the band members went back to
Myanmar. And we made another band, “Eureka,” however, due to strict crackdowns on
illegal migrant workers in 2003, all the band members except one was deported and this
band also split up…. (2-2)
Zaw Moa Tung told me the specific procedure in this event, “At 6 on the morning on the
event, some key members in the MA pray in the front of the statue ‘Tilergamuni’ in the main hall
of the Seokwang Temple. Then, we make a final inspection of the stage and the event place until
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noon when the main event begins. For the opening ceremony, the priest of the Seokwang Temple,
the head of the BMWH, and the president of the MA in turn address congratulations to
Myanmarese migrant workers followed by other Myanmarese organizations’ introduction. After
this, we share Myanmarese food for lunch and we play several traditional performances on the
stage and around the temple. We also hold a singing contest” (2-1~2).
When I asked him to tell me about any difficulties in preparing for the event, Zaw Moa
Tung said that the first few years of the event, we, the MA prepared all foods for around 500
people, however, we changed this from three years ago in the way that some small communities
nationwide also could prepare some foods so that each community could share its food with
other participants. He also mentioned his feelings:
All the participants in the event really loved this event and encouraged each other
because this is the only Myanmarese religious event for Myanmarese migrant workers in
Korea. In Burma we have many religious events. However, we, Myanmarese migrant
workers are subject to forget our culture and religion due to the exhausting working life.
We usually pray before going to work and pray before going to bed in Burma. This event
enabled us not to forget our culture (2-4).
Zaw Moa Tung added that it would be almost impossible for the MA to continue to hold
this cultural event for a long time over 10 years in Korea without the active support and
cooperation of the Seokwang Temple (2-5).
During my internship in the BMWH, I had a chance to observe this event held on early
October 2009 in the Seokwang Temple, as a researcher as well as a coordinator on behalf of the
BMWH. I found that this event was mainly designed for Myanmarese people because there were
few Koreans. So, I asked Zaw Moa Tung, the president of the MA, whether the MA would
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inform local Korean society of this event, then, he said, “Until now, we had not had any plan to
change the character of this event to a cultural exchange event because of the event place and
budget, but in the near future we would share this event with local Korean society.”

2) Thingyanmul Festival
The Thingyanmul Festival was one of the main annual events for culture sharing and
exchange in the MA. In the second interview, Min Min Tun told me that the main motive that he
first planned this event was to complement the exclusive aspect of the Tilergamuni Festival:
The MA had performed the Thingyanmul Festival since 2001. The Tilergamuni Festival
is also a cultural event in the MA. However, we had held this festival just in the
Seokwang Temple so that Korean people did not know about it…. In addition, I thought
the Tilergamuni Festival was kind of a religious event so that it would be not easy for
Christian Myanmarese friends to participate in this festival. So, I proposed the
Thingyanmul Festival ….. We held the event in the central park of Bucheon City with the
support of the BMWH and Bucheon City in 2001. I invited Christian friends to
participate and more than 700 people came and all of them had a lot of fun… At this
event, Korean people really enjoyed our festival (2-5).
For the above description, I could tell two characteristics of this event: 1) this event was
not a festival just for fun, rather, it was one of the outcomes of the members of the MA’s
collective efforts to embrace ethnic minorities for encouraging Myanmarese migrant workers’
mutual friendship and solidarity; and 2) to make a space of actively communicating with local
Korean society for promoting cultural awareness between Myanmarese people and Korean
people.
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Min Min Tun mentioned that as with the Tilergamuni Festival, the MA plans and decides
what and how the MA prepares and performs the event through its monthly meetings held before
two or three months ago and in the past, the MA prepared all the foods for the event, however,
due to its load, the MA divided the work with small Myanmarese communities nationwide. He
added that unlike the Tilergamuni Festival, the MA had actively advertised the event in
association with the BMWH, and Bucheon City with using phonecall, emails, and leaflets.
Tintung, as a vice-president of the MA, took charge of all the practical things for this
event. He explained how the MA performed the event:
This is one of the biggest festivals in Myanmar. In the festival, we sprinkle and pour
water on passersby with our wish for their wellness and luck. We have held this event on
every April in Korea since 2001 which was the same month when we do in our country.
However, in 2004 we changed the date to June because BMWH’s activists said it was
really cold in April in Korea. We usually had this event in the central park in Bucheon
City in which we could get enough water. In the past, Bucheon City did not give a
financial support and we organized this festival by ourselves. We organized a band and
sang traditional songs before the main event of scattering water…. We have to prepare
for this event for several months. This year, as we have organized the festival over the
years, we already had stuffs for the event. So, we did not need to purchase many things. I
took charge of preparing for all the practical things such as decorating a stage and
borrowing a truck and chairs (1-7).
Actually, not long after I worked in the BMWH as an intern, I had a chance to observe
and assist the MA’s preparation for the Thingyanmul Festival as an administrative assistant of
the BMWH. At that time, I was really surprised at the scene that the entire process of this festival
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went on a perfect order without any external supports. Through my observation, I identified that
Tintung and MA’s members had accumulated abilities to communicate with the Korean society
as active cultural activists, which made me completely get rid of my preconception that migrant
workers in Korea would be just a social beings busy making their living so that they do not have
enough abilities and energy to communicate with the Korean society. In the second interview,
Min Min Tun told me the MA had had many obstacles to perform this event over eight years:
In the second year of the event in 2002, many Korean people criticized that we tried to
push ahead with the event despite a long drought in Korea. At that time, we held this
event in the Seokwang Temple, so I strongly argue to the chief priest of the temple that
this festival was a ritual for rain in Burma and then he finally gave his consent.
Fortunately, the next of the event it rained. Another incident was that when the MA held
the event in the Seokwang Temple, Korean people living near the temple made several
complaints about the loud music so that the police came to the temple. So, we decided to
change the event place to the central park with the help of the BMWH (2-6).
Aung said that when he first participated in this event, he did not know anything what he
should do as a member of the MA, however, while he worked with other senior members in the
MA, he began to learn how to prepare for the event: how to set up the main stage, how to get
stuffs, and how to make a poster and invitation cards for advertising this event. He also
mentioned that he took a Photoshop and computer class for making these advertisements so that
he can do it by himself.
Sai Tun Boo also told me that in the early years of the festival, MA’s members got lots
of difficulties in preparing for the event because MA’s members did not know many things:
where they should get stuffs for the event, how to get to the event place, how they inform MA’s
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members of the event and so on. Even worse, during the event, some drunken friends used to
fight each other in front of Korean people which made him very embarrassed (2-1).
However, he said that it was worth working for the Thingyanmul Festival:
….. Last year, I informed Myanmarese friends of the event a few days before the festival.
For example, I dropped by a small Myanmarese market near Bupyeong city station and
posted advertisements of the festival through which people living in far away from
Bucheon City can participate in the event… I think through this festival, people living in
all around the country can meet and talk together. And we really want to see our family in
Myanmar as you know we cannot do in Korea. So, we consider our members
participating in the event as our family members each other so that we can get over
homesickness (2-2).

3) “We Love Bucheon” Festival
This festival was one of the main events for cultural exchange with local Korean society.
According to the BWMH, the “We Love Bucheon” Festival, as a multicultural event, was first to
designed for promoting cultural exchange and mutual friendship between migrant workers in the
area of the Bucheon City and local Korean society by Bucheon City and local Korean NGOs.
Min Min Tun said, “The MA began to participate in this festival since 1999, the first year
of the event with the request of the BMWH. Especially, many other ethnic migrant workers’
communities supported by the BMWH also participate in this event including Bangladesh,
Philippine, Chinese, Pakistan, and so on. In order to for preparing in the event, the BMWH holds
a series of joint meetings three months before the event in which each all the communities decide
what they share and show in the event” (2-8). He also mentioned that in the first year of the event,
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it was really hard to prepare the event because the MA did not know what culture he should
share and how to show them but, with time, the MA began to get capability. He added that
Bucheon City has provided financial support and last year the MA invited famous singers from
Myanmar.
As with other events, Tintung, as a vice president, also took charge of practical things
such as purchasing items, arranging the event booth. He told me the difficulties preparing for this
event, “We have participated in this event to share Myanmarese traditional foods and culture
with local Korean residents. Last year, we sold our foods and we should make different foods
each year which is killing me. We have participated in this event for about ten years, so we
cannot show and sell same foods what we have done before and we have to meet Korean
people’s tastes” (1-7).
Zaw Moa Tung, the current president of the MA, told me that aside from the joint
meeting in the BMWH, key members in the MA also hold informal meetings for this event in
which they decide what food, traditional costumes, dances they should arrange and distribute
each members’ role and tasks. When I asked him whether there were any difficulties in preparing
for the event, he said, “Since around 2004~2005, many members in the MA returned to
Myanmar so that now there are few members who have experiences for this event and I have to
teach them how to prepare for this event” (2-2). Zaw Moa Tung also mentioned that with time,
he began to recognize the importance of this event through which we, migrant workers could
inform local Korean people of our existence as a social member. So, he said that he kept
encouraging relatively new members in the MA to get responsibility for the preparation of this
festival:
As you know, it is very hard to prepare for this event, because we don’t have time and
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energy and we are always exhausted by our living as a migrant worker. However, new
members well follow me. I keep reminding them that “I am not just Zaw Moa Tung as a
Myanmarese. I am not doing this event just for me, this is all for Myanmarese migrant
workers in Korea, if we do not do this, who can do this?”(2-3)

4) The Lotus Lanterns Festival
The Lotus Lanterns Festival was another annual event for cultural exchange in the MA.
Min Min Tun, the current advisor, said this is the event that the Jogye Order, one of three
Buddhist Orders in Korea hosts on the Buddha’s birthday and the MA has participated as a
partner. He explained how the MA began to participate in this event:
Originally, since 1999, the Nepalese community already participated in this event and
they showed us the pictures of the event…. So, our country also believes in Buddhism
and we decided to participate with the help of the Seokwang Temple. In the past, we went
with some Korean people in the Seokwang Temple... and brought Myanmarese some
Buddha’s statues in the event. Later, we thought it would be good to introduce our culture
through this event and decided to join with a car decorated with a traditional Myanmarese
style since 2001. In addition, with wearing our traditional royal costumes we march in a
parade through the streets of Seoul where lotus lanterns glitter on both sides (2-7~8).
He said that in the first year of the event, the number of the MA was more than 100 and
now it is around 50 and we participated in the main event that held in the Dongdaemoon Stadium
in Seoul and in the evening we joined the parade from the Stadium to the headquarter of the
Jogye Order for about two hours (2-7~8).
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Zaw Moa Tung said that the MA prepares for this event at least two or three months
before in order to decorate a car for parade. He said that some people including Min Min Tun,
Sai Tun Boo, Tintung and some other members living in Bucheon City gathered together to
decorate a parade car on every Saturday night two month before the event and we usually work
through the night (2-3~4).

Labor Counseling Service in the MA
The MA has provided labor counseling service for Myanmarese migrant workers in
Korea since its establishment in order to resolve various issues and problems that Myanmarese
migrant workers faces in their workplace such as overdue wage, industrial disasters and physical
and mental abuse as well as protect their basic human rights. In this section, I examined how the
MA has performed labor counseling especially based on participants who had experiences as a
labor counselor in the MA.
Aung who has worked as a labor counselor in the MA since 2007, said that if
Myanmarese migrant workers request help about their problems in the workplace, the MA
usually deals with counseling by three steps: 1) Keeping a record of counseling in a counseling
log form, 2) making a decision whether the MA take care of counseling on its own or requests it
to the BMWH or certified labor attorneys, and based on the decision 3) keeping contact with the
workplaces or the BMWH until migrant workers’ problems or issues are resolves (1-7). In the
first interview, Aung described the general procedure of labor counseling:
In order to efficiently communicate with the workplace, when I first take counseling, I
begin to keep a record of all the statements of a Myanmarese migrant worker in a
counseling log form which the MA made based on the BMWH’s counseling log form.
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Then, if counseling is hard to resolve within the MA, I request counseling to the BMWH.
Actually, we, the MA could not resolve a great deal of counseling without close
association with the BMWH because most counseling requires the counselors to have a
considerable level of knowledge about Korean labor law and regulations and a relatively
fluent command of Korean to communicate and fight with Korean people in the
workplace. In addition, if people want to have their counseling solved as soon as possible,
I introduce them to certified labor attorneys. In both cases, my role changes into an
interpreter between the BMWH or certified labor attorneys and Myanmarese migrant
workers. Lastly, I keep in touch with the workplace or the BMWH, until the problems or
issues are resolved (1-7~8).
Aung mentioned that before counseling, he informs people of MA’s regulations on
counseling. For example, he said, “Even though you could not get your salary from your
company, you should not blame us for it because we always do our best to resolve your problems.
Also, if you get money from your company, you do not need to pay us counseling fee because
labor counseling is a basic and volunteering activity of the MA” (1-8). Aung added that he had
dealt with one or two counseling a month and the major counseling the MA had taken care of
were about overdue wage and pensions, industrial disasters and if he got in a trouble in dealing
with counseling, he had sought advice of senior members who had had experiences and then
request help from activists in the BMWH (1-8). When I asked him to talk about any difficulties
he said, “One of the major difficulties in counseling is to interpret Korean for Myanmarese
migrant workers and in this case, I ask advice from senior members including Min Min Tun and
Tintung” (1-8).
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In the second interview, Tintung told me that he had also dealt with counseling although
he had not officially worked as a labor counselor in the MA. In particular, he mentioned that if
Myanmarese migrant workers had such problems in the workplace as overdue wage, quarrels
with their boss or Korean co-workers, through they tried to change the workplace, he used to
give them a piece of advice based on his long working experiences in the workplace in Korea.
He said:
In general, it is natural that there are good and bad people in the workplace. As I said you
before, if the boss is good, Korean co-workers would be bad and vice versa. In my
workplace, there are three Korean co-workers and two of them treated me well, and the
rest did not. Usually, migrant workers work hard, but there are some Korean workers
who work hard only if their boss are in the workplace. In this case, if migrant workers ask
them to work, fights begin. These days many Myanmarese migrant workers coming to
Korea tend to change their workplace when these kinds of fight happen because they
have official working visas. So, I said to them, “Do not think of that way, if you think
like that, you would not get a good job and although it is hard to work with Korean
workers, you should do you best to get along well with them” (2-9).
Tintung also told me that labor counseling activity is one of the very important activities
in the MA in that it is closely related to the reputation of the MA in Korea. He told me about it in
detail:
If the MA could not resolve counseling for example, Myanmarese migrant work end up
not being paid for his overdue wage, their minds are alienated from our community.
Some of them think that we, the MA did not our best. I think the basic power of our
community comes from labor counseling and this is closely related to the capability of
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the BMWH regarding labor counseling support. If we request counseling to the BMWH,
and this does not work well, our community also loses our power as a community… For
instance, if such a complicated counseling as a death from industrial disaster is well
resolved, people get much interested on the MA and its activities. In this case, they say to
other Myanmarese migrant workers to “Go to the MA, you can get a big help.” These
days for various reasons, even though we request counseling to the BMWH, there are
frequent occasions that it takes relatively long time for the BMWH to resolve counseling.
So, now we say to people who want to have their counseling solved quickly, “Go to
certified labor attorneys in Bupyeong city, and your problems and issues will be resolved
quickly. However, you have to pay for 10% of you salary of overdue wage you want to
get in the workplace” (2-5).
As Tintung said abovementioned, while I worked as a labor counselor in the BMWH, I
observed that for migrant workers there was nothing more important than to listen their problems
and try to solve it for them on behalf of them, because migrant workers problems are directly
related to their survival in Korean society and they do not have any resorts if their ethnic
communities or the Korean NGOs like the BMWH ignore their problems and issues.
In addition to this, I also perceived that although many participants in the study
mentioned that the MA’s power had been weakened compared with its heyday in the early
2000s, it still had had capacity of fight for Myanmarese migrant worker in Korea and had played
as a parent for them in that when a Myanmarese migrant worker died from an industrial disaster
in his workplace, the MA had taken care of this case competently in cooperation with the
BMWH and the Seokwang Temple: contacting the Myanmar embassy in Korea to invite the
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widow; negotiating the company with regard to the worker’s compensation; organizing the
funeral ceremony; and helping the widow go back to Myanmar safely.

Political Events in the MA
Since around 2002, MA’s members have planned and conducted political events within
the MA, with a view to building political awareness in Myanmarese migrant workers in Korea
regarding Democratization and ethnic tensions in Myanmar especially in association with other
Myanmarese political organizations including NLD and BAK as shown in Table 10 below.
In the following, I examined how these political events have been made and performed
by the MA’s members.
Table 10. The Major Political Events in the MA
Start
Year

Event Title

Main Purpose

Key Network
Organizations

Commemorating Aung San
Suu Kyi’s Birthday

Arousing Myanmarese migrant
workers’ political awareness

NLD, BAK,
BMWH

2007

Union Day

Enhancing member’s solidarity
among members from different
ethnics.

NLD, BAK,
BMWH

2002~

Holding seminars with
Arousing Myanmarese migrant
invited famous Myanmarese
workers’ political awareness
writers

2004

NLD, BAK,
Korean NGOs

1) Commemorating Aung San Suu Kyi’s Birthday
This events was first designed for introducing Aung San Suu Kyi’s political activities and
current Burmese political situations MA’s members and invited political celebrities in Korea.
Zaw Moa Tung, the current president of the MA said that he proposed this annual event in the
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MA in order to give its strength to Aung San Suu Kyi, acknowledged as the most revered
politician in Myanmar, who has been under house arrest for long years by the Myanmarese
military junta (2-6). Zaw Moa Tung described the general feature of the Aung San Suu Kyi’s
Birthday held in this year:
The MA prepared this event in association with the NLD and the BAK. We invited over
200 people including famous Korean politicians, NGOs representatives and other
national embassy people in Korea. In addition, dozens of Myanmarese migrant workers
working in the MA, NLD, and BAK also participated in this event. In the beginning of
the ceremony, as a representative of the MA, I read a statement to the effect that we
should regain our freedom from the military junta, then, we sang a song for Aung Suu
Kyi, and presented a play in which we sent a message to participants that even though
people working for Burmese democracy go to jail we need to continue to fight for our
freedom (2-6).
Zaw Moa Tung mentioned that in order not to get any interruptions by the Myanmar
embassy in Korea, the MA officially emphasizes this is just a cultural event. However, he said,
“Members who oppose to hold this event under the name of the MA do not appear in the event
and participants in this event know the genuine aim of this event” (2-6).
According to Min Min Tun, the current advisor, the MA and other organizations prepare
the event through organizing a series of informal meetings from three months before the event.
He said that the MA takes charge of the event place and finances, the NLD and BAK take on
invitations of celebrities and public relations, and all members from these three organizations
prepare altogether several performances for the event. Min Min Tun also mentioned that in the
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event, in order to arouse political awareness in participants, he tried to send a message to the
participants as follows:
Although it is important to make street demonstrations in front of the Myanmar
embassy in Korea, I think it is more important for Myanmarese migrant workers
coming to Korea to realize the serious problems of the current Myanmarese
government. We have many natural resources. Why we should work abroad?, Why
should we live outside of our country even though he could live well in our country?....
I think these are due to the Myanmarese government (2-9).
Min Min Tun also added that this event is one of the important opportunities
especially for the NLD and BAK, the two Myanmarese political organizations, to introduce
their activities and to attract their new members.

1) Union Day
The Union Day is another big political event in the MA. Zaw Moa Tung explained
that in this event, the MA invites Myanmarese migrant workers in Korea from diverse ethnic
backgrounds in Myanmar and share their folk performances altogether. He described the
background of how the MA started the Union Day:
There are more than 130 ethnic minorities in Myanmar… It was on February 12nd,
1946 when our country became independent of England and the leaders from all the
ethnic minorities gathered together led by General Aung San, who was the father of
Aung San Suu Kyi and they agreed on establishing a single democratic government.
The MA had held the Union Day annually since 2004 in order to celebrate this day
and to promote solidarity among Myanmarese migrant workers in Korea from diverse ethnic
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backgrounds. Actually, I am from Burma, and I guess there are Myanmarese migrant
workers in Korea at least from seven different ethnic minorities in Myanmar. We, the
MA know that many of these Myanmarese migrant workers regularly get together by
their ethnics (2-7).
Zaw Moa Tung also said that in the ceremony, each minority addresses its own statement
to the effect that all of the Myanmarese migrant workers should help each other when they return
to Myanmar as well as they live in Korea and should fight for democracy against the military
junta and after this, all the participants sing a song of the union day and each minority groups
perform their traditional dances with wearing their traditional ethnic costumes and then shares
their foods with others(2-7). As with other events, he added that for this event, through the
monthly meeting, the MA organized the general plan of the event and after this, the MA contacts
with key member of ethnic minorities in Korea two or three month before the event and shared
the work and expense with them (2-8).
In the second interview, Min Min Tun describe one scene in the event that Myanmarese
migrant workers from diverse ethnic groups read a statement with wearing their ethnic costumes,
“We only believe the General Aung San and we can trust other people after him and any
problems among ethnic minorities in Myanmar are those of people after the General Aung San”
(2-13). He added that the MA organized this event as a host in the first year of the event,
however since the second year the MA has conducted this event in a close cooperation with other
Myanmarese political organizations, the NDL and the BAK.
Through the descriptions of the Zaw Moa Tung and Min Min Tun on the event, I
concluded that the MA and its members had made constant efforts to build political awareness
and solidarity of Myanmarese migrant workers living in the foreign country.
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3) Seminars with famous Myanmarese writers
In order to arouse political awareness in Myanmarese migrant workers in Korea, the MA
has also organized informal seminars through annually inviting famous Myanmarese writers
from all over the world since 2002. Zaw Moa Tung explained the main purpose of this event:
As you know, writers in general are smart people and they know much about Myanmar’s
situations so, we have invited them from other countries such as Japan, the United States
and Burma. In the seminar, we usually talk about democracy and our country’s future and
so on…. And many members come to the seminar to hear Myanmar’s current political
situations. There came more than 100 people in 2007. Last year, we tried to invite a
writer in the United State, but we could not due to his schedule (2-8).
Zaw Moa Tung said that in 2007 he knew the fact by one of his acquaintances
that a famous woman writer had just in time stayed in Korea as a visiting scholar at one Korean
university and he contact her so that the MA organized a seminar with her in which she said to
participants, “Although it is important to make money in Korea, there are many things to do in
Myanmar for educating people and developing countries” (2-8~9). He also said that whenever
writers came to seminars, we made a copy of their books in order to share them with other
members because it is hard to get their book prohibited by the military junta in Myanmar (2-9).
Sai Tun Boo, the current advisor of the MA, told me that many of the famous journalist
and writers living as a refugee status all over the world and the MA had kept in touch with these
writers by phones and emails and the MA has supported Burmese refugees staying in the border
area between Burma and Thailand with some of profits from selling copies to Myanmarese
migrant workers (2-6).
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Three Activities and Activity systems of the Myanmar Association
Through the detailed description of the current MA’s events and projects from six
participants, as key members of the MA, I identified that the MA has conducted three main
activities currently: 1) the activity of culture sharing and exchange as the central activity of the
MA, 2) the activity of labor counseling and 3) the hidden activity of political awareness building,
which was a relatively new activity under the central activity of culture sharing and exchange.
The above current three activities of the MA neither appeared all at once nor were static
activities. Rather, these three activities of the MA were the ongoing outcomes of its members’
constant efforts in response to various internal and external contradictions, conflicts, and
challenges. In the following, I explored what was the main objective of each activity in the MA
and how these three activities have been realized by its members with constructing the activity
systems. The three activity systems will be a useful conceptual framework for my analysis of
how and what the participant have learned through participating in the activities of the MA and
the essence of their lived experiences, which I will examined in the next chapter.

Culture Sharing and Exchange and its Activity System
As a social organization, the MA has conducted the activity of culture sharing and
exchange in order to enhance quality of life of its members and to cultivate mutual friendship
among Myanmarese migrant workers in Korea. For achieving this purpose, the MA has
organized various cultural and religious events such as the Tilergamuni Festival, Soccer League,
and Summer Camp. In addition, in order to promote mutual friendship between Myanmarese
migrant workers and Korean society, the MA has performed the Thingyanmul Festival and has
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actively participated in the local multicultural festival, “We Love Bucheon” and the Lotus
Lanterns Festival in association with local organizations and religious groups.
According to Activity theory, there are three levels of human behaviors in an activity
system: activity, action, and operation, each of them are directed by its motives, conscious goals,
and conditions which are not consciously reflected by the subject respectively. Furthermore, an
activity is realized by specific actions and these actions are realized by specific operations.
In the activity of culture sharing and exchange in the MA which I described the previous
section, I could identify that the activity was realized by numerous series of actions and
operations of its subject, MA’s members. For instance, there were specific actions such as
organizing a monthly meeting, contacting with the BMWH and each of these actions had its own
goal respectively; making decisions of what the MA should do in a cultural event and getting
financial support. In addition, in the activity of culture sharing and exchange in the MA, I could
also identify that the above actions were realized by specific operations that were directed by its
prevailing conditions. For example, in the Thingyanmul Festival, MA’s members tried to scatter
water using a hose, however, it took a long time for them to sprinkle water over many passersby
at once, so they decided to pour water directly over people using water baskets.
The subject’s actions and operations abovementioned are neither the only nor a static
element in the activity of culture sharing and exchange. Rather, as depicted in Figure 5 through
dynamic interactions with other key components in the activity system, they produce various
intended or unintended outcomes within or across activity systems, which can involve the
development, transformation or creation of new activity systems. The key components of the
activity system of culture sharing and exchange are as shown in Figure 5.
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Mediating Tool (Artifacts):
Cultural events (Tilergamuni Festival, Thingyanmul
Festival, Lotus Lantern Festival, We Love Bucheon
City Festival, Soccer League, Summer Camp),
Meetings, Notices

Object:
Myanmarese migrant
workers and Korean society

Subject:
Members in
Myanmar
Association

Rules:
MA’s
Constitution,
Employment
Permit System

Community:
The Bucheon Migrant Worker’s
House, the Seokwang Temple,
Bucheon City, the NLD, the
BAK, the Myanmar Embassy in
Korea, the Korean NGOs

Outcome:
Getting
confidence to
survive in Korea

Division of Labor:
The tasks of MA’s members
are divided as occasion
demands (contacting people,
preparing for supplies, setting
an event stage, and so on)

Figure 4. The Activity System of Culture Sharing and Exchange
The subject of the culture sharing and exchange is the members of the Myanmar
Association. The members in the MA participated in the activity with their own motives such as
relieving homesickness and stress, making new friends, and so on. The main objects of the
activity of culture sharing and exchange are Myanmarese migrant workers and Korean society.
The subject in the activity system of culture sharing and exchange has made every effort to
enhance the quality of life of Myanmarese migrant workers and to cultivate mutual friendship
between its member and Korean society through organizing various cultural and religious events.
In order to fulfill the object of the activity of culture sharing and exchange, the subject
has used, transformed, or created various mediated tools such as cultural and religious events, a
monthly meeting and notices. In specific, MA’s members have organized various cultural and
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religious events since its establishment, and sometimes they revised tool in order to efficiently
achieve the object of the activity: in the Lotus Lantern Festival, they made a car decorated by
Myanmarese traditional style. In addition, MA’s members have also made new tools such as the
Thingyanmul Festival, the summer camp and so on with a view to achieving the object of the
activity.
According to Engeström, human activity is not only individual production. Rather, it
always takes place within a community governed by a certain division of labor and by certain
rules (Engeström, 1987, Ch 3., p.5). Actually, in order to fulfill the object of culture sharing and
exchange, the members of the MA have had close relationship with other organizations such as
the BMWH, the Seokwang Temple, and Bucheon City who have also shared the same object
with the MA. Actually, the MA has developed and conducted various cultural and religious
events in association with these neighborhood organizations. In the activity of culture sharing
and exchange, there are explicit and implicit rules that constrain the actions of the subject in the
MA such as the MA’s constitution. Lastly, in the activity of culture sharing and exchange I could
also identify the Division of labor which according to Engeström (1987), refers to the horizontal
actions and interactions among the members of the community and to the vertical division of
power and status. For example, in order to prepare a cultural event, members in the MA share the
work for preparing a cultural event: some members took charge of contacting other organizations,
other purchased items.
As I described the above, the activity of culture sharing and exchange is a collective
production of its key components. However, as Leont’ev (1974) points out, the most important
feature in the analysis of the activity system is not on breaking living activity down into piece
elements, but instead is on revealing its inner dynamic interactions. Furthermore, these
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interactions among elements in the activity entail intended or unintended outcomes, which can
result in continuously transformations of the activity or realizes, perhaps, a quite different
relation to the world, i.e., which realizes another activity (Leont'ev, 1974, p.28). In the activity of
culture sharing and exchange I could identify many outcomes. For example, many participants
described that they got emotional satisfactions or confidence and energy to survive in Korea
society through participating in the activity of culture sharing and exchange in the MA. One
participant said that he learned how to conduct cultural events. In addition, with time, MA’s
members have changed, transformed and created its tools: cultural events in association with
other organizations.
All of these outcomes of the activity are not the result of learning. However, I could find
that some of them were the possible results of participants’ learning within the activity system or
across activity systems in the MA which I addressed in the following sections. I analyzed the
learning outcomes in the activity of culture sharing and exchange of the MA in the last section of
this chapter and in Chapter 7.

Labor Counseling and its Activity System
Labor counseling was one of the essential and longest activities that the MA has
conducted since its establishment. While working as migrant workers in Korea, Myanmarese
people have faces many problems in their workplace such as overdue wage, industrial disasters.
So, to solve these problems, the MA has provided labor counseling service for Myanmarese
migrant workers. However, labor counseling service demanded lots of related knowledge and
communication skills so that the MA has closely cooperated with the Bucheon Migrant Workers’
House.
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The activity of labor counseling had also been realized by numerous series of actions and
operations of its subject, MA’s members. For example, labor counselors or key members of the
MA had kept a record of counseling in a counseling log, requesting counseling to the BMWH, all
of which had its own goal respectively; communicating with the workplace more efficiently,
getting help resolve counseling. In addition, in the activity of labor counseling, I could also
identify that associated actions were realized by specific operations that are directed by its
prevailing conditions. For instance, when a Myanmarese male migrant worker wanted to have
her counseling resolved quickly, the MA introduced a certified labor attorney to her instead of
taking care of counseling itself or requesting it to the BMWH. The general structure of the
activity system of labor counseling in the MA is presented in Figure 6 below.
Mediating Tools (Artifacts):
The Bucheon Migrant Worker’s House,
Certified labor attorneys, Counseling logs,
Informal meetings

Subject:
Members in
Myanmar
Association

Object:

Outcome:

Myanmarese Migrant
workers having problems
in the workplace

Getting overdue wage
from the workplace

Rules:

Community:

Division of Labor:

MA’s Constitution,
Employment Permit
System, Labor Law in
Korea, Employment
contract

The Bucheon Migrant
Worker’s House, Certified
labor attorneys, Migrant
workers’ workplaces

Labor counselors take charge
of related tasks
(Contacting a workplace,
asking for advice to BMWH,
and so on)

Figure 5. The Labor Counseling Activity System
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Actually, although there were three posts in the executive team of the MA whose main
tasks was to take exclusive charge of labor counseling, some senior members in the MA also
actively took care of counseling on behalf of the MA. Anyway, a group of members in the MA
had provided labor counseling for Myanmarese migrant workers who have the workplace
problems and issues (object) in close collaboration with other organizations such as the BMWH
and certified attorneys (community). They had also used counseling logs, organized inform
meetings (mediating artifacts) and should refer to an employment contract while conducing
counseling and follow the MA’s inner regulations such as not ask any counseling fee for
counseling.
As with other two activity systems in the MA, the activity of labor counseling had also
produced various intended and unintended outcomes, some of which could be the possible result
of participant’s learning. For example, as it began to take a long time for the BMWH to resolve
counseling which the MA had requested, the MA decided to request their counseling to another
organization, certified labor attorneys. I discussed learning outcomes in the labor counseling
activity of the MA in the last section of this chapter and in Chapter 7.

Political Awareness Building and its Activity System
The MA has conducted the activity of political awareness building to arouse political
awareness in its members regarding the democratization of Myanmar and ethnic conflicts in
Myanmar. For this purpose, the MA has held Aung San Suu Kyi’s Birthday and the Union Day.
Furthermore, in order to get the latest information in Myanmar’s political situations, the MA has
invited famous Myanmarese writers living in Myanmar or other countries in the world in
association with the NLD, the BAK, and Korean NGOs. Actually, according to the MA’s
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constitution, the MA is a social and cultural organization for enhancing the quality of life of its
members living in Korea. Furthermore, as I mentioned Chapter 5 and 6, many members have
been concerned about the MA’s politicization because they did not want to get any harm when
they go back to Myanmar. For this reason, Min Min Tun said that the MA had spoken outwardly
they hold social and cultural events for Commemorating Aung San Suu Kyi’s Birthday and the
Union Day. Therefore, I came to think that the activity of political awareness building in the MA
was a “hidden” activity under the central activity of culture sharing and exchange in the MA.
As with the other two activities mentioned in the previous section, I could also identify
the activity of political awareness building had been realized by numerous series of actions and
operations of its subject, MA’s members. For example, there were specific actions such as
organizing an informal meeting, contacting the NLD and BAK all of which have its own goal;
making decisions of how to invite a famous Myanmarese writer from the United States,
discussing how to organize a seminar. In addition, in the activity of political awareness building
in the MA, I observed that associated actions were realized by specific operations that were
directed by its prevailing conditions. For instance, in the street demonstrations in front of the
Myanmar embassy in Korea, due to Korean police’ warning, speakers could not use a
loudspeaker instead they should speak out with a loud voice. The general feature of the activity
system of political awareness building in the MA is shown in Figure 5 below.
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Mediating Tools (Artifacts):
Commemorating Aung San Suu Kyi’s
Birthday, The Union Day, Inviting famous
writers, Street demonstrations, Meetings

Subject:
Members in
Myanmar
Association

Object:

Outcome:

Myanmarese migrant
workers and Korean
society

Having a critical mind
on the Myanmarese
government

Rules:

Community:

Division of Labor:

MA’s
Constitution,
The Myanmar
Embassy in Korea

The NLD, the BAK, the
APEBC, the Bucheon
Migrant Worker’s House,
Korean NGOs

The tasks of MA’s members are
divided as occasion demands
(Inviting Korean people, looking
for an event place, and so on)

Figure 6. The Activity System of Political Awareness Building
The number of the members participating in the activity of political awareness building
was much less than that of the activity of culture sharing and exchange due to the MA’s
members concern that they would get any disadvantage when they go back to Myanmar.
Anyway, some members in the MA (the subjects) were actively participating in this activity in
order to arouse political awareness in Myanmarese migrant workers and Korean society(the
object) regarding Democratization and ethnic tensions in Myanmar in close collaboration with
the NLD, the BAK, and the BMWH (community). The subject of this activity had created and
held various political events and seminars although there are many internal and external
opposition and obstacles such as MA’s constitution which defines MA as social organization,
and the persistent interruptions of the Myanmar embassy in Korea(explicit and implicit rules). In
addition, in preparing the political event “Commemorating Aung San Suu Kyi’s Birthday,” the
MA shares the work with other network organizations. For example, the MA took charge of
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organizing overall events and looking for an event place and finances, the NLD and the BAK
invited Korean NGOs and politicians, and the BMWH provided an event place (division of
labor).
The activity of political awareness building in the MA had also produced many outcomes
which was the ongoing results of dynamic interactions between and among key elements of the
activity system. For instance, there happened serious internal conflicts regarding the identity of
the MA in Korea among MA’s members. Some of them had made an effort to create and hold
various political events in order to inform its members and Korean society of the reality of
Myanmarese political situations, other were harshly opposed to hold any kinds of events in the
MA which had political characters. Actually, two current Myanmarese political organizations in
Korea, the NLD and the BAK are the results of these kinds of conflicts in the MA.I explored
participants’ learning outcomes in the activity of political awareness building in the MA in the
next section and Chapter 7.

Three Levels of Learning in the Activities of the Myanmar Association
Until now, I described three activities of the MA that the six Myanmarese male migrant
workers have participated in and how these three activities were carried out through constructing
and examining its activity system of each activity in the MA. Before exploring the meaning and
the structure of the participants’ lived experiences in the activities of the MA in Chapter 7, I
briefly examined what learning has occurred along with the main contradictions embedded in the
activities of the MA as a key source of human learning.
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According to Engeström (1987, 2001), learning in the human activity can be categorized
into three levels: Learning I is to acquire information in the given context; Learning II is to solve
pre-given tasks or problems and to acquire the deep-seated rules and patterns of behavior
characteristic to the context itself; and Learning III is to resolve contradictions (double bind
situations). Actually, I had observed a great deal of the participants’ Learning I and II through
identifying the outcomes produced by dynamic interactions among its key components in the
activities of the MA as shown in Table 11.
Table 11. Learning I and II in the Activities of the MA
Activity \ Level of
Learning

Learning I
(Operation, unconscious behaviors)

Learning II
(Action, conscious behaviors)

Culture sharing
and exchange

Know how to cooperate with the
Know how to get supplies and to set
Seokwang Temple for preparing
up a main stage for the Tilergamuni
the Tilergamuni Festival
Festival

Political
awareness
building

Know how to contact ethnic
minorities for inviting them to the
Union Day

Labor counseling

Know how to keep a record of a
counseling log

Know how to invite Korean
politicians to the event
“Commemorating the Aung San
Suu Kyi’s Birthday”
Know how to decide to request
counseling to the BMWH or
certified labor lawyers

Learning III, which is “fundamental for the typically human brand of development,” is a
rare event and produced by the contradictions of Learning II (Engeström, 1987, Ch3., p.9).
Engeström (1987) argues that four level of the contradictions in human activity are driving force
of change in the activity and the key source of human learning and development: the primary
contradiction (within each constituent of the activity) , the secondary contradiction (among the
constituent of the activity), the tertiary contradiction (between the object/motive of the dominant
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form of the activity and the object/motive of a culturally more advanced form of the activity),
and the quaternary contradiction (between the central activity and its neighbor activities).
Through my analysis of the activities in the MA using CHAT, I observed that there
existed three major contradictions in the activities of the MA: the primary contradiction within
subject, between the secondary contradiction among components, and the tertiary contradiction
between the dominant motive/objective in the central activity and the culturally more advanced
motive/object of the central activity in the MA. I also identified that some solutions (learning
outcomes) had been created by resolving these historically accumulated inner contradictions. For
example, the current three key communities (the NLD, the BAK, and the APEBC) of the central
activity and the activity of political awareness building in the MA, the activity of political
awareness building (as a hidden activity under the central activity of culture sharing and
exchange), and one tool (certified labor lawyers) in the activity of labor counseling in the MA
were all the learning outcomes as solutions created by as members of the MA, the participants’
constant collective efforts to resolve inner contradictions embedded in the activities of the MA.
In the next chapter, I examined the essential nature of the lived experiences which the
participant, as members of their community, perceived in the process of acquiring information,
solving pre-given problems, and resolving inner contradictions in the activities of the MA.As I
mentioned in Chapter 1, based on the Engeström’s concept of Learning III (1987).
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Chapter 7. FIVE FEATURES OF THE PARTICIPANTS’ EXPERIENCES
IN THE ACTIVITIES OF THE MYANMAR ASSOCIATION
This chapter provides the essential aspects of six Myanmarese male migrant workers’
lived experiences which they, as members of the MA, had perceived in the process of their
learning: acquiring information in the given context, solving pre-given tasks and problems and
resolving various inner contradictions in the activities. From my analysis of the data, five
features of the participants’ lived experiences emerged: Actively taking responsibility and selfsacrifice, living with a strong sense of vocation, escaping from the daily routine and connect to a
new world and dream, getting confidence to survive in Korea, learning to live while embracing
various differences. I used the term features to indicate that each represents the essential nature
of the phenomenon, that is, the essence of the participants’ lived experiences in the MA’s
activities as members of their community.

Actively Taking Responsibility and Self-Sacrifice
According to Engeström (1987, ch2., pp. 41-43), the primary contradiction of activities in
capitalist socio-economic formations lives as the inner conflict between exchange value and use
value within each corner of the triangle of activity. Through interview, I found that while
participating in three activities of the MA, all of six participants in the study had undergone the
primary contradiction as the subjects in the activities of the MA. For example, as ordinary
migrant workers in Korea, most participants in the MA wanted to meet other Myanmarese
friends for relieving their homesickness, to make and save more money for themselves and
family members in Myanmar, and to take their personal time especially on weekends (usually
starting from late afternoon on Saturday) such as taking a rest or sleep in order to work more
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efficiently in the workplace. Although, most participants in the MA have got over loneliness
through the activities in the MA, they described that they had poured a great deal of their time,
money, energy and even worse health working for the MA as its members. Therefore, as
Engeström (1987) posits, the primary contradiction had lived as the inner conflict between
exchange value and use value within the subject of each activity system in the MA. Most
participants in the study perceived that it was worth working for the MA because it was a selfrewarding in that they became able to make friends and help other people in need (use value),
however, at the same time while performing their tasks in the activities of the MA, they were
losing their valuable time, money, and energy (exchange value). Through interview, I found that
this primary contradiction (double bind situation has led internal conflicts of the subjects in the
activities of the MA. For example, on the one hand, they perceived the value of working for
other Myanmarese migrant workers in Korea, on the other hand, when it was hard for them to
prepare for MA’s events or to take care of counseling, they used to ask themselves, “Why should
I work for the MA?” However, I could tell that although it was tough for them to manage both
work and activities for the MA, no participant in the study seemed to avoid taking their role in
the MA. On the contrary, six Myanmarese male migrant workers, as members of the MA had
overcome their double bind situation embedded in the activities of the MA through actively
taking responsibility and self-sacrifice.
Zaw Moa Tung, the current president, told me that MA’s members got involved in
various activities of the MA. Zaw Moa Tung explained that since after 2004 when human rights
movements against the Korean government introduction of EPS was at its most intense, MA’s
main activities have centered around cultural events: the Tilergamuni Festival, the Thingyanmul
Festival, the Lotus Lanterns Festival on Buddha’s birthday, the “We Love Bucheon” Festival, the
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summer camp and the soccer league as MA’s annual events. Then, for my better understanding,
he explained in detail the process of preparing and conducting each of cultural events in the MA
and as a president of the MA he took charge of all of these events. He said that if including big
and small, there are more than twenty annual events in the MA. He described what he did for
preparing the Tilergamuni Festival last year:
There come more than 400 Myanmarese migrant workers in the event. One or two month
before the event day, I as a president of the MA contact the leaders in all over the country
and coordinator what food and performance they can prepare. We hold the event annually
in the Seokwang Temple with the help of its head priest “Young dam.” Usually, I stay in
the Seokwang Temple in which the festival takes place the day before the festival which
is usually on Sunday. Some members in the MA and I prepare food the whole night
through, and at dawn of the festival day which is around 6am, around ten members
including me pray for the peace and good health of Myanmarese people in Korea and
Myanmar in front of a statue of Buddha in the main hall of the Seokwang Temple. The
event opens 12PM to 5PM in which participants share foods, performs traditional plays….
(2-4).
Through his story about preparing and performing various MA’s annual events, I was not
a little surprised in that Zaw Moa Tung as a member and a president of the MA has steadily
worked for these events for long years even though he, as a migrant worker in Korea could have
various constraints such as time, money. Actually, while I worked in the BMWH as an intern, I
had seen almost every Sunday at the MA’s office located in my office, in order to hold an
executive team meeting or prepare for MA’s cultural events. So, I wondered whether there were
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any difficulties for him to conduct the presidency. Then, he expressed his feelings on his busy
schedule in the MA:
Actually, I feel that I do not have any personal time. In the week day, I have to work from
8AM to 9PM and usually we (MA) hold our events on Sunday because of livelihood. So,
MA’s members and I usually prepare for our events from Saturday night. People have to
work until Saturday afternoon and after work we get together and prepare for our events
and hold the following next day. … Most of our events take place in Bucheon City so that
we meet in Bucheon City for the preparation of our event. As I live in Kimpo City where
it takes two hours to go to Bucheon City by mass transportation, I arrive at a meeting
place almost 10PM. It was common for me to prepare for our events such as the
Thingyanmul Festival and the Lotus Lanterns Festival till dawn. Actually, this repeats
almost every weekend. It was really tough, because I had to take a rest for the work. I
could not have private time especially (2-2).
Zaw Moa Tung also expressed what he felt about his position, a president of the MA that:
It is really a time-consuming position, and it really gives me a headache. I am not paid for
this position. Actually, I spent most of my salary for MA’s activities until the present
except my pocket money (2-3).
Through his long descriptions on the difficulties conducting a president role in the MA, I
could tell that he had experienced inner conflict between use value (pursuing his private interests)
and exchange value (dedicating himself to the MA for Myanmarese migrant workers in Korea) in
the central activity of the MA. Right after I heard his story, I told him that if I were him, I could
not do what he had done for the MA. Then, I asked him what made him continue to work for the
MA with exhausting his time, money, and energy. He responded in a determined mind voice:
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When I prepare for MA’s events with other members, I used to say to them that
“although it is hard to work for the MA, let do it together” and then they follow me. I also
talked to them that “I am not Zaw Moa Tung. I am a representative of Myanmarese
people in Korea, so we have to do what Myanmarese people in Korea want” and add that
“who would do these works if we do not in Korea” (2-3).
Through his descriptions, I got the strong sense that Zaw Moa Tung had perceived to
perform his duties in the MA is to actively take a considerable level of dedication.
In the third interview, I asked him whether there were any difficulties that the MA had
faced. Zaw Moa Tung pointed out that as the MA has focused on cultural activities since after
2004, many members in the executive team of the MA just have participated on the very day of
the events and did not appear in the MA’s monthly meetings and preparation of events:
As you saw in our last meeting, recently, the MA’s monthly meeting, half of the members
in the executive team have not appeared and some of members were absent themselves
without notice. So, one time, I was really angry at some key members’ insincere attitude I
called all the members in the executive team of the MA and convened a meeting. In here,
I told directly to them that “You really want to operate the MA and give a credit to me as
a president of the MA.”I also asked them whether the MA should exist in Korea or if
needed, I do not operate it alone I have to do with other people (3-6).
For these problems in the MA, Zaw Moa Tung said that it was hard for him to find
appropriate persons whom he can take over his role. In addition, he also worried about the
decreasing number of new members to the MA due to the appearance of relatively new
Myanmarese organizations in Korea:
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When I first came to Korea, the MA was the only Myanmarese organization. Now, there
are many Myanmarese organizations such as the BAK, the NLD, and two Buddhist
temples for Myanmarese people. In particular, Myanmarese migrant workers can apply
for refugee visa when he became a formal member of political organizations, the NLD,
the BAK by paying monthly membership fee and working for a couple of months. After,
they apply for refugee visa, they are free from the Korean government crackdowns and
stay and work in Korea for a long time which I think, is a great attraction for new
Myanmarese migrant workers coming to Korea.
So, I wondered whether he could get any temptation of making compromises such as
changing the MA’s organizational character into a political one as a way of solving MA’s
problems including its weakening solidarity and attracting new members. He said firmly in an
excited tone:
If we (MA) do like the NLD and the BAK, more people would come to the MA.
However, as I said before, if the MA would express it is a political organization and
would work for political activities publicly, there would happen lots of problems. It is
like that the one of the biggest shelters in Korea for many Myanmarese migrant workers
who will go back to Myanmar disappears. I think people who apply for refugee visa
without having a sincere mind (political authenticity) are rubbishes. They are really
rubbishes. I do not need rubbishes…. Anyway, I said to people that if they want to apply
for refugee visa, they could do. It is a matter of their minds. However, I said to
Myanmarese people in the last election that “there is nothing you can get from the MA
right after you become a member of our community. You have to give your mind, money,
and time. If you can this, you have a qualification to work with me.” I also said to them,
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“We do not have anything we can give you as a member and the MA is an organization
where you should give your heart, so do not anticipate anything else” (3-9).
Through interviews with him, I could tell that for Zaw Moa Tung conducting his work as
a president of the MA did not imply that he participated in small get-together meetings in which
he could just enjoy his leisure time during his stay in Korea. Rather, he perceived that his
position as a key member in the MA constantly needed to maintain a great deal of responsibility
and self-sacrifice.
Min Min Tun, the current advisor of the MA, also expressed similar perceptions on the
primary contradiction as Zaw Moa Tung had. In the second interview, when I asked him to tell
me about how he took his current position and there were any difficulties conducting as a key
member of the MA, he told me how he took up the position of the current advisor in the MA:
Since around 2005 many members left the MA due to result of internal conflicts of the
MA regarding the way and the participation level of the solidarity protest against the
Korean government introduction of EPS. The BAK broke away from the MA and there
were few people to take a leading role in the MA….. It was like the MA was rapidly
disintegrating. People asked me to take a president position, but due to my illness, I
hesitated to accept their proposal. At that time, 60% of my kidney did not function
properly… My friends kept telling me that they could help me out if you take a president.
So, I took it, however, in the September 2005 due to my illness, I entered into a hospital
and got an operation. And after then, I had a renal dialysis twice a week. So, I resigned
and took an advisor role since then (1-2~3).
He added that due to his illness he has not had a regular job until now and this was why
he had lived in the shelter for migrant workers. As with Zaw Moa Tung, Min Min Tun also had
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experienced the primary contradiction embedded in the activities of the MA. While I listened to
his story, I was curious about how he could make a living in Korea until now. Min Min Tun
recollected the time he first found out his illness:
Since I came to Korea, when I had a job, I did not have enough money…. Actually, in the
beginning of my work in Korea, I helped many friends in need and lived with them
together for a longtime… And as a key member (president) in the MA I had a lot of
chances to contact with Myanmarese people living in other countries, at that time, the
total charge of international telephone amounted to 400,000Won ($400 US) a month
which was half of my salary. At that period, it was really tough because I needed to save
money for the future…. the MA had the Tilergamuni Festival on September 2009… It
was around 17th to 18th… I had been sick from 14th September. A doctor told me to go
into hospital and I said that I would do after the festival because I was a president in the
MA. He said “No” and then I also replied to me “No” because I did not have any money
and had to conduct the festival successfully and I had a lot to think. I felt a responsibility
as a president of the MA. I asked the doctor “how long could I live?”….. So, I requested
him that I would go into the hospital after I prepare the festival for a day September 16.
At that time, Bae Seoung Hee, who was one of the activists in the BMWH helped me to
do so. I entered into Sungae hospital on September 16 and in the hospital I kept
wondering how the festival was going on with looking over the window where the
festival performed in the temple. I kept thinking to myself that I should be there… I
should be there….. And in a few days later, I got an operation (1-9).
Min Min Tun said that since his kidney operation, he has lived in a shelter for migrant
workers with the support of the Seokwang Temple. He also said that he has got a food support
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from the BMWH and the Seokwang Temple and has received some of his living expenses from
some member of the MA. Actually, when I first heard his story, I could not recognize his illness
had something to do with his activities in the MA. However, while I worked for the BMWH, I
had some chances to hear from BMWH’s activists and MA’s members that Min Min Tun’ illness
was a result of his not caring of his health and his dedication to MA’s activities for the MA’s
heyday between 1999 and 2004. Through his long descriptions, I could tell that as with Zaw Moa
Tung for Min Min Tun, to perform his role in the MA was to take a considerable amount of
responsibility and dedication as a member of the MA.
Tintung, as a vice president of the MA, has taken charge of all the practical preparations
of the MA including purchasing items, arranging places, contacting people whenever the MA
performed various religious and cultural events such as the Thingyanmul Festival and the local
multicultural festival, “We Love Bucheon” in which other ethnic migrant worker’s communities
in the area of the Bucheon City join together. Like Zaw Moa Tung, Tintung also expressed it was
really tough for him to conduct his current position. In the second interview, when I asked
Tintung whether he was satisfied with himself, as a vice president, and other members in the MA,
he complained about his current situation that although he has been as a vice president for years,
he should take charge of all the chores in the MA.
These days, it is not so a good situation to work as a vice president in the MA. In the past,
there were lots of people who supported me. Now, even though there come many new
members to the MA, but they do not know what they should do so that it is easy for me to
do by myself rather than to make them work. Many of them did not appear in the meeting
for preparing for MA’s events. Actually, in these days, only three persons including Aung,
Zaw Moa Tung, and me have taken care of actual preparations for our events. Sometimes
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two advisors, Min Min Tun and Sai Tun Boo help us. However, people who recently
joined the MA were not able to help us. In the executive team, there are 21members but it
is just a figure (2-4).
Through his description, I could assume that Tintung was very dissatisfied with the fact
that both of many members in the executive team and new members in the MA were not actively
engaged in MA’s activities, which most participants indicates as one of the main obstacles that
the MA was facing. Tintung continued:
Although we have 21 positions in the executive team, however, there are only three or
four members who are actively working for MA’s activities except two advisors. As you
saw in our soccer league day last weekend, there left only three members including me to
clean up the event place until the end of the event. Many members in the executive team
left at 5 pm right after the final game as other mere members did. I think if they are key
members in the MA, they should stay until the end of the event and take care of cleaning
up. They just want to participate in the event but never try to work what they should do as
key members for the MA. It is tough for me (2-4).
Tintung added, “There are many new people in the MA, but there are few who have a
sincere mind to work for our community so that it is very hard for me get opportunities to pass
on my experience and knowledge to new members what he had accumulated through working
for the MA.”At this moment, it occurred to me that if I were him, I would feel like I want to get
out of the vice presidency, because I knew that he was busy with making a living as an ordinary
migrant worker. So, I asked him whether there was any moment that he really wanted to quit his
post in the MA, then, with smiling gently, Tintung said that despite of despite many difficulties,
it is self-rewarding for him to work as members of the MA:
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This (working in the MA) in the MA is not just for me, so I am happy. Of course it is
hard to prepare for and conduct events. However, I am really pleased when I finish it….
It is good for me to see other people eat even though I cannot eat. I feel comfortable
when I do right what I should do in the MA (2-5).
In the second interview, when I asked him whether there were any memorable moments
that he got in the MA, Tintung talked about his experience of taking care of labor counseling
when he was in charge of general affairs as a manager:
In the MA, we have three members who are in charge of counseling. However, as a
member in the executive team, I also have dealt with a lot of counseling such as industrial
disasters and overdue wage. The first counseling I took was about a Myanmarese migrant
worker who got hurt his eye while he was handing with an ejection molding machine. He
lost his sight and should take an operation of taking one of his eyes out. So, I request help
to the BMWH. For this occasion, I worked as an interpreter between the migrant worker
and the BMWH. I have got a lot of difficulties dealing with these counseling. Once, a
Myanmarese migrant worker asked me to make a complaint to his boss on behalf of him
because he was not fluent in Korean and had little knowledge on regulations and labor
right of migrant workers in Korea. There are Korean people who sincerely take care of
my complaint but, there are some people who say “Who are you, how dare you, as a
foreigner force me to do this or that?”And, they hurled abusive at me in Korean. In this
case, it was so frustrating to me. I used to question myself that why I should take care of
this kind of counseling in the MA (2-8).
Actually, during my internship as a labor counselor in the BMWH, I have also had many
similar experiences as Tintung had, so I could fully empathize with his dilemmas and associated
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feelings: on the one hand, he does not want to continue to work as a counselor with getting a
great deal of abusive language from companies, on the other hand, he cannot but keep doing
because he knows the fact that if he does not do his best dealing with each counseling he
undertakes there are no place for other migrant workers to resort to in Korea (the primary
contradiction). Tintung said:
Although I had had many difficulties in counseling, when a counseling I took
charge of was well resolved, I felt I was really pleased and took pride of working as
members of the MA. Furthermore, I felt that I should work harder (2-9).
At the end of the second interview, Tintung reflected how he perceived himself as a
member of the MA, which I could tell that he had overcome his difficulties conducting his tasks
in the activities of the MA with a strong sense of responsibility and self-sacrifice:
The Myanmar Association has existed for helping other (Myanmarese) people…. As you
know, especially for migrant workers Sunday is really private time. However, if people
work for the community, they need to sacrifice their valuable time. I feel it is a good
thing to put my time on this purpose.... I can do what other people cannot do (2-9~10).
Aung, as a labor counselor in the MA, also perceived that without taking self-sacrifice it
is impossible to live as a member of the MA. He described his experience of working as a labor
counselor:
As you know, I have worked in the night shift almost two and half years in the present
job and slept during the day. However, Myanmarese workers used to call me during a day
while I was sleeping because they wanted to know how their cases were going on right
away. In order to check hot their counseling proceeds, I had to call our Jongsoon Lee,
who were in charge of labor counseling in the BMWH for migrant workers and call back
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to Myanmarese workers. It is a common thing for me. In these cases, I could not sleep
well. It was really tough for me because I had to sleep well in order to work the night
shift on next day (2-1).
Aung also expressed that he felt deeply insulted when he heard curses from the boss
when he called the workplace in order to resolve issues instead of Myanmarese migrant workers.
As with Tintung, I could identify that Aung had also underwent the inner conflict whether he
continued to work for the MA or not in the labor counseling activity of the MA. However, he
said that he felt rewarded when a case he took charge of was well resolved:
When I deal with counseling, there are cases regarding overdue wage. As I said in the
first interview, as a migrant worker I had the same experience in my previous workplace.
So, I made a firm determination of getting them to receive their salary. And, through
cooperating with Jongsoon Lee in the BMWH, when counseling was well resolved,
Myanmarese people sometimes called me and appreciated my effort. At that time, I felt
really good (2-1).
At the end of the last interview, Aung reflected the meaning of the MA and his current
position of a labor counselor:
Our Myanmar Association is an organization for Myanmarese in Korea. I am proud of
being a member of the MA. While working as a member of the MA, I have not received
any money for my work. However, I think this is what I should do in Korea for other
Myanmarese people and I feel really rewarded because I can do for other Myanmarese
people in Korea and (2-5).
Through his descriptions, I identified that as with other participants, accomplishing his
tasks in the labor counseling activity required him to take responsibility and self-sacrifice.
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In summary, most participants in the study, as key members of the MA had perceived
that it was essential to actively take responsibilities and self-sacrifice in the process of
conducting various events and resolving the primary contradiction (use value vs. exchange
value)embedded in the activities of the MA.I also found that this kind of the participants’ attitude
in turn played as a “mental artifact” in the activities of the MA, which has enabled the MA’
activities to maintain and develop until today as shown in Figure 7.
Culture Sharing and Exchange

Outcomes:
Actively taking
responsibilities
and self-sacrifice

Political Awareness Building

Labor Counseling

Figure 7. One of the Learning Outcomes produced by the Primary Contradiction
within the Subject in the Activities of the MA

Getting Confidence to Survive in Korean Society
As aforementioned, the participants in the MA needed to be able to take responsibility
and self-sacrifice for performing various events and projects, and resolving the primary
contradiction in the activities of the MA. However, at the same time, some participants perceived
that they got confidence to survive in Korean society while they performed various cultural
events successfully in the central activity of culture sharing and exchange in the MA.
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While talking about the difficulties in preparing and conducting various cultural events,
Min Min Tun told me that he felt a great pride to be a member of the MA when he participated in
the Lotus Lanterns Festival on Buddha’s birthday which was one of the annual biggest events in
the MA with Korean society in association with the Jogye Order which is one of the biggest
Buddhist Orders in Korea. He described:
We began to participate in this event since 2001. In the beginning, we just participated in
a parade without any decorations and costumes. However, in the later, we thought it
would be good opportunities to introduce Myanmarese culture toward Korean society and
we decided to show our culture. So, we made an open carriage decorated by a
Myanmarese style and since around 2005 participated in the event with driving our handmade carriage and we also wore Myanmarese costumes in parade. When we marched in
middle of the boulevard in Seoul on the Buddha’s day, Korean people were shouting
“Burma, Burma, Burma,…” At that moment, I felt that I got compensated for my efforts
to prepare this event as a representative of Myanmarese migrant workers in Korea. I was
really pleased and proud of being a member of the MA. I also felt I could anything (2-7).
Min Min Tun also mentioned that he felt he became a part of Korean society which he
did not perceive before when he participated in this event and the local multicultural festival,
“We Love Bucheon” in association with BWMH and Bucheon City in which the MA displayed
and sold traditional souvenirs, costumes, and foods (2-8).
While talking about cultural events of the MA he had prepared and participated in, he
also told me about his feeling on one of the biggest religious events in the MA, the Tilergamuni
Festival:
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We can freely use the Seokwang Temple at this day. I feel that it is like I am in a small
Burma. The name of this festival is also Burmese. “Tilergamuni” in the Seokwang
Temple is the name of the statue of Buddha which we, the MA took it from
Burma….This day I feel that it was like a small Burma… I can see my friends all over
the country. We can share our emotions with each other. Even though it is very tough for
me to prepare this event, as you know my health condition is not so good, when I finished
it, I gain energy (2-2).
Through his descriptions, I got the strong sense that Win Min had drew strength to
survive in Korea from holding the MA’s events successfully although he had poured his time,
energy.
Zaw Moa Tung also expressed a similar feeling when he conducted one the annual
festivals of the MA, the Lotus Lanterns Festival on Buddha’s birthday:
As I said before, it is very tough to prepare the event. Some members including Min Min
Tun, Tintung usually stay night every Saturday before two or three months to prepare this
event…. However, I am really pleased with preparing and participating in these events.
When I walk in parade with wearing a Myanmarese costume as a representative of
Myanmarese people in Korea, Korean people shout to us “Burma, Burma.” At this
moment, it was really happy and I strongly felt that I was really proud of being a member
of the MA as well as a Myanmarese and, these kinds of experiences were a great
encouragement to me for living in Korea (2-4).
As with Min Min Tun, I could tell that for Zaw Moa Tung conducting the MA’s events
successfully had enabled him to get self-confidence for living in Korean society.
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Aung, the current labor counselor of the MA, expressed a similar feeling as Zaw Moa
Tung had, when I asked him to talk about any difficulties he had got working as a member of the
MA.
Even though there were many members who did not sincerely participate in our monthly
meeting and events, but I had for this is not a big deal because I work with people who
work really hard for the MA. I do not feel difficulties for this. However, sometimes I feel
frustrated when other members who do not work hard for the MA, complain about the
MA. However, whenever I completed our events safely, I feel really pleased by the
thought that we did a great job (2-4).
He also said that he were great encouraged when counseling that he undertook were well
resolved.
Actually, I had had a mind to work for helping other people in Korea. Although it is hard
to work for the MA, I think I should do. In the past, there were many active members in
the MA compared with the present. So, I think to myself, “If I do not work, who would
do for the MA and Myanmarese migrant workers in Korea?” If I were 50% tired with
taking care of counseling, Myanmarese migrant workers would be 100 % happy when
they got paid back. This is a great encouragement to me for continuing to work for the
MA (2-4).
In summary, in the face of the internal conflicts within the subject in the activities of the
MA (use value vs. exchange value), through accomplishing the MA’s events, some participants
had felt confidence to survive in Korean society. I also found that the participants’ confidence
worked as an important ‘mental artifact’ in the activities of the MA, and this mental artifact in
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turn has enabled the MA’ activities to maintain and develop until the present as shown in Figure
8.
Culture Sharing and Exchange

Outcomes:
Getting confidence
to survive in
Korean society

Political awareness building

Labor Counseling

Figure 8. Another Learning Outcome produced by the Primary Contradiction
within the Subject in the Activities of the MA

Living with a Strong Sense of Political Vocation
Regarding the participants’ political actions in the central activity of culture sharing and
exchange of the MA, there emerged a series of four complicated contradictions historically
accumulated in the central activity as shown in Figure 9: the primary contradiction within the
subject and the tool, the secondary contradiction between the subject and the tool, and tertiary
contradiction between tertiary contradiction between the dominant motive/object and the
culturally more advanced motive/object in the activity of culture sharing and exchange in the
MA. For some participants, the process of facing and resolving abovementioned contradictions
was to live with a strong sense of political vocation.
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Rules

Community

Division of Labor

The Activity System of Culture Sharing and Exchange

Figure 9. Inner Contradictions in the Central Activity of Culture Sharing and Exchange
First, the primary contradiction emerged within the rule of the activity of culture sharing
and exchange. For example, the current MA’s constitution clearly articulates that the MA is a
social organization and it can do social, cultural and religious activities free from any pressure of
any political entities (I. The Platform, Article 3.). However, this constitution in the MA (the
explicit rule) collided with the Myanmar embassy in Korea (the implicit rule) which has
governed the actions of the members of the MA. Actually, the Myanmar embassy in Korea did
not want the MA to become politicized because this could threaten the current military junta. For
this reason, the Myanmar embassy in Korea had consistently interrupted and threatened the
MA’s collective movements. Also, this primary contradiction was closely associated with
another kind of the primary contradiction within the subject (between the exchange value and the
use value) of the activity of culture sharing and exchange in the MA. As members of the MA,
some participants who wanted to realize their new motive in the activity of culture sharing and
exchange of the MA should try to do their best for the MA’s harmony as a member of the MA
(use value), at the same time, they wanted to fulfill his dreams and desires within this activity in
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the MA as an independent subject in the world (exchange value). I identified that many
participants in the study described that they had faced these two contradictions while working for
the MA.
Min Min Tun, a current advisor in the MA, described how he had undergone the
complicated conflicts and problem situations caused by the abovementioned contradictions
embedded in the activity of culture sharing and exchange. In the first interview, while describing
how he decided to participate in the MA Min Min Tun mentioned that getting involving in the
MA was inextricably bound up with political things:
While I worked in a molding-frame factory in 1997, I first heard from my friends, who
had been MA’s members at that time that the MA was in the Seokwang Temple in
Bucheon City. After then, sometimes I began to go there. At that period, my company
was in the Incheon industrial complex region where many of MA’s members worked. I
thought I wanted to actively participate in the MA however I could not…. After a while,
the Asian economic crisis occurred and hit the Korean society which caused many key
members in the MA including a president to return to Burma….Actually, before this, I
had a concern with the MA, but I was really busy so I could not…. However, as most of
key members in the MA had left the MA and it almost had been on the verge of collapse,
it occurred to me that I had to work for the MA. Some friends and I thought if we take a
statue of Buddha from Burma into the Seokwang Temple and offer a prayer with our
heart, a Korean economic situation would be better. At this period, my closed friends and
I began to hold meetings again. We thought that we should bring a statue of Buddha from
Myanmar so that we could revitalize the MA. We invited a high priest from Burma along
with a statue, and organized a big religious event. In there, more than 500 Myanmarese
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migrant workers gathered. On this date, some Myanmar embassy staffs in Korea who
participated in this event were surprised at this scene because they were very concerned
that our event would turn into political activities against the Myanmarese military junta.
In that evening, the persons in the embassy took the representatives of the event in the
embassy. While having a dinner, they told us, “Do not gather any more, and if you do,
your families in Myanmar would get a trouble” (1-3).
It was very surprising to me that even though the MA organized an apolitical event as a
social organization of migrant workers in abroad, Myanmarese migrant workers had had their
government inference. Actually, his story reminded me of the period of the Korean military
regime between 1961 and 1987 when college student s who organized any informal meetings
often got an investigation by police on the suspicion of plotting to overthrow the government. He
continued telling his story about how he participated in the MA:
After we had met people working in the embassy, we did not gather anymore. We talked
to each other to quit our activities…. However, we lived in Korea so, we need our
organization…. One day on February 1999, people contacted each other and began to
have a meeting in the Seokwang Temple. Then, we held an election, and elected a
president and a vice-president. Some of my friends recommended me to be a president
because other people were afraid of….. Actually, at that period, it was really hard to get a
job due to an economic depression. I did not get my salary for seven months. My boss
just offered me a freight container as a shelter and a little amount of money for a living.
At that time, I supported 11 Myanmarese friends in my place. They told me that “It does
not matter you work in the MA but, do not take a key post, as we are living with you. If
you take that position, we would also get a trouble….” At that moment, I felt that they are
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really afraid of my involvement in the MA. So, I said that I would not take a leading role
in the MA. However, the manager of the MA at that time was caught and deported by the
Korean government crackdown and people asked me to take his position. ……You know
what…. it was really tough for me to decide to take that position or not. But, finally, I
accepted that and began to work as a member in the executive team of the MA since then
(1-3~4).
Through his two long descriptions about his involvement in the MA, as aforementioned, I
identified that he had faced two types of the primary contradictions in the activity of culture
sharing exchange activity. First, the explicit rule of the MA’s constitution demanded the MA and
its members to do their best for enhancing the quality of Myanmarese migrant workers’ life in
Korea, on the contrary, the implicit rule of the Myanmar embassy in Korea constrained the MA
and its members’ activities in Korea because these activities could be a threat to its military junta
(the primary contradiction within the rule of the activity of culture sharing and exchange).
Second, Min Min Tun would want to get actively involved in political things with risk-taking as
he did as a student activist in Myanmar before he came to Korea However, he would just want to
work and make money as other ordinary migrant workers without concerning about getting
disadvantages when he goes back to Myanmar (the primary contradiction within the subject of
the activity of culture sharing and exchange)
Min Min Tun also added that he and MA’s key members had got many threats and
interruptions by the Myanmar embassy in Korea, which were very persistent and subtle. He
mentioned this issue while he talked about difficulties in preparing one of the MA’s cultural
activities, the Tilergamuni Festival when he was a president in the MA:
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It is hard to prepare any events because we do in a foreign country. All of the MA’s
members express that it is not easy to conduct events… There is something that we can
do by ourselves but in many cases we need a help from Korean. It is the most frustrating
thing when there are few people to participate in…. When we hold events, some embassy
staffs in Korea used to make many troubles. Whenever we had any activities, they spread
a false tip to Myanmarese migrant worker that “there should be a Korean government
crackdown if you gathered, so you’d better not come to an event.” Furthermore, they said
that they offer a special tax cut on the very day when the MA were supposed to hold an
event (2-3) in order to split the crowd.
While Min Min Tun told me the above story, I noticed that he kept a calm and detached
attitude, which I could assume that these kinds of political pressures by the Myanmar embassy
on the MA and its members were a routine. In his story, “a special tax cut day” was
unaccustomed to me, so I asked why Myanmarese migrant workers should pay taxes to their
embassy in Korea, and he explained:
There is no reason except exploiting our money. They (the embassy) just seemed to
dislike that many people gather in MA’s activities and people in the MA, talk about
Burmese political situations. In our first ‘Tilergamuni Festival ’, more than 1,500
gathered in 1999 and last year it was around 500. Actually, the Myanmar embassy in
Korea was surprised at large crowds, so they had imposed an annual tax on visa which
every Myanmarese migrant worker should hold to work in Korea. It is too expensive and
it is almost one third of our monthly income in Korea (2-3).
When I asked him how he felt when he got these kinds of interruptions by the Myanmar
embassy in Korea Min Min Tun said that he had tried to overcome these difficulties with a
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determined mind against the oppression by the embassy:
I had experienced these kinds of oppressions when I worked as a student activist against
Myanmarese Military junta….. I often questioned myself I should work as a member of
the MA…. I feel that it is tough to work as a member of the MA. However, whenever I
got political oppressions by the Myanmar embassy in Korea, as a representative of the
MA, I made up my mind to stand against it (2-4).
Sai Tun Boo, another advisor of the MA, also described that MA’s member including
him were not beings free from political pressures by the Myanmarese government although they
were living in Korea. In the second interview, while talking about what he has done for various
cultural events such as the Buddha’s Birthday Festival and the Tilergamuni Festival he told me a
frustrating scene about Myanmarese migrant workers’ attitude:
As you know, it is quite natural that people who participate in any kinds of cultural
festivals should enjoy themselves. However, especially in the past, there had been lots of
people who were really concerned about participating in MA’s events. For instance, some
people were reluctant to play or sit near a main stage of an MA’s event and just watched
the event from a distance. When I saw this, I felt really frustrated (2-3).
As with Min Min Tun, I identified that he and other members in the MA also
confronted with the primary contradiction between the MA’s constitution as the explicit rule and
the Myanmar embassy in Korea as the implicit rule which governed the MA members’ actions
(the inner contradiction within the rule). I wondered why many Myanmarese migrant workers
acted like that and he explained that it was because they would not get any disadvantages when
they return to Myanmar. Sai Tun Boo expounded:
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Many Myanmarese migrant workers think that among MA’s members who prepare for
the event, there are many who stand against the Myanmarese military junta and ordinary
Myanmarese migrant workers are afraid of getting any harm when they go back to
Myanmar if they are close with MA’s members who stand against their government.
Actually, some people from the Myanmar embassy in Korea used to take pictures on this
scene. Many Myanmarese migrant workers are worried about this. Even though they are
living abroad, they know the Myanmarese government’s oppression is severe (2-3~4).
He also recalled the subtle and constant surveillance and oppression by the
Myanmarese military junta, “The Myanmarese government dislikes our community activities in
Korea. Myanmarese friends in Korea know this fact. Actually, one of Myanmarese friends told
me that before he came to Korea as a migrant worker, government officials gave a warning to
him and other migrant workers, ‘If you go to Korea, there is a Myanmarese community. You had
better not get close with people in it’ ”(2-8).
Sai Tun Boo said that while he continued to notice these kinds of the Myanmarese
embassy’s oppression whenever the MA organized its culture events which were irrelevant to
political activities, he made up his mind to work for enlightening Myanmarese people in Korea:
Through experiencing persistent surveillance and interruptions for the MA’s activities by
the Myanmar embassy in Korea and Myanmarese people’s oppressed attitudes toward
their government, I felt a strong sense of responsibility that as a member of the MA, I
should do my best to liberate Myanmarese people from their oppressed consciousness in
the MA which, I think, had been built by the current military government’s education. I
know this a very risk job, but this is what I have to do and what I have done in this
community (2-9).
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Sai Tun Boo added that in order to remove Myanmarese migrant workers’ worries about
participating in MA’s events, he had kept saying to other Myanmarese migrant workers in MA’s
cultural events:
Our community is not a political organization but a social one mainly performing cultural
and religious events even though there are some members who get involved in political
organizations such as the NLD, and the BAK. Also, you do not need to have so much
worry about participating in the MA because the subject who is to blame is not us and the
MA organizing these cultural events abroad, but is the Myanmarese government who
keeps an eye on us (2-3).
Through this description, I could tell that as with Min Min Tun, even though there would
be every possibility of getting disadvantage when he goes back his country, he tried to fight
against with difficulties caused by inner contradictions in the culture sharing and exchange in the
MA. However, Sai Tun Boo said that this kind of persuasion toward ordinary Myanmarese
migrant workers was a temporary solution so, he had asked other members to reform a MA’s
organizational character so that in the MA he could conduct political activities such as a political
education and a human rights education (2-3).
Actually, like Sai Tun Boo, there had been some members in the MA who constantly
wanted to start political activities in the MA for the democratization of Myanmar as well as for
standing against the Myanmar embassy’s consistent oppression. However, this new motive had
produced many conflicts caused by a series of contradictions embedded in the activity of culture
sharing and exchange in the MA. Regarding this, Min Min Tun reflected:
Around the late 1990 in the MA, there were many people including me who were
concerned with politics. At that time, one friend who had much interest in politics, he
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now returned to Myanmar, played a leading role in proposing to start political activities
for the democratization of Myanmar in the MA. In addition, there were also friends who
were independently involving political activities in some cities in Korea. I knew all of
them…. We wanted to do political activities in the MA against the military junta, but it
was hard to do because the MA was a social organization focusing on cultural and
religious events…. (1-5).
Through Min Min Tun’s description, I identified that there emerged tertiary contradiction
between the dominant motive/object and the culturally more advanced motive/object in the
activity of culture sharing and exchange in the MA. Some members in the MA had proposed to
start political activities for fighting against the military regime of Myanmar so that MA’s
members could get a critical mind on political situations in Myanmar, which in a long-term
perspective would help enhance the quality of life of its member in Korea when they return to
Myanmar (the culturally more advanced motive/object in the activity of culture sharing and
exchange). However, many other members in the MA just wanted to maintain the status quo
because they did not want to get any disadvantage when they go back to Myanmar (the dominant
motive of enhancing the quality of life of its members in the activity of culture sharing and
exchange). In addition, this tertiary contradiction entailed the secondary contradiction: the
culturally more advance motive (starting political activities in the MA) collided with the rule in
the activity, the current MA’s constitution (the secondary contradiction between the subject and
the rule) saying, “MA is a social organization and it focuses on social, cultural and religious
activities. And it is free from any pressure of any political entities” (I. The Platform, Article 3.).
Tintung, the current vice president, was one of these members who opposed to do any
political activities in the MA. He mentioned:
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When I first worked in the MA around the late 1990, I got involved in some political
activities in the MA which was kinds of informal activities, however, in the later I quit
because I had a mind to go back to Burma. There are many reasons I quit. First, we do
not know when our country would be democratized and if I work for Myanmarese
democracy in Korea, I would be in danger when I return to Burma… (1-8).
Actually, during interview, many of the key members in the MA including Min Min Tun,
Zaw Moa Tung, and Sai Tun Boo expressed that if the MA publicly would conduct any political
activities regarding the democratization of the Myanmar, many of the current Myanmarese
migrant workers in the MA would not work for the MA any more.
After all, these contradictions had caused many internal and external conflicts among the
subject in the activity of culture sharing and exchange in the MA. Consequently, in the activity
of culture sharing and exchange, there were no instrumentals to satisfy the new motive of some
members in the MA who were eager for creating a free place for sharing their own political
voices in Korea while working as members of the MA.
In these contradictions (double bind situation), some participants in the MA including
Min Min Tun, Zaw Moa Tung, and Sai Tun Boo did not compromise their principles. On the
contrary, they began to question the established norms (the rule and the dominant motive) in the
MA and sought for breakthroughs, which resulted in the creation of new activities and tools
within or outside of the MA. The NLD, the BAK and all of the tools in the current hidden
activity of political awareness building were the very learning outcomes produced by the
subjects’ constant efforts to resolve inner contradictions in the central activity of culture sharing
and exchange of the MA.
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Min Min Tun said that the Myanmar embassy’s subtle and consistent interruptions played
a decisive role for him other members in the MA to create the NLD (National Liberty for
Democracy):
… When I was a manager in the MA, I think it was a Korean New Year’s day in January
1999, many people gathered in my quarter, a container, in the Namdong industrial
complex in Incheon City. Ostensibly it was to celebrate my birthday, but in reality, to
have a secret meeting for organizing a political group. I invited my friends who were
MA’s members and had separately worked political activities in a couple of cities in
Korea while we had a three days’ holiday break. At that time, more than 200 people came,
and there were only my boss and I who left in my company so the MA could use the
space of my company freely. While others were enjoying Karaoke, drinking, some people
including me proposed to make a political organization. At the end of our meeting, secret
agents came from the Myanmar embassy…. At that time, we just called our meeting a
political support group and change its name to the NLD on February 1999. We sent a
chief manager of the NLD in Korea to Thailand where the international headquarter of
the NLD was located and the head-quarter officially acknowledged our organization as a
Korean branch of the NLD. At that time, my friends asked me not to work in the NLD
and just to help it behind the scenes. The MA and the NLD were very close each other at
that time, so we had had various activities together which was a big help for MA’s
development (1-5~6).
Zaw Moa Tung also talked about the background of his participating in the establishment
the NLD:
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Actually, I was a member of the NLD when I was in Burma…. and when I first came to
Korea and join the MA, it was the only Myanmarese organization in Korea. In the MA,
there were some members who had a mind to work for Burmese democracy in Korea and
some of them proposed to start political activities in the MA…However, it is hard to
criticize our Myanmarese government through the MA because most of MA’s members
have to return to our country in the end. So, we decided to make a political organization.
It is the NLD which has been worked for Burmese democracy in Korea in association
with other Myanmarese organizations including the MA, the BAK, and the APEBC.
Since its establishment, I have worked for the NLD (3-1).
Therefore, through the creation of the NLD, some members in the MA who had a new
motive was able to express their own political voices in Korea at the same time the MA formed a
new and close community in the central activity of culture sharing and exchange with which it
has worked for various cultural and political events until now. Furthermore, other Myanmarese
migrant workers were able to continue to join and work for the MA without having a fear of
getting disadvantages when they return to Myanmar.
Sai Tun Boo also reflected that the BAK, one of the current Myanmarese political
organizations in Korea, was the solution for him and some members to resolve the double bind
situation in the central activity of culture sharing and exchange in the MA:
By the time 2004 it was a peak period of migrant workers’ human rights protest against
Korean government’s introduction of EPS. At that time, some members including me
were a hardliner who insist to fight against Korean government to the end, whereas the
majority of the leadership in the MA was the moderates. In addition to this conflict within
the MA, there was another conflict. Actually, in the MA there were some members
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including me who wanted to protest in front of the Myanmar Embassy in Korea regarding
the embassy’s tax imposing on Myanmarese migrant workers, however, a great number
of members in the MA gave a lukewarm attitude because if the MA is engaged in
political activities Myanmarese migrant workers would not join the MA. Due to a series
of these reasons, some members including me in the MA created a new Myanmarese
political organization, Burma Action in Korea (BAK) whose main objective was to fight
for human rights of Myanmarese and other migrant workers in Korea (3-1~2) .
Through the Sai Tun Boo’s description, as with the birth of the NLD, I also identified that
there were no adequate tools in the central activity to satisfy the new motive of some members
and this caused tensions and disturbances among the subjects in the central activity So, the
creation of the BAK enabled a group of members in the MA to work for human rights movement
of migrant workers in Korea at the same time the MA formed a new and close community in the
central activity of culture sharing and exchange with which it has worked for various cultural and
political events until now.
The activity of political awareness building itself was another production of a group of
members in the MA’s constant efforts to resolve the tertiary contradiction between the dominant
motive (enhancing the quality of life of Myanmarese migrant workers in Korea) and the
culturally more advanced motive (building political awareness in Myanmarese migrant workers
in Korea). Although since in the late 1990s, some Myanmarese political organizations have been
created led by groups of members in the MA in order to fulfill their new motives, key members
including Zaw Moa Tung, Min Min Tun and Sai Tun Boo have never given up finding a solution
to arouse political awareness in its members in Korea within the MA and the current hidden
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activity of building political awareness is the result of their efforts since around 2004. Zaw Moa
Tung said:
As you observed in the BMWH, the MA has conducted political events within the MA in
association with the NLD and the BAK informally: Commemorating Aung San Suu
Kyi’s Birthday, the Union Day, holding seminars with inviting famous Myanmarese
writers who are overseas provide a useful opportunity for its member to hear the latest
political situations in Myanmar, collecting and sending money to the NLD headquarters
in Thailand and political activists in their homeland in the name of the NLD. Actually,
outwardly, we say to other people that these events are social and cultural events under
the umbrella of the central activity of culture sharing and exchange. For example, we
usually say to other people that the Union Day is one of the cultural events for cultivating
mutual friendship among Myanmarese migrant workers in Korea from diverse ethnic
groups in Myanmar. In a sense, this is right because we perform traditional plays and
share foods in this festival. However, as you know this is not the only objective.…. (2-7).
In the second interview, while I listened to his description about what and how the MA
began to create and conduct political events in the MA, I was wondering there was any
opposition of other members for holding these kinds of events with a political character in the
MA. Zaw Moa Tung said firmly that MA’s members who had a fear for getting any disadvantage
from the Myanmar government would not participate in the event. And in order to dispel these
worries, he said that the MA has expressed outwardly the main character of these events as
cultural social ones not as political events and furthermore, although the MA took a leading role
in holding this event, it has spread outwardly the fact that the hosts of this event were other
Myanmarese political organizations in Korea such as the NLD and the BAK.
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However, Zaw Moa Tung mentioned that there have been a lot of conflicts among
members in the MA regarding the political events. Zaw Moa Tung expressed his tough emotion
working as a president when he faced a severe conflict in the MA on the Union’s day regarding
whether the MA used the current national flag or old one:
Political organizations both in Korea and Myanmar both dislike using the current flag
which has been introduced by the military junta in 1974. We, Myanmar gained
independence in 1947 and we had a time of democracy during 1947 to 1952 in which we
had used the former flag. Actually, the MA has used the current flag in every events of
the MA which hanged in the MA’s office. The problem occurred when I was preparing
the first Union Day in Korea in 2004. As I said before, outwardly many of MA’s
members are very sensitive that the MA would reveal any kinds of a political character.
However, there were some members who suggested using the old flag in the Union Day
according to the intent of the day and I was a member of the NLD. So, I talked to other
MA’s members to use the old flag in the Union Day, but many of them opposed
desperately. At that time, it was too much for me (3-3).
While I listened to his story about commemorating Aung San Suu Kyi’s Birthday, the
Union Day, and associated conflicts within the MA, I was curious about how he felt while
preparing and performing these events with a political character in the face of many members’
opposition as well as substantial oppressions and threats by the Myanmar embassy in Korea.
Zaw Moa Tung expressed his feeling in a determined voice:
It is hard to hold these political events in the MA, but I think I have to do this because I
want to send a message to our Myanmarese migrant workers in Korea. As a member and
a representative of the MA, I really want to make our people live better. And, I think
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there are many things to do for my country. The situation in our country is not so good:
poverty, many civil wars, suppression of human rights…. I am not organizing this event
just for my family. I think I do this event because our country is in a bad situation…. I am
sure these kinds of events help our country eventually. When I first came to Korea, I just
thought of working hard in the company and making money, however, while I worked for
the MA, my mind changed. I felt that if I were just concerned with my interest on making
money in a foreign country, our country would disappear (2-7).
In his description, I could tell that he had overcome his difficulties conducting his role in
the MA with a strong sense of affections and his strong political beliefs for liberating
Myanmarese people and his country, Myanmar.
Min Min Tun also said that since around 2004 despite other members’ strong opposition,
in association with some members he had planned and performed the current hidden political
events in the MA such as holding seminars through inviting famous Myanmarese writers,
commemorating Aung San Suu Kyi’s Birthday, the Union Day until the present (2-7). I asked
him how he felt when he confronted the opposition of other members with regard to organizing
political events in the MA, then he spoke to me with a firm tone:
I think it is the most important thing for Myanmarese people who came to Korea to
realize the Myanmarese military junta’s problems and I think it is my duty to let them
know this fact while they participate in the MA (2-8).
As with other two key members in the MA, Sai Tun Boo also mentioned that until now,
he has actively promoted and participated in various political events in the MA despite other
members’ opposition. In the end of the second interview, Sai Tun Boo revealed his hope that he
would want to invite famous lawyers from his country in the future:
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I would like to invite Myanmarese lawyers so that they can teach Myanmarese people in
Korea what the law is. In our country, the military junta in itself is the only law. Actually,
it is not easy to invite lawyers right now because we, the MA does not have enough
money, however in the future I want to do this (2-8).
Through a series of his story how some participants in the study perceived and resolved
the complicated conflicts and problem situations caused by inner contradictions in the culture
sharing and exchange of the MA regarding politics, I got the strong sense that they had overcome
these conflicts and problems situations with a strong sense of political vocation. In addition, I
concluded that participants’ political vocation has been playing as an essential ‘mental artifact’
in the activity of political awareness building of the MA, and this mental artifact in turn has
enabled the activity of political awareness building to maintain and develop until the present as
depicted in Figure10.
Tools (Mediating Artifacts)

Subject

Rules

Object

Community

Outcomes: Living with a
strong sense of political
vacation, the NLD, the BAK,
the Activity of Political
Building Awareness

Division of Labor

The Activity System of Culture Sharing and Exchange

Figure 10. Learning Outcomes in the Central Activity of Culture Sharing and Exchange
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Learning to Live While Embracing Various Differences
Some participants described that while preparing and conducting MA’s events and
network project they had encountered with many conflicts, problem situations and
contradictions, through which they perceived that they needed to be able to live while
embracing various differences. When I asked him whether there were any changes he perceived
before and after his involvement in the MA, Wing Aung told me that he became aware of the
importance of opening his mind first to other people:
I think I have learned a lot while working as a member of the MA through conducting
many network projects with Korean labor unions and many Korean NGOs including the
BMWH especially regarding human rights movements for migrant workers in Korea. For
instance, I learned why I do not need to be shameful of my identity as a migrant worker
in Korea and how to understand different perspectives of other Myanmarese friends and
organize the MA in harmony. Second, in the past during the high time of the MA’s
human rights movements for migrant workers, which was around 2000 to 2005, my only
concern was that I should open Korean people’s mind. So, I had tried to open Korean
people’s mind first, but while working with Korean NGOs such as the BMWH, I realized
that I should open up my mind first. At that time, in the BMWH, there were no foreign
activists, all of them were Korean. However, they considered our problems as if our
problems were their own. As you know, these kind of dedicated attitudes were a big help
for the MA and its members. In our country, we have many ethnic minorities it would be
around 130 and in Burma, I am not a minority but a majority because I am a Burmese….
I thought I understood various voices of ethnic minorities in Burma but I felt that I did
not as the BMWH extended its hand first to us, migrant workers in Korea…. One of the
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biggest issues in Burma is reconciliation problems among ethnics. Through working as a
member of the MA, I found that in order to resolve ethnic issues in Burma, I need to
listen and understand ethnic minorities’ human rights and their voices first (3-3~4).
Wing Aung mentioned that he learned this (opening his mind first to others) through
numerous relationships with other people while working as a member of the MA. However,
Wing Aung also confessed that due to his lack of recognition of the various differences such as
religion, ethnicity, and political beliefs among the Myanmarese especially in his early days in the
MA, he made a lot of mistake. I asked him to tell me more about the “mistakes” he made in the
MA. Wing Aung recalled his painful experience:
Umm….. When some members in the executive team of the MA strongly argued that
they really wanted to establish a Buddhist temple in the MA. Then, I was strongly
opposed to their idea. I said to them, “Why we need a temple, it is a waste of money, we
do not need it.” And other members also came around to me. In the end, they left the MA
and set up a Buddhist temple as an independent religious organization in Bupyeong city. I
think it would be a good thing for the MA because if there is a temple in the MA, our
community could incline to be much religious and as I said, it would cost high to operate
a temple. However, now I regret that if I had listened to their voice more carefully, we
could have found solutions without wasting our energy as well as losing MA’s members
(3-4~5).
Wing Aung recollected that these experiences in his early days in the MA had served as
an important role for him to recognize and respect minorities’ voices in the MA. He told me how
he proposed to hold a Christmas event in the MA:
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From 2005 to 2007, we had organized a Christmas event every year. Actually, since
around 2004 there came many migrant workers in the MA who were minorities in
Myanmar. I thought among them, some people believed in Christianity. Actually, the
Chin was Christian. So, I thought that we, the MA should hold a Christmas event for
them because the MA is a community for Myanmarese people in Korea, therefore we
should provide a space in which migrant workers from minorities could participate.
Actually, these people went to local church near their places scattered across the country,
Korea. However, there was not any joint event for them. So, some members including
Min Min Tun, Zaw Moa Tung and me visited the leaders of each minority in person and
explained our idea to them. At first, most of them did not feel sure. However, the first
event was held successfully. This auditorium (interview place) was burst with people. We
held the second year of the event in Bucheon City hall. At that time, some leaders of
minorities told us that they were really appreciated of our effort. Since after 2007, they
wanted to do hold a Christmas event in the church because it was more meaningful, so
now they hold it amongst themselves (1-13).
Wing Aung also said, “In the past there was a Buddha’s picture on the wall of the MA’s
office because our country is Buddhism and it is like a holy symbol for Myanmarese people. So,
I strongly argued that we should need to remove the picture for the MA’s harmony. At that time,
it was really tough for me because many members in the MA strongly opposed my idea. I also
argued that we should remove any picture of politicians in the MA’s office” (1-13).
Through his story, I could tell that his lived experiences of opening his mind first and
listening to different voices did not remain his personal ideals. On the contrary, he had tried to
realize them.
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Sai Tun Boo also told me that he perceived the importance of listening to different voices.
He said that before he engaged in the MA, he did everything in a way he wanted to do, however,
through working in the MA, he realized that he should listen to different voices:
Working as a member of the MA had required many things to me. In my early days in the
MA, in the preparation meetings for MA’s events, I used to insist on my idea regarding
what performances we should play and directions of events, which led to bad results. So,
I thought that I need to listen to others’ voices, and accept differences between what I
want to do, and what others want to do in the MA. If someone just insists one’s own way,
the meeting will be break up. Then, we cannot do anything (3-7).
In summary, through the stories of Wing Aung and Sai Tun Boo, I could tell that in the
process of performing their tasks in the MA some participants recognized the importance of
living while embracing various differences. Furthermore, I identified that this kind of the
participants’ realization has been playing as an essential ‘mental artifact’ in the activities of the
MA and this mental artifact in turn has enabled this activity to maintain and develop until the
present.
Culture Sharing and Exchange

Outcomes:
Learning to live
while embracing
various differences

Political awareness building

Labor Counseling

Figure 11. One of the Learning Outcomes in the Activities of the MA
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Escaping From the Daily Routine and Connected to a New World and Dream
Many recent studies on migrant workers’ life in Korea (Gong, 2006; Han & Seol, 2007;
M. Lee, 2003; R. Lee, 2006; W. Lee, 1994; Seol, 2000a, 2003, 2008; Yang et al., 2008)
described the general feature of migrant workers in Korea as social and cultural isolators or
alienators with enduring various disadvantages by Korean society. However, most participants in
this study did not perceive themselves, just as passive and oppressed beings in Korean society as
what many studies indicated. Through interview and field observation, I got the strong sense that
as members of their ethnic community, while performing their tasks, interacting with Korean
society and people, and facing and resolving various conflicts and problems situations caused by
inner contradictions in the activities of the MA in association with other members, most
participants began to escape the typical identity of ordinary migrant workers in Korea which a
great deal of the previous research on migrant workers in Korea depicted.
Tintung, the current vice president of the MA and I were the same age and asides from
MA’s formal events, I had had lot of chances to meet him unofficial occasions through which we
became close friends. So, he used to pour out his personal life and troubles to me: how his
Korean coworker made him stressful in the workplace; how he had got married with a Korean
woman and got divorced with her. Sometimes, he expressed his painful feelings of the divorce
and he wanted to quit everything he had done in Korea and return his country. In the second
interview, when he talked about his difficulties working as a vice-president, with a joke, I asked
him “You’d better step down your post.” Then, he said that even though he had got many
difficulties as a key member of the MA, his life in the MA was one of the important driving
forces which had made him live such a long period over fifteen years in Korea. So, I asked him
to tell more about the “driving force,” Tintung said:
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I have got a lot in the MA. One thing is that I have made many good Korean friends who
can give a help whenever I get in trouble. Actually, when I got divorced with a Korean
woman, their advice was a big encouragement to me. If I have any problems they can
help me. Actually, I have participated in one small social gathering on a monthly basis in
which all of the members except me are Korean. I got to know all the Korean members in
this informal meeting through preparing for and performing various events in the MA. In
this meeting we usually talk about everything including current issues in Korea, the
BMWH, the current activities of the MA and personal interests (2-9).
Tintung also reflected that working in the MA has led him to new life world and
relationship he would have not been able to experience if he were not a member of the MA:
We, the MA have at least 20 events large and small in the MA every year, which have
made me work outside. If I were not a member of the MA, I definitely would spend most
of my free time in my dormitory and would not have chances to make and meet many
Korean friends so often as today and I would just come and go between my workplace
and home and meet some Myanmarese friends. Now, I have lots of Korean friends
through working for the MA such as the “We Love Bucheon” Festival, and the
Thingyanmul Festival. I had never expected these kinds of life when I first came to
Korea…. (2-9).
While listening to his story, I recognized that I had a prejudice that migrant workers
would live as social and cultural alienators. Through his description, I could tell that his
experiences as a member of the MA had made him get the sense that he had experienced a new
and broader world which he would have never had if he were not a member of the MA.
Sai Tun Boo, the current advisor of the MA, also expressed similar feelings with Tintung
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when I asked him that how his life would be different as a migrant worker what if he were not a
member of the MA in Korea. He said that his life was totally changed after he worked as a
member of the MA:
Oh! Oh! It has been really long time since I worked for the MA. It was more than 10
years ago…. In the past when I was not a member of the MA, I had just spent most of my
free time from Saturday evening to Sunday such as making delicious foods, drinking
Korean liquors with Myanmarese friends, reading a book what I want to read, or
sleeping…..(Pause) These are only what I wanted to do at that time. However, now I do
not think that was a good life because I have learned a lot in the MA. I think I should not
spend most of my time in my small room. I think I have to go outside and listen to others’
voices and help other people in need in Korea. My life totally changed… (3~6-7).
When I asked Aung what was the most valuable thing he got while working for the
community, he told me he got a new dream which he could not dream without experiencing
many in the MA:
When I was in Burma, I was just an ordinary college student: I just went to school to
study and went back home to eat dinner and sleep. However, as I said before, I had
observed how my father had helped other Myanmarese migrant workers in the MA and
since after I joined this community and have worked for it, I found out that there were
many migrant workers who needed urgent help. In the beginning of my life in the MA, I
did not know how to help these people. However, I got much information about how to
help them through people and Myanmarese friends whom I met while working for the
MA. I really want to establish an NGO like the MA in Korea when I go back to my
country so that I can help Myanmarese people in need (2-4).
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Wing Aung also mentioned that while preparing and conducting many cultural and
political events, and contacting and networking with Korean NGOs in the MA, he got new
motives and furthermore, in cooperation with other members in the MA, he could realize some
of his motives. He said that one of these was the creation of the APEBC (the Assistance
Program for Education for Burmese Children):
While working as a member of the MA, I Kept thinking about making new programs and
events for Myanmarese migrant workers in Korea because I thought that if we, the MA
would just continue to do the same activities what we used to do, people would easily get
bored and the MA could not grow.... So, I kept thinking about what we should do in the
MA and I had tried to listen to other people within and outside of the MA. In the mean
time, some members told me that children in Burma had had a hard time for their living
and study and especially, the situation of Burmese children in a refugee village in
between Burma and Thailand was extremely poor. So, I shared this issue to other
members in the MA and some of them showed interest, through which I decide to start
educational support activity for Burmese children in a refugee village (1-13~14).
However, Wing Aung said that some members including him who tried to introduce their
new motive to the central activity of culture sharing and exchange made a conclusion that it was
very hard to do this activity within the central activity in the MA because this new activity
entailed a sensitive issue. He said, “Most people in the refugee village were those who had fled
from the military junta’s oppression on ethnic minorities in Myanmar, therefore any kinds of
support for these people are considered as hostilities toward the Myanmarese government” (114). He said that for these complicated reasons, many members in the MA did not want to accept
the new motive of helping Burmese refugee children in the MA. After all, this situation led some
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members to be in a double bind situation: as members of the MA, the participants who wanted to
realize their new motive in the central system of the MA should try to do his best for the MA’s
harmony, at the same time, they really wanted to fulfill his dreams and desires within the MA as
independent subjects in the world. Wing Aung said that in order to resolve this contradiction,
with other members he decided to create a new organization, the APEBC in 2005 through which
he could support Myanmarese children living in the border region between Myanmar and
Thailand with the help of other Korean NGOs. Wing Aung told:
For Burmese refugee children, we had sent money supporting teachers, making books,
constructing classrooms since 2005. In the past, we sent money by mail but for safety
reason, two years ago we have sent it via Korean volunteers who visited in the “Maesot”
area. Every year we also collect money on the busy street in Seoul with other members in
the MA, Korean NGOs, and sister hood middle and high school students. Some members
in the MA also have subscribed to funds with anonymously for supporting this project (21~2).
Wing Aung also told me that while working as a member of the MA, he got a new
mission for his country:
Through working for the MA, I had been involved many activities in the BMWH, which,
I think, were a big help to set up what I should do in the future. One of the big help was
that I got an interest in human rights in my country, Burma, for we have lots of ethnic
minorities. As I said before, there is a great deal of conflicts among ethnics which we
need to solve. I want to resolve human rights of ethnic minorities in Burma. However, I
did not know how to start even though I have in mind that I want to do something for this
issue (3-4).
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When I asked him to tell me more about “ethnic issues” in Burma, Wing Aung
expounded:
…. There are many political problems, and conflicts among ethnics such as the military
junta’s oppression on ethnic minorities. So, we want to live a peaceful life. I want to
resolve human rights of these ethnic minorities so that we, all the Myanmarese people
live a peaceful life, however, I did not know how to do…. While I worked together with
the BMWH as a member of the MA regarding MA’s events and projects, I have got to
know how I should do. I have learned why the BMWH and its activists have worked for
migrant workers in Korea and how many Korean NGOs like the BMWH tried to resolve
human rights issues. For instance, when there were no organizations like the BMWH in
Korea, it should be impossible for migrant workers in Korea to get appropriate
counseling which could lead to a bad situation such as migrant workers’ riot and violence.
We, migrant workers want to hit the Korean person who hit us, which make a situation
worse. This is why the BMWH has provided counseling for us. I think Korean NGOs like
the BMWH resolve half of human rights problems of migrant workers in Korea…. While
I have seen the BMWH tried to listen to migrant workers’ voices and with organizing
migrant workers’ hands fight against Korean government, companies, and workers in
order to protect migrant workers’ human rights in association with migrant workers, I got
to depend on the BMWH and other Korean NGOs supporting migrant workers. Through
constant efforts of Korea NGOs, I think all of them (Korean government, companies,
workers and migrant workers) became a family member….. I believe that the BMWH
plays as a mediator. It is definitely tough work to make Korean people and migrant
workers understood each other……. So, I think I found how to resolve human rights and
reconciliation issues among ethnic minorities in Burma. I think even though putting
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everything aside, it is the most important thing to listen carefully to the voices of ethnic
minorities and speak for them (3-4~5).
Through his long description, I could tell that his learning in the MA has enabled him to
get a new dream, concretize it and realize it.
While talking about the Thingyanmul Festival, one of the major cultural events of the
MA, Zaw Moa Tung also mentioned that through preparing and conducting MA’s cultural event
she got a new dream in the rest of his life:
As you know, we are now living in global village and we hold this cultural event in
Korea. Korean people and Myanmarese are human beings altogether. Through this event,
I felt that we could get better to know and understand each other and share our mind.
Even though it is hard for me to prepare and perform these events in Korea, I want to do
these kinds of events in my country so that all the people regardless of the rich and the
poor or one’s ethnicity can participate and enjoy (2-3).
In the last interview with him, I asked Zaw Moa Tung that what he really want to
promote in the MA in the future, then he told me his another dream he got through working for
the MA:
There are many professors in Myanmar. I would like to invite them in Korea and let them
teach political education for Myanmarese migrant workers. If people are well educated,
our country will be much better place to live. If Myanmarese people would just have a
concern with making money, there would be nothing left for them in the future. I would
like to provide these kinds of education programs such as law, computer, journalism
which I cannot start to do to the present due to the many constraints of time and money
(3-7).
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Through his story, I could tell that his experiences in the MA have led him to get new
dreams and potential to realize them within him.
Min Min Tun also expressed that working as a member of the MA for a long time was
really meaningful for him in that he got a new dream:
Like the MA in Korea, I would like to make an organization in Burma “Burmese
friendship” tentatively named. So, Myanmarese migrant workers like me who had been in
Korea can join this organization and through this organization people can give help to
Korean people who are in Burma, and also give useful information to Burmese who want
to go to Korea. Through this organization, I can do something good for our people (3-7).
In summary, in the process of acquiring information, performing various cultural and
political events, and resolving inners contradictions in the activities of the MA, the participants
began to escape daily routine of life as ordinary migrant workers, enter a new world, and get new
dreams. Furthermore, some of the participants have already realized their dream in the MA in
association with other members. I could also identify that these new dreams of the participants in
the MA would be potential motives which could promote the advent of new activities within and
outside of the MA as depicted in Figure 12.
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Culture Sharing and Exchange

Outcomes:
Having a new
dreams (motives)

Political awareness building

Labor Counseling

New Activities within or
outside of the MA in near
Future

Figure 12. The participants’ New Dreams as Potential Motives for Creating New
Activities
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Chapter 8. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION
This chapter consists of two parts: Discussions and conclusion. In the discussions, I
explore how the participants in the activities of the MA have became “a qualitatively new subject”
that is, how they have experienced conscious development through resolving inner contradictions
embedded in the activities of the MA and along with these transformation of the subjects how the
activities of the MA has changed and evolved development and transformation of. In the
conclusion, I summarize the findings of the study and examine the strength point of Activity
theory as a theoretical framework for analyzing informal learning and the difficulties I had while
applying Activity theory to this study. I also addressed limitations of this study and implications
for further research.

Discussion: Developmental Aspects of the Participants and the Activities of the MA
“The distinctive feature of human activity is that it is continuous creation of new
instruments which in turn complicate and change qualitatively the very structure of the activity
itself” (Engeström, 1987, Ch3., p.5).

The participants’ Consciousness Development in the Activities of the MA
While participating in the activity systems of the MA, the participants, as the subjects in
the activities of the MA have faced historically accumulated inner contradictions. However, as
examined in Chapter 6 and 7, although they had confronted many conflicts and problem
situations, in association with other members in the MA they had resolved complicated inner
contradictions. The three major communities in the central activity and the activity of political
awareness building in the MA (the NLD, the BAK, and the APEBC), and the implicit activity of
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political awareness building were all of the learning outcomes (Learning III) of the participants’
collective efforts to resolve the complicated contradictions within the activity systems of the MA.
In addition to these outcomes, I also identified other learning outcomes produced by
participants’ resolving inner contradictions in the activities of the MA. For example, the
Thingyanmul Festival in the current central activity of culture sharing and exchange was a
learning outcome created by a group of members in MA to resolve the secondary contradiction
between the subject and the tool. As mentioned in the above section, Min Min Tun told me that
in its early days of the late 1990s, the Tilergamuni Festival was the only cultural event in the MA
which had a relatively exclusive character regarding religions and participants:
The Tilergamuni Festival is also a cultural and religious event in the MA. However, we
had held this festival just in the Seokwang Temple so that Korean people did not know
about it…. In addition, I thought the Tilergamuni Festival was kind of a religious event
so that it would be not easy for Christian Myanmarese friends to participate in this
festival. So, I proposed the Thingyanmul Festival …. (2-5).
A group of certified labor lawyers which is one of the current main tools of the labor
counseling activity in the MA was another learning outcome created by a group of members in
MA to resolve the secondary contradiction between the object and the tool. During my five
months’ internship as a labor counselor in the BMWH, I found out one thing that the number of
requesting counseling to the BMWH from the MA was noticeably low compared with that of
other ethnic migrant workers. At first, I thought that the MA had resolved counseling on its own
hands.
However, while I talked with key members in the MA, the reality was not that I expected.
Some key members in the MA said to me informally that for several reasons, since the late 2009,
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the speed of resolving counseling requested by the MA was drastically getting slow (the tool).
On the other hand, the member of people who complained about this dragging situation one
quickly began to increase and there emerged some migrant workers who wanted to have their
counseling done as soon as possible even though they would pay some counseling fee (the
object). This put MA’s key members in a double bind which the tool began to lag behind the
object: It would be dragging if the MA would continue to request counseling to the BMWH, and
if the MA would not request counseling to the BMWH, there would be no way to deal with its
members’ counseling. As a solution of this contradiction, the MA found a new tool (certified
labor lawyers) to resolve this contradiction.
Along with these learning outcomes, I also identified that through participating and
working for the activities of the MA, the participants had created consciously and unconsciously
mental artifacts such as actively taking responsibility and self-sacrifice, getting confidence, and a
strong sense of political vocation. In addition to this, they got new dreams and some of them had
realized their dreams within and outside of the MA. I think that through all of these experiences
in the activities of the MA the participants have become “a qualitatively new subject” which
Engeström (1987, Ch3., p.28) posits. This qualitative development and transformation of the
participants as the subjects in the activities of the MA can be explained with the Vygotsky’s
concept of ZPD (1978).
As shown in Figure 13 below, the distance from I (The participants) to V (Consciousness
development of the participants) is what Vygotsky (1978) calls “Zone of the Proximal
Development” which is the distance between the actual development level as determined by
independent problem solving (resolving contradictions) and the level of potential development as
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determined through problem solving (resolving contradictions) in collaboration with other
capable peers (other members in the MA).
II. Participatning in
the activity
systems of the MA

III. Interacting with

I. The Participants

other elements,
Facing

with their motives

contradictions

ZPD

V. Consciousness
devlopment of the
participants

IV. Resolving
contradictions by
creating new
activites and tools

Figure 13. The Participants’ Consciousness Development in the Activity Systems of the
MA

Co-evolution of the Participants and the Activities of the MA
Engeström (1987) argues that “human development is a real production of new
societal activity systems, it is not just acquisition of individually new activities, plus perhaps
individual creation of 'original pieces of behavior…. and the activities themselves as societal
systemic formations develop and change constantly” (Ch3., p.26). As examined in the
previous section, in the process of resolving inner contradictions in the activity systems of the
MA, the subjects in the MA have experienced their consciousness development.
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However, as Engeström (1987) argues above, I also identified that the activities of the
MA have changed and transformed themselves with the participants’ collective efforts to
resolve inner contradictions of the activity systems in the MA as shown in Figure8 below.

Development of Participants

Living as
ordinary
migrant
workers

Participating
and Working
as members
in the MA

Participating
in new and
broader
activities

ZPD
Development of the
Activities in the MA

Creating and
Networking with
new social and
poltical activities

Creating the new
political activity

Starting from
two activities
Political awareness building

The NLD, the BAK, the APEBC
Culture
sharing and
exchange

Labor counseling

Figure 14. Co-evolution of the Participants and the Activities of the MA
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As shown Figure 14 above, the learning outcomes produced by the subjects’ constant
efforts for resolving inner contradiction in the activity systems in the MA, in turn have led the
activity systems as well as its subject to new and broader practices and contexts. First, the MA
became able to conduct its cultural and political events and projects more efficiently in
association with the other three Myanmarese organizations (the NLD, the BAK and the APEBC)
as its communities within two activity systems in the MA (culture sharing and exchange and
political awareness building).
Actually, as mentioned in the previous sections, the MA has shared its work with these
communities whenever they hold events: Holding seminars with inviting famous Myanmarese
write, Commemorating Aung San Suu Kyi’s Birthday, and so on. In addition, MA’s members
have got an opportunity to participate in new activities through these communities. First, for
example, as mentioned in the previous section, while working as a member MA, a Myanmarese
migrant worker could also indirectly help Burmese refugee children in the “Maesot” area.
Second, the MA became able to expand its activity to political one through its hidden
activity, political awareness building. For example, through the Union Day, the MA has built
solidarity and deeper relationship with Myanmarese migrant workers from diverse ethnic
minorities. Furthermore, these events have given opportunities for its members to think over
their country’s political and social problems and how to act for these problems in the future.
Third, the MA became able to deal with counseling more efficiently through the new tool
in the labor counseling, certified labor lawyers compared with the time when the MA had been
too much dependent on the BMWH.
Lastly, the MA became able to create a new space for communicating with the Korean
society through new tools in the activity system of culture sharing and exchange. For example,
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through creating the Thingyanmul Festival and participating in the “We Love Bucheon” Festival
have led the MA as well as its members to a broader and new relationship and world.
As examined above, the learning outcomes created by the process of resolving inner
contradictions in the activities in the MA in turn have affected the activities themselves so that
the activities have transformed themselves into more advanced forms. This transformation of the
activities themselves in the MA involves what Engeström (1987) reformulated Vygotsky’s
concept of ZPD:
It [ZPD] is the distance between the present everyday actions of the individuals and the
historically new form of the societal activity that can be collectively generated as a
solution to the double bind potentially embedded in the everyday actions (1987, Ch 3., p.
27).
In summary, through interview and field observation, I observed that in the process of
performing their tasks, solving complicated conflicts, problem situations caused by inner
contradictions historically accumulated in the activities of the MA, the participants and the
activities of the MA altogether have coevolved with interacting each other.
Most participants in the study told me that the MA had still got lots of internal and
external conflicts and problems to resolve: the weakening of its organizational power, the
absence of the pivotal figure to fight for migrant worker’s human rights in Korea, and so on.
These were the new challenges for the MA and its members to face. However, I was confident
that the MA could overcome these obstacles as it had done.

The following was the last remark of Min Min Tun, the advisor of the MA in his last
interview:
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“Compared with its heyday around 2002, the MA is losing its energy. However, I am
confident that as long as I stay in Korea, the Myanmar Association will exist.”

Conclusion
I wrote this conclusion reflecting how I began this study with what image I got on
migrant workers. I found out that there was little difference between the images I got before
conducting this research and the contents of the literature review in chapter 2. The words of
image about them occurred to me: living with painful experiences in their workplace, working
and living in extremely poor conditions, human rights infringement, industrial disasters, socially
and culturally alienators, and so on. However, while working as a labor counselor in the Bucheon
Migrant Worker’s House and conducting interview and field observation about migrant workers’
lived experiences as members of their ethnic community, the MA, I began to realize that this
feature was just a fraction of migrant workers’ life in Korean society.

Beyond Migrant Workers to Social and Political Activists
In this study, I explored how Myanmarese male migrant workers described their lived
experiences as members of their ethnic community, the Myanmar Association (MA) and what
learning took place during their participation in the MA using phenomenology as a research
method and CHAT (Cultural Historical Activity Theory) as a theoretical framework. Through
CHAT, I identified three current main activities in the MA: Culture sharing and exchange whose
main objectives were to enhance the quality of life of its member and to cultivate mutual
friendship among its member and between the MA and the Korean society; labor counseling
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whose main object was to resolve the workplace problems and issues of its members; and
political awareness building whose main objective was to arouse a critical mind in its member.
Based on interview data from six participants and field observation, I found the following
five essential aspects of six Myanmarese male migrant workers’ lived experiences as members in
their ethnic community, the MA.
First, the participants perceived that working as members of the MA needed to actively
take responsibility and self-sacrifice. Although they were living exhausted life as other ordinary
migrant workers in Korea, most participants had poured a great deal of their time, money, and
energy for the MA.
Second, the participants perceived that although they had difficulties in preparing and
conducting various events in the MA, while performing and participating in the MA’s events,
they got confidence to survive as migrant workers in the foreign country, Korea.
Third, for some participants, working as members of the MA was to live with a strong
sense of political vocation. Some participants had made every effort to arouse critical mind and
political awareness in other members in the MA through organizing various political events in
association with other Myanmarese political organizations despite of persistent and subtle
inferences by the Myanmar embassy in Korea and any disadvantages they would get when they
return to Myanmar.
Fourth, the participants described that through working as members of the MA they
realized that it was important to live while embracing different voices and perspectives. The
participants said that through facing many conflicts and problems with other members in the MA,
they began to realize the importance of listening to other people’s voices and opening their mind
first to others.
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Lastly, the participants did not perceive themselves as passive being who were socially
and culturally isolated in Korean society as many studies about migrant workers depicted. On the
contrary, they described that through working in the MA they not only became able to get out of
their daily routine of work and home but also to get new dreams along with experiencing new
relationship and world. Furthermore, some of them had realized their dreams within and outside
of the MA.
I also observed that through actively working in the MA, the participants had become a
qualitatively new subject. That is, they had experienced consciousness development in the
process of resolving historically accumulated inner contradictions within the activities of the MA
through creating new activities and tools within and outside of the MA (learning outcomes). In
addition to this, I also identified that the activities in the MA themselves had evolved through the
participants’ collective efforts to resolve complicated contradictions embedded in the activities
of the MA, which had led the participants to more advanced practices, new and broader
relationship and world.
Through this study, I got the strong sense that through participating in the MA, the six
Myanmarese male migrant workers had become social and political activists beyond the typical
identity and boundary of ordinary migrant workers in Korea who are depicted as passive and
socially culturally alienators.

Revisited: CHAT and Informal Learning
As Sawchuk (2003) indicates, Cultural and Historical Activity theory was a really useful
tool for the researcher to identify how and what learning occurs in the informal learning context.
First, through the conceptual tools in CHAT, human activity and the six key components of
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human activity system, I could identify various and dynamic forces that affected participant’s
informal learning in their ethnic community, the MA. Second, through another conceptual tool in
CHAT, “contradictions”, I identified how “the new” (as the learning outcome of) was generated
in the activities of the MA. Lastly, through this study, I think that as one of the key components
in the activity system, the concept of a tool would be one of the possible answers to the
Davydov’s question (1999):
According to A. N. Leont’ev (1978), the structure of activity includes such components
as needs, motives, goals, actions, and operations. If we examine this structure, we notice
the absence of the means of solving a problem…. the main question is how to relate this
general activity structure to such traditional psychic processes as perception, imagination,
memory, thinking, feelings, and will. Can these be considered as components of the
general structure of activity, along with motives, problems, and actions? (1999, p. 45)
As mentioned above, Davydov argues that activity theory does not clearly articulate how
the subject solve a problem within and outside of himself/herself in human activity as well as the
specific methods on revealing how the subject(s) internalizes or perceives what she/he
experiences through participating in human activity. Through this study, I identified that how the
participants in the MA had overcome their internal conflicts and problem situations caused by
the primary contradiction through creating mental artifacts. For example, I identified that some
participants had resolved the primary contradiction in the activities of the MA (use value vs.
exchange value) through consciously or unconsciously using or creating mental artifacts such as
actively taking responsibility and self-sacrifice, a strong sense of political vocation and so on. I
think these mental artifacts would be one of good example to explain how the subject in the
activities of the MA solves problems and conflicts embedded in the activities of the MA. I do not
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think the concept of a mental artifact (tool) would fully satisfy the Davydov’s question, however,
the concept of a mental artifact (psychological tool in Vygotsky) could be a starting point to
answer what Davydov (1999) problematizes regarding the absence of the means of solving a
problem in CHAT. Regarding this, further empirical and theoretical studies would be needed.

Limitations of this study and Implications for Future Research
First, in this study, although all the participants were Myanmarese, I did not fully analyze
the influence of their cultural background on their learning. For example, in the last interview,
when I asked Min Min Tun about the reason there were many Myanmarese organizations in
Korea in a relatively short period of time, he said, “If there are two Myanmarese, it is okay,
however, if there are three people, three organizations will emerge.” In this sense, I am interested
in exploring how cultural differences between Myanmar and Korea affect migrant workers’
informal learning.
Second, in this study, I focused on explicating Myanmarese male migrant workers’ lived
experiences as members of their ethnic community in Korea, the Myanmar Association.
However, during my internship in the BMWH, I found that there were many other ethnic
communities, some of which had worked for a long time like the MA in Korea. These ethnic
communities and their members have different histories and ways of development in Korea. The
comparative studies between or among these ethnic communities with regard to their learning
and development would give us useful implications on understanding complicated and dynamic
aspects of informal learning of individuals and the communities.
Third, through this study, I identified that the Myanmar Association had formed close
relationships with other organizations in Korea such as the NLD, BAK, APEBC, and the BMWH
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for a long time. However, in the study I mainly focused on what events, festivals and projects
they had done. Therefore, I could not fully address the dynamic interactions between the MA and
these organizations. Future studies on these interactions among organizations would contribute to
understating on what and how learning and development take place among organizations.
Lastly, some participants indicated that they had learned a lot from Korean society and
people while working as members of the MA. Through, I assumed that dynamic interactions and
conflicts would occur between Myanmarese migrant workers and Korean society, which could
produce learning and development of migrant workers. For example, these interactions could
lead migrant workers to get new way of thinking and new motives. Further studies on this area
would contribute to deeper understanding of dynamics of migrant workers’ informal learning in a
foreign country.
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Appendix A. Invariant Horizons (Meaning Units) Listing
•

Theme #1: Actively Taking Responsibility and Self-sacrifice

(Invariant horizons)
¾ Some members in the MA and I prepare food the whole night through, and at dawn of the
festival day which is around 6am (Zaw Moa Tung2-4)
¾ Actually, I feel that I do not have any personal time (Zaw Moa Tung2-2)
¾ “I am not Zaw Moa Tung. I am a representative of Myanmarese people in Korea, so we
have to do what Myanmarese people in Korea want” and add that “who would do these
works if we do not in Korea” (Zaw Moa Tung 2-3)
¾ I think if they are key members in the MA, they should stay until the end of the event and
take care of cleaning up. They just want to participate in the event but never try to work
what they should do as key members for the MA. It is tough for me (Tintung 2-4)
¾ …there are some people who say “Who are you, how dare you, as a foreigner force me to
do this or that?” And, they hurled abusive at me in Korean. In this case, it was so
frustrating. I used to question myself that why I should take care of this kind of
counseling (Tintung 2-8)
¾ While working as a member of the MA, I have not received any money for my work.
However, I think this is what I should do in Korea for other Myanmarese people and I
feel really rewarded because I can do for other Myanmarese people in Korea (Aung 2-5)
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Appendix B. Thematizing Example
1. First Thematizing
•

Living with a Vocation
Political Vocation for the Democratization of Myanmar
Living for Other Migrant Workers in Korea

•

Creating a space for communicating with Korean Society
Escaping from Daily Routine
From Cultural Alienators to Cultural Producers in Korean Society

•

Embracing differences
Learning to Listen to Other Voices
Learning to Live with Ethnic Minorities in Myanmar

2. Second Thematizing
•

Living with a Vocation
Living for other people
Putting a member into making an Existential Determination:
Living as a Migrant Worker vs. Living as a Political Activist

•

Creating a space for communicating with Korean Society
Escaping from daily routines
Getting confidence to survive in Korea

•

Learning to live while embracing various differences

•

Getting and realizing new dreams

3. Third Thematizing
•

Actively Taking Responsibility and Self-sacrifice

•

Getting Confidence to Survive in Korea

•

Living with a Strong Sense of Political Vocation

•

Learning to Live with Embracing Various Differences

•

Escaping from the Daily Routine and Connected to a New World and Dream
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Appendix C. Interview Guide

First Interview: About Participants’ Life History
1. Personal Information:
Age, Education, Family relationships, Visa status, Period of stay in Korea
2. Could you tell me about your educational experiences in your country?
•

Educational level, a work record

3. How did you come to Korea?
•

knowledge of Korea, how learned, family connections, friends

4. Could you tell me about your first day in Korea?
•

Who met you? Where did you go? What was your first impression in Korea?

5. What was your first workplace in Korea? How did you get to it?
6. Could you tell me your working experience in Korea?
•

If any, what is the reason to change your workplace?,

•

Did you have any difficulties in the workplace?

7. Describe your daily and weekly routine in Korea? If any, what are some challenges or
difficulties you faced while working or living in Korea?

Second Interview: Details of Participants’ Lived Experiences as a Member of the MA
1. How did you decide on participating in the MA?
•

How did you know the existence of the MA?,

•

What was your first impression about people you met in the MA at that time?

2. What events and activities have you participate in the MA since joining in the MA?
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3. Have you ever taken up any key positions at the executive team in the MA?
•

If any, tell me what is it?, What is your main task?, Do you have any difficulties
conducting your task?, How did you resolve those difficulties?

4. Can you tell the instance that was the most impressive on you while working as a
member of the MA?, What is it like for you?
5. Can you recall any instance that you felt it was such a good thing for you to be a
member of the MA?
6. Can you recall any instance that you felt you would really want to withdraw from
your position, as a member of the MA?

Third Interview: Reflection of Lived Experiences and Its Meanings for Participants
1. Could you tell about what you think have made you continue participating in the MA?
•

How would your life in Korea different if you were not a member of the MA?

2. Could you tell me that there are any changes the way of thinking and attitudes in your
Korean life after you participated in the MA compared with those before you
participated in the MA?
3. What does the existence of the MA mean for you in Korea?
4. Do you have anything else to add like your impressions in general about your ethnic
community?
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Appendix D. Informed Consent Form
Informed Consent Form for Social Science Research
The Pennsylvania State University
Title of Project:

Myanmarese male migrant workers' lived experiences as members of
their ethnic community, the Myanmar Association in Korea

Principal Investigator:

Hyungmin Park (PhD candidate)
1400 Martin St
APT 2046
State College, PA 16803
Telephone: 814-231-0562
Email: hxp161@psu.edu

Advisor:

Dr. Fred M. Schied
305E Keller Building
University Park, PA 16802
Telephone: (814) 863-3499
Email: fms3@psu.edu

1. Purpose of the Study: The purpose of this research is to better understand your experiences
as a member of your ethnic community, the Myanmar Association in Korea.
2. Procedures to be followed: You will be asked to participate in three one-on-one interviews
that will last about 60-90 minutes each. To best honor our conversation, I will record the
conversation on a digital recorder to help me when I am transcribing interview on paper. Only
my advisor and I will have access to the recording, which will be stored on my passwordprotected computer. The recordings will be destroyed in December of 2012.
3. Benefits: You might learn more about yourself by participating in this study. Your perceptions
may resonate with other migrant workers in Korean society. You might realize that others have
had similar experiences as you have. You might get a better understanding of how your lived
learning in your ethnic community impacts your life. This information might assist other migrant
workers' in Korea to have more access to learning opportunities.
4. Duration: The interviews should last approximately 60-90 minutes.
5. Statement of Confidentiality: Your participation in this research is confidential. The data
will be stored and secured on my computer in a password protected file. In the event of a
publication or presentation resulting from the research, no personally identifiable information
will be shared. You will be asked if you give permission to be directly quoted. If permission is
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not given, no identifying information will be used.
6. Right to Ask Questions: Please contact Hyungmin Park at (814) 231-0562 with questions or
concerns about this study.
7. Voluntary Participation: Your decision to be in this research is voluntary. You can stop at
any time. You do not have to answer any questions you do not want to answer. Refusal to take
part in or withdrawing from this study will involve no penalty or loss of benefits you would
receive otherwise.
You must be 24 years of age or older to take part in this research study. If you agree to take part
in this research study and the information outlined above, please sign your name and indicate the
date below.
You will be given a copy of this consent form for your records.
____I give my permission to be DIGITALLY recorded.
____I do not give my permission to be DIGITALLY recorded.
____I do give my permission for portions of this interview to be directly quoted, using a
pseudonym, in publications/presentations.
____I do not give my permission for portions of this interview to be directly quoted, using a
pseudonym, in publications/presentations.
______________________________________________

_____________________

Participant Signature

Date

_____________________________________________

_____________________

Person Obtaining Consent

Date
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Appendix E. The Full Text of the MA’s Constitution

I. The Platform
1.

MA is an organization made together by all of the Myanmarese who came to

Korea. Since one’s arrival in Korea, any Myanmarese is automatically recognized as a
member of MA regardless of one’s ethnic, religion, color.
2.

All the MA’s members will lose their membership in case they return to Myanmar

or one affect the honor of the MA negatively.
3.

MA is a social organization and it focuses on social, cultural and religious

activities. And it is free from any pressure of any political entities.
4.

MA should deal with each members’ and community’s pain and problems with

the consent of its members. In addition to this, the MA should respect every religion, that
is, it is not in favor of a certain religion.
5.

MA is an organization for enhancing the quality of life for Myanmarese migrant

workers in association with other organizations in Korea. In addition, the MA is an
independent agent as a self-government body.
6.

MA should promote various projects such as cultural exchange, human rights, in

association with other migrant worker’s organization from other countries.

II. Main Objectives
MA should promote its members to help each other for living a better life as a family in
Korea.
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1.

MA should make every effort to enable Koreans and Myanmarese to respect one

another’s human rights, culture and literature and to enhance mutual friendship between
Koreans and Myanmarese.
2.

MA should also make every effort to introduce and exchange Myanmarese culture

on Myanmarese and the Korean national holidays.
3.

MA should cooperate with all the organization in order for the development of

Myanmar and Myanmarese who came to Korea.
4.
III. Action Plan
1.

MA should support Myanmarese in Korea who needs help on their health and

human rights with the consent of its members.
2.

MA should support Myanmarese in Korea who are in financial troubles and

provide shelter with the consent of its members.
3.

In case Myanmarese has the following problems in the workplace:
i.

Overdue wage,

ii.

Oppression on Human right,

iii.

Industrial disasters including death

MA should make every effort to resolve the problems based on Korean labor law in order to
exercise a worker’s right.
4.

MA should assist any Myanmarese who wants to go back to Myanmar when they

lost their Visa, air-ticket, or they are not able to travel alone, or they are deported and so
on.
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5.

In order to operate the MA, the MA should collect 10,000 Won as a membership

fee and 3,000 Won as monthly fee.
6.

Before conducting any activities including social, cultural, religious activities, the

MA should first plan for each activity.

IV. Election Regulation
1.

An MA’s executive team should hold an election annually (Since 2007 once in

two years). 26
2.

The key positions of the executive team are: a president, a vice-president, a

manager, and a vice-manger. These four positions are elected by a secret ballot. The
voters can nominate the other candidates of lower positions in the executive team and the
elected key constituents of the new executive team finally approve it (If any multiple
nominees, vote by a show of hands).
3.

MA should operate the election preparatory committee, which is appointed by the

former members in the executive team two months before election. The candidates
should register to this committee for running the election.
4.

26

Any Myanmarese living in Korea can have right to participate in voting.

Due to frequent crackdowns by the Korean government, they do not set up the fixed election date.
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Appendix F. The List of the Executive Team in the MA (As of Sep, 2009)
Name*

Title

Year to Korea

Interviewee

1

Zaw Moa Tung

President

1993

O

2

Tintung

Vice-President

1994

O

3

(Vacancy)

Manager

2004

O

4

Vice-manager

5

(Vacancy)

Financial affairs

6

(Vacancy)

Public relations officer

7

Public relations officer

8

Chief Organizer

9

Organizer

10

Organizer

11

Organizer

12

Manager for physical activities

13

Manager for physical activities

14

Aung

Labor counselor

15

Labor counselor

16

Labor counselor for women

17

Library and culture manager

18

Library and culture manager

19

Chief secretary

20

Min Min Tun

Adviser

1994

O

21

Sai Tun Boo

Adviser

1994

O

*All the names in the list are their pseudo-names.
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Appendix G. The Major Annual Events of the MA (As of Sep, 2009)
Start

Event Title

Details

1998

Tilergamuni Festival

Joint pray in front of the statue
of Buddha, “Tilergamuni” and
playing traditional Myanmarese
performances and sharing foods

The Seokwang Temple,
October

1999

‘We Love Bucheon’
Festival

Display of Myanmarese
traditional costumes and
souvenir, and selling
Myanmarese foods

Bucheon City,
September

2000

Summer Camp

Going one or two days’ field
trip to a famous sightseeing site
in Korea

Tourist attractions,
July or August

2001

Thingyanmul
Festival

Sprinkling water over passersby to avoid their bad luck and
holding musical performances

Bucheon City,
April

2001

Lotus Lanterns
Festival

Participating in the Buddha’s
Birthday festival driving a
decorated car decorated

2002

Soccer League

Playing tournament soccer
games

2002

Holding seminars
through inviting
famous Myanmarese
writers

Inviting famous Myanmarese
famous writers and holding
seminars on current political
situations in Myanmar

Year

2004

Commemorating
Aung San Suu Kyi’s
Birthday

2007

Union Day

Introducing Aung San Suu
Kyi’s political activities and
current Burmese political
situations to invited celebrities
in Korea and MA’s members
Inviting migrant workers from
ethnic minorities and share
ethnic performances

Date & Place

The Jogye Order and
Dongdaemoon Stadium in
Seoul,
April or May
In the area of Bucheon
City,
From June to September
NLD or BAK’s office,
Occasional basis

Auditorium in BMWH,
June

Auditorium in BMWH,
February

Vita

Hyungmin Park
Education
z Pennsylvania State University, PhD, Adult Education, 2010
z Seoul National University, MA, Lifelong Education, 2004
z Seoul National University, BA, Education, 2001

Professional Experience
z Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Pennsylvania (2006-2008)
Graduate Assistant of Adult Education program
z Korea National Open University, Seoul, Korea (2003-2006)
Teaching and Research Assistant of Education department

Teaching Experience
z Instructor
-Lifelong Education Center, Chonbuk National University (2009)
Community Education, face-to-face, practitioners working in lifelong education facilities
z Teaching Assistant - Penn State University (2006-2008)
Introduction to the Adult Education, online, graduate
Introduction to the Distance Education, online, graduate

Presentations and Publications
z Park, H.,Diehl, W., Gnanadass, E., Gungor, R., Long, E. & Crandall, J., & Schied, F.
(June 2007). Knowledge Construction in the Early Years: A Content Analysis of the
Three Adult Education Journals, 1929 – 1955. Proceedings of 2007 The Midwest
Research To Practice Conference.
z Chung, D., Kin, D., Lee, Chung, D., Park, H (2008). Why, United State, China, Japan,
and Russia? Kyoyookbook Ltd. Seoul: Korea.

Internship
z Bucheon Migrant Worker’s House, Bucheon, Korea (2009)
Labor Counselor for Migrant Workers in Korea

Assistantship and Fellowship
z Recipient of Floyd B. Fischer Graduate Fellowship (2007-2009), Adult Education
Program, Pennsylvania State University
z Recipient of Graduate Assistantship (2006-2007), Adult Education Program,
Pennsylvania State University

